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Abstract
Background: Individuals with a severe psychiatric illness (SPI) are vulnerable to cancer care disparities.
The contributions of cancer-related mortality to lower life-expectancy in individuals with an SPI have
been understudied.
Methods: This thesis investigated the association between an SPI history and colorectal cancer (CRC)
outcomes in a cohort of patients diagnosed in Ontario between 01/04/2007-31/12/2012 using provincial
healthcare data. SPI history was determined using hospitalization, emergency department, and psychiatrist
visit data and categorized as ‘no history of mental illness, ‘outpatient SPI history’, and ‘inpatient SPI
history’. The thesis was organized around a causal framework, highlighting the complexity of the
relationship between an SPI and worse cancer outcomes. The thesis investigated the SPI effect on an
unknown cancer stage, non-receipt of surgical resection, non-receipt of adjuvant treatment, and on overall
and CRC-specific survival. Multiple log-binomial, logistic, and modified Poisson regression were used to
study dichotomous outcomes. Multiple Cox-Proportional hazards, Aalen additive hazards and Fine &
Gray sub-distribution hazards regression were used to study time-to-event outcomes.
Results: CRC patients with an inpatient SPI history had 1.45 (95% CI: 1.31-1.84) times the risk of an
unknown stage cancer at diagnosis, 2.15 times the risk of not receiving surgical resection (95% CI: 1.074.33), and 2.07 times the risk of not receiving adjuvant treatment (95% CI: 1.72-2.50), compared to those
with no history of mental illness. The outpatient SPI effect was smaller in magnitude and often nonsignificant. The hazard ratio (HR) of death from any cause was 1.91 times higher for individuals with an
inpatient SPI (95% CI: 1.63-2.25) and 1.40 times higher for individuals with an outpatient SPI history
(95% CI: 1.22-1.59); the HR of death from CRC was slightly lower and the HR of non-cancer death was
higher, than the overall estimates. Some significant effect modification by age, sex and stage at diagnosis
was noted; however, the study was not adequately powered to detect interaction.
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Conclusions: These three studies tell a consistent, cohesive story of cancer outcome inequalities for
patients with an SPI across the cancer care trajectory. Future work to understand why these inequalities
exist and how to best intervene are necessary.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Rationale
There is consistent evidence of cancer care disparities for vulnerable populations within universal
healthcare systems. These inequalities occur as the cumulative sum of social vulnerability, stigma,
healthcare access issues, a lack of patient-centered care, and the social and economic context of
healthcare delivery. Individuals with a severe psychiatric illness (SPI) are potentially at an increased risk
for worse cancer outcomes through a number of these pathways (1, 2).
Excluding deaths due to suicide and homicide, all-cause mortality rates are higher in patients with
an SPI than in the general population; approximately 60% of all deaths are attributed to physical health
problems, largely cardiovascular disease. Rates of hypertension, stroke, myocardial infarction, other
cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, respiratory diseases, metabolic disorder, obesity, as well as other acute
and chronic illnesses are significantly higher in persons with an SPI compared to the general population.
There is also significant evidence that individuals with an SPI and a physical illness are less likely to
receive optimal treatment for their physical disease, resulting in more severe disease progression and
higher rates of death from those illnesses (3, 4).
Individuals with an SPI have significant excess mortality from cancer compared to the general
population, making it an important physical health consideration (5, 6). Although a long-standing
concern, the association between an SPI and worse long-term cancer outcomes has received less attention
than other physical diseases. Few studies have looked at stage at diagnosis or receipt of guideline
recommended treatment, two key factors along the cancer care continuum that are strong prognostic
factors. The existing SPI-cancer evidence base has a number of limitations, including low study power,
1

missing or incomplete capture of cancer stage and treatment, varying approaches to confounding control
that include inappropriate adjustment for intermediate variables, and a reliance on population cancer
mortality rate comparisons rather than studying-specific outcomes such as survival. More information is
needed about the presence and size of associations between SPI and survival and the mechanisms that
lead to those associations.
I specifically chose colorectal cancer (CRC) as an indicator cancer site to investigate the
relationship between an SPI and cancer outcomes. I chose CRC because it affected both men and women,
and provided the opportunity to understand potential sex-specific differences in the SPI effect. Given the
rarity of SPI, I required a large sample size. CRC is the second most frequently diagnosed cancer in
Canadian men and the third most frequently diagnosed cancer in Canadian women (7). I also need a
cancer site with heterogeneity in survival, so that enough deaths would occur in the follow-up period to
investigate long-term outcomes. CRC is also one of the three leading causes of Canadian cancer deaths in
both men and women. CRC patients in Ontario have a 65% probability of overall five-year survival
following diagnosis (8). Therefore, CRC provided an adequate sample size to study these effects within a
single cancer site. This dissertation also required variation in the stage of cancer at diagnosis to observe
potential differences in cancer outcomes. Data reported by Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) in 2010 estimated
that 10% of patients with CRC have an unknown stage of cancer at diagnosis, and for those patients
assigned a stage, approximately 20% will be incurable (9). Finally, I chose CRC because there is also
substantial evidence that disparities in CRC outcomes exist in a number of vulnerable populations defined
by age, geography, race, socioeconomic status, and sex, suggesting variable outcomes for vulnerable
populations, including those with an SPI (10-15).
Specifically, the purpose of this thesis was to examine healthcare disparities in a CRC diagnosis,
staging, treatment and survival for individuals with an SPI. I hypothesized that patients with an SPI are at
higher risk of experiencing suboptimal care and worse survival. My hypotheses targeted three points
2

along the cancer care trajectory beginning with an incomplete cancer diagnostic workup and advanced
cancer stage, then less access to guideline recommended treatment, and finally higher cancer-related
mortality than experienced by the general cancer population.

1.2 Thesis Objectives
The goal of this dissertation was to examine the effect of an SPI on cancer outcomes across three
key points of the cancer management process to provide an opportunity to examine potential inequalities,
given the interconnectedness of the diagnosis, staging, and treatment phases of cancer control, and their
relationship with mortality. Studying care inequalities across a spectrum of outcomes creates a more
complete picture of healthcare disparities and provides deeper context to the study findings (16). Through
the development of a literature-based causal framework, I hypothesized that the effect of an SPI on cancer
outcomes was the product of the psychiatric illness symptoms, features, and consequences, as well as
reduced access to healthcare, a lack of patient-centered care, healthcare provider and institutional stigma.
I then studied the total SPI effect, asserting that it represents the sum of these co-occurring factors. I
originally proposed a formal evaluation of separate direct and indirect pathways. However my
preliminary analyses revealed limitations in the administrative healthcare data that precluded these
evaluations. This dissertation had three objectives which were executed in a cohort of CRC patients:
1. Investigate the association between an SPI and an unknown cancer stage at diagnosis.
2. Investigate the association between an SPI and receipt of guideline recommended cancer treatment.
3. Investigate the association between an SPI and CRC survival.

1.3 Study Design Overview
Three studies were performed, one for each of the objectives described above. These studies used
provincial, routinely collected healthcare data housed at the Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences
(ICES). The study cohorts were derived from CRC patients with diagnoses registered to the Ontario
3

Cancer Registry (OCR) between April 1, 2007 and December 31, 2012. I operationalized an SPI as a
history of psychiatric hospitalizations or emergency department and psychiatrists services for a diagnosis
of schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, major depressive disorder, or other psychotic illnesses in the six
months to five years prior to the cancer diagnosis. I created a referent group of CRC patients with no
history of mental health service utilization during the same timeframe. CRC patients receiving mental
health services other than those in the SPI definition were excluded from the study. Cancer staging and
treatment data provided by the OCR, CCO, and physician billing data, as well as vital status data
provided by the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC), were linked at ICES.
Death clearance data was available to October 31, 2015. I used directed acyclic graph theory to
differentiate causal pathway and confounding variables as part of the development of the conceptual
framework. My causal framework therefore provided direction to my analyses of the adjusted SPI effect
on an unknown cancer stage at diagnosis, receipt of surgical resection, receipt of adjuvant treatment, and
CRC survival. I also explored potential effect modification by age and sex across all associations.

1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized into five chapters, including this Introduction (Chapter One), and 13
appendices. Chapter Two provides a description of the setting for this dissertation, including an
introduction to healthcare disparities in cancer control, an overview of SPI and determinants of poor
physical health outcomes for that population, a summary of the cancer outcomes literature for individuals
with an SPI, the epidemiology of CRC, my conceptual framework, and the study rationale. Chapter Three
describes the study methods for each objective, including sections on the study design, populations, data
sources, variable measurement, confounder selection, and analytic approaches. Chapter Four describes the
study findings for each objective, including the relationship between an SPI and unknown cancer stage,
surgical resection, adjuvant treatment, and survival, and results of my analyses of age and sex effect
4

modification. The final chapter (Chapter Five) summarizes the study findings, places them in the context
of existing literature, outlines the strengths and limitations of this thesis, and finishes with the
implications, future directions and conclusions. The 13 appendices include a range of additional methods
and supplementary findings that support the overall dissertation.

5

Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Overview
This chapter begins by providing background on healthcare disparities in cancer outcomes in
Canada. It then summarizes why individuals with an SPI may be more vulnerable to worse cancer
outcomes than the general population. The following section reviews existing clinical epidemiological
studies of cancer outcomes in this population. The next section provides background information for
studying cancer care inequalities in patients with an SPI and CRC. The chapter finishes by presenting a
conceptual framework for studying cancer outcomes in individuals with an SPI and summarizing the
study rationale.

2.2 Healthcare Disparities in Cancer Control
Cancer control refers to the policies, programs, and interventions put into place to reduce
morbidity and mortality from cancer, and the research that supports these efforts (17). Cancer control
spans prevention, diagnosis, staging, treatment, survivorship, and palliative care. Decreasing incidence, as
well as improving survival and quality of life through screening programs, and the provision of effective
treatment are key targets. This thesis addresses cancer control from the point of diagnosis. Figure 1
outlines the cancer control continuum.
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Figure 1 Cancer control continuum (adapted from CCO (18))
Variations in cancer outcomes unrelated to characteristics of the cancer have been documented
across the cancer control spectrum. Screening rates, stage at diagnosis, receipt of guideline recommended
cancer treatment, the provision of palliative care, the delivery of survivorship care, participation in cancer
clinical trials, as well as cancer mortality, vary by age, sex, race, immigration status, sexual orientation,
and socioeconomic position, in groups defined by geography, rurality, and in aboriginal populations.
Elderly cancer patients, younger adult cancer patients and childhood cancer survivors, AfricanAmericans, immigrants, those with low education, low social support, lower socioeconomic status, or
complex physical comorbidities and those living in rural or less intensively resources areas are more
likely to have late stage cancer at diagnosis, not receive guideline-recommended treatment, and have
worse survival (1, 10, 19-25).
These consistent outcome inequalities across cancer sites are explained by factors unrelated to the
cancer itself and are the cumulative result of social vulnerabilities, stigma, issues accessing healthcare,
and a lack of patient-centered care; they reflect the social and economic context of healthcare delivery
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(16). Therefore, understanding and intervening on these factors is critical to reducing the negative
consequences of preventable morbidity and mortality in vulnerable cancer populations.
Inequalities in cancer care outcomes, delivery, or quality that are not explained by underlying
differences in need are healthcare disparities. Healthcare disparities are quantifiable inequalities between
a vulnerable population and a referent point (e.g. less vulnerable group, benchmark value) (16, 26). They
represent unfair differences, or inequities, occurring between groups. Interpretation of healthcare
disparities requires an understanding of the social, economic, and clinical context that they occur within.
The cause of healthcare disparities is not attributed to vulnerable group membership, but is explained by
differential distributions of determinants between the groups (16). Healthcare disparities are driven by a
multiplicity of vulnerability factors that rarely act in isolation (27). They echo the complex interplay
between social, economic, cultural and healthcare system factors, in addition to historical bias and
institutionalized stigma that have been built into the definitions of vulnerable group membership (16, 26).
What makes a population vulnerable to healthcare disparities? In their conceptual framework for
studying health disparities in the healthcare system, Kilbourne and colleagues defined a vulnerable
population as ‘Groups that have faced discrimination because of underlying differences in social status,
which can lead to potential gaps in healthcare’ (16). By definition, the total effect of membership in a
vulnerable population on health outcomes is then the sum of the co-existing vulnerability factors
experienced by the group members.
The reduction of cancer healthcare disparities is an international priority. In 2014, Sinding, et
al.(2) published a scoping review of ninety-nine studies from 2001 onward, investigating inequities in
cancer treatment within countries with universal healthcare systems. Vulnerable populations defined by
geography, age, gender, and socioeconomic status were the most commonly studied. Most of the work
focused on receipt of surgery, and studied patients with CRC. Vulnerable factors were considered in
isolation to one another, with no discussion of synergistic effects. Explanations for inequalities in cancer
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outcomes were most commonly attributed to the patient (e.g. attitudes, individual behavior, circumstance)
and less commonly attributed to provider or healthcare system factors. Many studies excluded from the
review were interested in identifying determinants of poor cancer outcomes, rather than focusing on
vulnerable populations and understanding inequitable provision of care (2).
Disparities in access to cancer services and in cancer outcomes exist in Canada. In the review
performed by Sinding et al. (2), fourteen of the nineteen studies reviewed from Canada investigated
geography-related barriers related to cancer care, and eleven investigated age-related barriers. A study by
Maddison et al. (1) summarized fifty-one studies published between 1990 and 2009 on inequities in
access to cancer care in Canada specifically. Again, the authors concluded that variations in cancer care
attributed to age, geographic location, income, and sex were the most commonly studied. The consistent
emphasis on geography in the provision of cancer care likely reflects the significant barriers to providing
cancer care in Canada across large, geographically diverse areas. Maddison et al. (1) also pointed out that
an emphasis on understanding disparities in the context of need was necessary to better inform policy.
Two seminal reports from the Canadian Partnership Against Cancer (CPAC) have also highlighted
inequalities within the cancer care system in Canada. Older age, more rural residence, lower income, and
recent immigrant status were associated with inequalities in cancer stage, treatment, and survival (28, 29).
Another Canadian study by Gillan et al. (30) looked specifically at barriers to accessing radiation
therapy. The authors reviewed studies published between 1980 and 2011. Consistent with the broader
reviews of cancer care delivery, increasing patient age, and geography, as measured by distance to the
treatment centre, were identified as significant barriers to radiotherapy. Maddison et al. (1) concluded the
majority of studies attributed differences in cancer outcomes to differences in patient choice or patient
advocacy in the different vulnerable groups. Gillan et al. (30) identified wait times for treatment, as well
as lack of physician referral, and provider lack of understanding or awareness of radiotherapy were
identified as barriers to accessing radiotherapy.
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There is consistent evidence that not all Canadians receive equal access to cancer services,
despite a universal healthcare system. Most studies address easily quantified measures of inequality and at
a single point along the cancer care continuum. Studies are needed that pay careful attention to causal
frameworks, in order to ensure the appropriate variables are considered in adjusted analyses and to
provide context for interpretation of the results. Significant gaps exist in the understanding of healthcare
disparities across the cancer continuum where data are sparse, non-existence or inconclusive. There is a
need for studies on potential cancer healthcare disparities for less commonly targeted socially vulnerable
groups, such as the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender/transsexual, and queer/questioning population,
immigrants, individuals with physical or intellectual disabilities, individuals with complex healthcare
needs, or those with an SPI (1, 2, 6, 25).

2.3 Severe Psychiatric Illness
Individuals with an SPI are vulnerable to experiencing worse cancer outcomes for a number of
reasons. The following sections define an SPI and provide descriptive epidemiological evidence of its
burden, outlining how that burden may be associated with worse cancer outcomes.

2.3.1 SPI Definitions
There is no standardized terminology or definition of an SPI. The origins of the term SPI, severe
mental illness, or serious mental illness are rooted in mental healthcare policy. These terms, often used
interchangeably, were developed to identify a group of individuals with highly complex and debilitating
psychiatric features, significantly reduced social, occupational, and functional capacity, and significant
psychiatric treatment needs. These definitions have been used to drive mental health policy development,
resource allocation, and programming within government, as well as in private and not-for-profit
organizations by creating eligibility or inclusion criteria for services.
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SPI definitions share commonalities of diagnosis, duration, and disability of the mental disorder
in the various existing definitions, but none have been universally adopted (31). Several organizations
have operationalized these definitions to additionally include a measure of intensity of psychiatric, social,
and supportive needs (31, 32). SPI definitions typically require one or a combination of the following
diagnoses: schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorders, other non-organic psychotic disorders, bipolar
disorder, and major depression. Schinnar et al. (31) identified seventeen different definitions of an SPI
from studies published in the United States following deinstitutionalization and noted eight definitions
included all mental disorders. A study by Ruggeri et al. (33) suggested that restrictions to psychotic
populations may miss up to 45% of individuals with significant loss of functionality and intensive use of
psychiatric services. Regardless of diagnosis, the illness must be of long duration, typically referring to
lifelong illnesses where the focus is on recovery, rather than cure; timeframes for measuring an SPI
typically range from one to five years (31). Different suggestions for how to operationalize and measure
significant disability also exist; reduced functional capacity may be measured using a number of validated
scales (31-33). Additional criteria include recent high intensity use of mental health services, often
defined by the number of psychiatric hospitalizations, community mental healthcare visits, or contacts
with mental healthcare professionals (31, 34, 35). These criteria were considered when defining and
measuring an SPI for the current study, and framing the relationship between an SPI and cancer mortality.

2.3.2 SPI Prevalence
The prevalence of an SPI is dependent on the definition used, the study sample, as well as the
underlying incidence and mortality of the component mental disorders. The 2014 National Survey on
Drug Use and Health, a cross-sectional, nationally representative survey in the United States, reported
4.2% of the US population had a past year history of a serious mental illness, and reported this estimate
was stable between 2008 and 2014 (36). Ruggeri et al. (33) operationalized several measures of SPI
prevalence in two communities in Italy and England and observed estimates varying from 0.98 to 7.70
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cases per 1000, depending on the number of operational criteria applied. Schinnar et al. (31)
operationalized the seventeen definitions identified in the literature in a sample of adults admitted to
community mental health treatment facilities, and estimated the SPI prevalence ranged from 4% to 88%.
The SPI definition used in this thesis encompassed schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, major
depressive disorder and other psychotic illnesses. Schizophrenia and bipolar disorders are less common
than major depression. In Canada, two studies using administrative healthcare data have estimated the
one-year treated prevalence of schizophrenia to be between 0.45 and 0.56%, depending on the algorithm
and data sources used (37, 38). These numbers are likely underestimates, as they rely on treatment data.
The 2012 Canadian Community Health Survey, a cross-sectional, nationally representative survey of
Canadians aged 15 and older, estimated the one year prevalence rates of bipolar disorders and major
depressive disorder to be 1.5% and 4.7% respectively (39, 40). The average age of onset for
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and major depression is between 16 and 30 years, 18 and 40 years, 25 to
44 years, and 25 to 35 years respectively (41, 42). The risk of schizophrenia is 1.3 to 1.4 times higher in
men, than in women (43). Women have 1.5 (95% CI 1.3-1.7) times the odds of a mood disorder compared
to men (42); however, the rates of some component diagnoses, such as bipolar I disorder, are similar
between men and women (44).

2.3.3 SPI Mortality
Although SPI is uncommon, it is a substantial cause of mortality worldwide. A meta-analysis of
203 studies of mortality in mental disorders reported that the lifespan of individuals with an SPI is
reduced by a median of ten years (range 1.4 to 32 years) compared to the general population (45), and
there is evidence this mortality gap is widening over time (46). Deaths due to unnatural causes comprise
17.5% of all deaths (45). The risk of suicide and self-harm in individuals with an SPI is 7.22 (95% CI
6.43-8.12) times higher than in the general population (45). Suicide risk is highest following initial onset
of the disease, following the first episode of psychosis, and during untreated manic or psychotic periods
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(41, 44). Risk of death is exceptionally high for young people with a recent psychiatric admission for
bipolar disorder or schizophrenia; standardized mortality ratios for those under 45 is 3.4 (95% CI 1.7 to
5.1) and 6.2 (95% CI 4.9-7.5) respectively, compared to 1.8 (95% CI 1.4-2.2) and 2.0 (95% CI 1.7-2.3) in
those aged 65-84 (47). Excluding deaths due to suicide and homicide, all-cause mortality rates are two to
three times higher in patients with mental illness than in the general population (4, 45). Over 60% of
deaths in patients with an SPI are attributed to physical health problems (45). A two-fold increase in the
mortality rate persists in older adults however, the number of years of life lost decreases substantially
(48). The ICES and Public Health Ontario estimated schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and major
depressive disorder were responsible for 376,580 years of healthy-adjusted life years lost annually in
Ontario (49).
2.3.4 SPI and Physical Health
Individuals with an SPI have a significantly greater burden of physical illness, relative to the
general population; these physical illnesses are also typically more serious and more likely to result in
worse outcomes. A number of systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and narrative reviews have identified
significantly higher rates of cardiovascular disease, diabetes, respiratory diseases, as well as other acute
and chronic illnesses in persons with an SPI (4, 50-53). A meta-analysis of 77 publications estimated that
one in three people with schizophrenia have metabolic syndrome, a significant predictor of developing
diabetes and cardiovascular disease (52). Rates of metabolic syndrome were higher in patients taking antipsychotics, and with longer illness duration (52). Two meta-analyses recently estimated the prevalence of
diabetes mellitus in individuals with a severe mental illness to be 10-11% (50, 51); approximately 2.5
times higher than the risk in the general population (51). There is heterogeneity reported in the risk of
specific cardiovascular diseases; however, studies consistently report higher rates overall. For example, a
meta-analysis of five studies concluded there was a significantly increased risk of stroke (RR 1.74; 95%
CI 1.29-2.35), but not hypertension (RR 1.09, 95% CI 0.96-1.24) in patients with bipolar disorder (54).
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Studies of specific cardiovascular disorders are often limited by sample size considerations and follow-up
time. The greater burden of physical health problems is hypothesized to be caused by biologically
plausible pathways involving anti-psychotics and mood disorder pathology, and through a greater
prevalence of modifiable lifestyle factors that are known to cause cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and
other poor health states (4, 55).
There is also significant evidence that individuals with a mental and a physical illness are less
likely to receive optimal treatment for their physical disease, resulting in more severe disease progression
and higher rates of death from those illnesses (3, 4, 56). Mitchell et al. (57) performed a systematic review
of studies that compared the quality of medical care between individuals with and without a severe mental
illness. There was evidence of healthcare disparities in the care of cardiovascular disease, diabetes,
HIV/hepatitis, cancer and general medical care; decreased use or provision of services included health
promotion, screening, primary care, and specialist care. Increased used of these services was associated
with depression and anxiety. Explanations for suboptimal treatment include competing priorities for the
psychiatrist, a lack of ownership over medical healthcare provision for individuals with an SPI,
fragmented health service delivery, and interference from psychiatric symptoms.(57)
Canadian evidence includes a study by Kisely et al. (58), who used Nova Scotia health
administrative databases to study receipt of three different cardiovascular procedures in patients with
psychiatric disorders. They concluded that despite at least similar burdens of cardiovascular disease,
individuals with a psychiatric history were significantly less likely to receive specialist interventions; the
authors noted a stronger association for those with psychiatric hospitalizations. Becker et al. (59) used
Ontario healthcare administrative data to investigate disparities in diabetes care for individuals with
schizophrenia. They reported individuals with schizophrenia were 68% more likely to require
hospitalization for hypo- or hyperglycemia, than the general population, and 45% more likely to require
hospitalization for a related infection (59). In a retrospective study also using Ontario administrative
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health databases, Kurdyak et al. (60) concluded patients with schizophrenia were 56% more likely to die
within 30 days following an acute myocardial infarction, and 50% less likely to receive cardiac
procedures (95% CI 0.40-0.56), or to visit a cardiologist (95% CI 0.43-0.65), than the general population.

2.3.5 Determinants of Poor Physical Health Outcomes in SPI
Worse physical health outcomes for individuals with an SPI stem from a collection of modifiable
risk factors. De Hert and colleagues proposed a framework of these factors (3, 4). Determinants may be
categorized as being directly related to the psychiatric illness (psychiatric symptoms, treatment),
indirectly related to the psychiatric illness through consequences of the symptoms (social vulnerability
factors, health and lifestyle behaviours), and as external to the psychiatric illness, and related to the
healthcare system (access to care, continuity of care, bias and stigma). Complex interactions among these
factors result in delayed diagnoses, increased severity, and the under-treatment of physical illnesses,
which negatively impact physical health and increase mortality (3, 4).
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Figure 2 Determinants of poor physical health outcomes in individuals with an SPI; adapted from
de Hert and colleagues (3, 4)

2.4 Cancer and SPI
Although a longstanding concern, the association between an SPI and worse long-term cancer
outcomes has received less attention than other physical diseases. Overall, the cancer incidence evidence
suggests a similar cancer burden in individuals with SPI and supports higher than expected case-fatality
rates (5, 6, 61, 62). Although understudied, there is consistent evidence of disparities in the cancer care
provided to individuals with an SPI across the cancer continuum (6). The following sections provide an
overview of the literature and its limitations.
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2.4.1 Cancer Incidence and Mortality in SPI
Numerous cancer incidence studies have been published in individuals with schizophrenia,
bipolar disorder, and major depression; with conflicting results. Leucht et al. (53) reviewed the cancer
incidence literature published between 1966-2006, and reported that it was inconclusive. A meta-analysis
of fifteen studies published from 1900 to 2007 performed by Catts et al. (63) concluded that the pooled
cancer incidence in persons with schizophrenia was not significantly different than in the general
population (standardized incidence ratio (SIR) 1.05; 95% CI 0.95-1.15), but also that persons with
schizophrenia were significantly less likely to develop cancer compared to their first-degree relatives. A
nested case-control study investigating the association between schizophrenia and cancer incidence
reported an adjusted increased odds of breast cancer (odds ratio (OR) 1.52, 95% CI 1.10-2.11) and CRC
(OR 1.85, 95% CI 1.85-4.57) in patients with a mental illness and a lower adjusted risk of respiratory
cancer (OR 0.53; 95% CI 0.34-0.85) (64). A record-linkage study of depression and cancer incidence in
England reported an SIR of 0.98 (0.92-1.04) for all cancers, excluding lung cancer (65). A systematic
review of breast cancer incidence and schizophrenia reported significant variability in incidence, ranging
from a 40% decrease to a 52% increase in risk. The authors concluded the risk was likely elevated (66). In
the last five years, there has been a substantial increase in the number of studies reporting the prevalence
of SPIs in population-based cancer cohorts. The SPI prevalence rates tend to match the expected rates in
the population, suggesting they are not underrepresented (11, 67, 68).
A number of study design inconsistencies may account for differences in reported incidence rates
(53, 61). Cohort studies of individuals with schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, or major depressive disorder
may be too small to accurately estimate cancer risk, and so combine etiologically dissimilar cancer sites
or report imprecise site-specific rates. For example, a study reporting a lower risk of bladder cancer in
individuals with schizophrenia was based on two cases occurring in the schizophrenic group over the
study time frame. Cancer incidence studies are also limited by the amount of follow-up time, by either a
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short follow-up period, focusing on first-episode psychosis groups, or study individuals with an SPI
shortly after onset of their mental illness. A study of cancer incidence in patients with schizophrenia
followed the study sample for a maximum of nine years; the average age of the cohort was 41 (69). Given
the young age of onset of these disorders, and that the majority of cancers are diagnosed in individuals 60
and older, they do not capture a relevant period of risk (53, 61).
Strong evidence suggests that individuals with an SPI are more likely to die of cancer than the
general population. A Canadian population-based study using large administrative data sets reported an
adjusted relative risk of 1.29 (95% CI 1.21-1.36) for cancer-related mortality in patients with a mental
illness that could not be explained by a corresponding increase in cancer incidence (70). An English
cohort study of individuals with schizophrenia and 11 years of follow up reported a standardized
mortality ratio of 1.5 (95% CI 1.2-1.9) for deaths due to any cancer, compared to the general population
(71). Similar findings have been reported internationally, including the United States (72), Italy (73), and
Australia (74). The majority of evidence supporting this association is based on a comparison of mortality
rates in individuals with a psychiatric illness to a non-psychiatric population. In addition, very few studies
account for competing risks of death , and so may underestimate cancer outcome disparities. However,
these studies provide support that cancer mortality is an important outcome for individuals with an SPI.
Higher case-fatality rates have been reported in patients with an SPI in the few studies of cancer
populations (67, 68, 74-85). The evidence in this realm has been hampered by low study power and
inappropriate control for intermediate variables on the causal pathway. Multiple cancer sites are
sometimes grouped together in order to get a big enough study population despite the high probability
that cancer-related risk is likely not uniformly higher in those with an SPI (74-76, 78, 82, 85). This choice
can mitigate my ability to see, understand, and act on any cancer-related differences between those with
and without an SPI. For example, Chang et al. studied survival in a cohort of patients diagnosed with any
cancer, and reported an increased HR of 1.53 (1.27 to 1.85) for patients with an SPI, adjusted only for age
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and gender (76). Kisely et al. (75) reported an adjusted 40% increased overall mortality rate in cancer
patients with any psychiatric diagnosis and any mental health services contact (HR 1.41 95% 1.36-1.46).
These two studies controlled for many variables, including socioeconomic status, which may have
potentially controlled for part of the psychiatric disorder effect on worse cancer outcomes, and
underreported the magnitude of association (75, 78).
Fewer studies have looked at cancer-specific death, which is important given the considerably
higher baseline risk for death from non-cancer causes. Batty et al. (78) restricted their definition of
psychiatric illness to men with psychiatric admissions, and reported an adjusted, cause-specific HR of
2.13 (95% CI 1.86- 2.44). Compared to CRC patients in the United States with no history of mental
illness, Baillargeon et al. (11) reported a 23% increased risk of cancer-specific death (95% CI 1.19-1.27)
for patients with any psychiatric illness. Kisely et al. (75) reported a 20% increased risk of dying from
cancer (95% CI 1.15 to 1.26) for patients with any contact with mental health services and any cancer
diagnosis, compared to cancer patients with no mental health services contacts. In a study by Cunningham
et al. (68), breast and CRC patients with functional psychoses had 155% and 192% increased risk of
dying from cancer respectively, relative to patients with no history of mental illness.

2.5 SPI and the Cancer Continuum
Overall, little is known about cancer as a comorbidity to mental illness. Many authors have
suggested that less cancer screening, delayed diagnoses, and a lack of guideline recommended cancer
treatment are responsible. The following section provides an overview of studies investigating the
relationship between a pre-existing mental illness and cancer outcomes, organized along the cancer
continuum (Figure 1). Findings that address SPI populations are emphasized.
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2.5.1 Cancer Screening in Individuals with an SPI
There is convincing evidence that individuals with an SPI have significantly lower rates of breast
cancer screening than the general population and a small number of studies have found similarly lower
screening rates for cervical cancer. Mitchell et al. (86) performed a meta-analysis of studies investigating
the uptake of mammography in women with a mental illness. The majority of studies were performed in
the United States, where access to preventative healthcare may be at the cost of the user. Eight studies
investigated women with an SPI (86). The pooled analysis demonstrated significantly reduced odds of
getting screened for breast cancer (0.54, 95% CI 0.45-0.65). This was considerably lower than the pooled
odds for women with any mood disorder (OR 0.71, 95% 0.66-0.77). Two studies that published
comparisons of breast cancer screening rates from Canada found similar results. Chochinov et al. (87)
reported a 14% lower odds of breast cancer screening in women with schizophrenia compared to the
general population. Vigod et al. (88) reported women with depressive symptoms had 0.63 the odds of
participating in breast cancer screening compared to women with no symptoms (95% 0.40-0.97).
Aggarwal et al. (89) performed a systematic review of studies investigating cervical cancer screening
rates in women published before 2013. Two of the studies from Canada included in the review
investigated cervical cancer screening rates and reported reduced odds of receiving cervical cancer
screening were reported in eligible women with schizophrenia or depressive symptoms. Two smaller
studies included from Canada reported no association (89).
Considerably fewer studies investigating CRC screening practices for people with an SPI exist,
with varying results. Druss et al. (90) investigated multiple types of preventative healthcare for
individuals with psychiatric and substance abuse disorders using Veterans Health Administration (VHA)
data. The study included 53,658 people and found individuals with a substance abuse history, or a
psychiatric and substance abuse history had significantly lower rate of CRC screening, than those with no
history of either (absolute differences 12% and 10%; p<0.001) (90). Another studying using VHA data
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came to the opposite conclusion; Kodl et al. (91) concluded individuals with any psychiatric disorder
history had a higher CRC screening rate than those with no history (absolute difference 10%; p<0.01).
Kodl et al. explained these unexpected findings by the higher average number of outpatient visits in the
group with one more mental health diagnoses (mean 16.8), compared to those with no history (mean 5.9)
(91). A cross-sectional study of self-reported depression and CRC screening also found a protective
effect; individuals with self-reported depression had 1.3 times the odds of being up to date in their CRC
screening, than those who did report depression symptoms (92). These contradictory findings may
suggest that illness severity plays a role in screening rates. Druss et al. (90) studied a more severe mental
illness, which is more likely to compete with basic physical healthcare like cancer screening, while Kodl
et al. (91) studied a broader group of mental illnesses, which would include patients with less severe
disease who may benefit from a greater number of healthcare contacts.

2.5.2 Cancer Stage at Diagnosis and SPI
There has been insufficient exploration into mental illness as a predictor of delay in diagnosis and
advanced stage presentation. What does exist suggests that patients with an SPI may be at risk for
advanced stage at diagnosis, as well as not receiving a cancer stage at diagnosis (11, 67, 68, 75, 76, 79,
81-83, 85, 93, 94). Studies of the association between an SPI and cancer stage are limited by inadequate
staging data. Studies are further limited by the need to combine multiple cancer types into a single study
to achieve adequate numbers so that the resulting wide range of diagnostic processes, symptom
presentations and etiology may be responsible for inconsistent findings. These studies also
operationalized a number of different mental illness measures, some of which were significantly limited
by inadequate numbers. Finally, the definition of advanced stage varied across studies. Some included
regional and metastatic disease together, some combined metastatic and unknown stage disease and others
separately studied the risk of metastases or unknown stage. Positive associations were more consistently
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demonstrated by studies that evaluated metastatic and unknown disease separately from regional stage
disease. A detailed overview of the studies is provided below.
2.5.2.1 Advanced stage
The six studies investigating an association between a pre-existing mental illness and cancer stage
at diagnosis reported inconsistent results; two studies reported no association, and one study reported an
increased odds of early stage cancer. Chang et al. (76) reported no association between a severe mental
illness, defined as schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, or bipolar disorder, and regional or metastatic
stage at diagnosis for all cancers (OR: 1.01; 95% CI 0.70 to 1.47), but excluded almost 35% of the cohort
with missing stage data, leaving only 125 individuals (0.45%) in the SPI group. Lin et al. (82) also
concluded no association between any psychiatric illness and stage III/IV lung cancer at diagnosis (OR
0.95, 0.83-1.08). Bergamo et al. (67) reported lung cancer patients with schizophrenia had 0.82 times the
odds of being diagnosed with stage III or IV disease (95% CI 0.73-0.93), relative to patients with no
history of schizophrenia, and only excluded 1% of patients for missing stage data. Lin et al. (82) also
reported a reduction in the odds of advanced stage lung cancer patients with a psychotic disorder;
however the study was limited by inadequate study power (OR 0.60; 95% CI 0.30-1.21). The psychotic
disorder group in the study by Lin et al. (82) contained less than 1% of the entire study population of
5,054 lung cancer patients.
Three studies reported an increased odds of advanced stage at diagnosis for individuals with a
psychiatric illness; these three studies examined depression specifically. Boyd et al. (79) reported
pancreatic cancer patients with depression had 1.13 times the odds of being diagnosed with unknown or
stage IV disease, compared to patients with no history of depression (95% CI 1.01-1.26). In a prospective
cohort study, Desai et al. (93) reported patients with a DSM-III diagnosis of major depression, based on a
structured interview, had 9.81 times the odds of being diagnosed with regional or distant stage cancer,
than those without. The authors did not report confidence limits (sample size 72), and prior to including
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covariates in their model, the magnitude of effect was significantly smaller, closer to 2, and not
significant (93). A large retrospective cohort study using SEER-Medicare data investigated the
association between stage at diagnosis and depression in a cohort of older breast cancer patients (94).
They concluded a pre-existing diagnosis of depression was associated with larger tumour size and worse
stage; a 31% higher odds per 10mm increase in tumour size, and a 25% higher odds per increase in stage
category (94). This study reported a similar proportion of missing stage data between groups (7%) (94).
Five additional studies reported or compared absolute stage across psychiatric illness categories,
but did not perform a multivariate analysis or estimate relative risk; four reported significantly higher
rates of advanced stage disease. Kisely et al. (75) reported a statistically significant, but clinically
unimportant 1% difference in the proportion of patients with metastases at diagnosis, between individuals
with and without any psychiatric disorder. The authors did not report how they identified metastatic
disease, and reported site-specific rates of metastases for lung cancer that were significantly lower than
would be expected: 0.6% (95% CI, 0.5%-0.7%) and 0.2% (95% CI, 0.0%-0.5%) in patients with and
without a psychiatric disorder (75). O’Rourke et al. (83) reported a significantly higher rate of metastatic
disease in esophageal cancer patients with any psychiatric history (37%), versus those with no psychiatric
history (18%) (p=0.009). The authors suggested that differences in diagnostic interval length, mean 90
days vs 35 days, explained their findings. Sun et al. (85) concluded that current users of antidepressants
who had initiated their medication within four months of their cancer diagnosis had a higher rate of
advanced stage disease, than the non-anti-depressant user group (25.8% vs 17.5%), but did not provide
statistical test results. The timeframe used by Sun et al. (85) to measure an SPI history overlaps with the
cancer diagnosis and staging process, making it more difficult to interpret which occurred first, the cancer
diagnosis or the SPI. It is also possible that symptoms of the advanced cancer, such as fatigue, could have
been misdiagnosed as depression, which could result in a false association. Cunningham et al. (68)
reported a greater proportion of stage IV disease in breast cancer and CRC patients with functional
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psychoses, than those with no psychiatric illness history (absolute differences 6.5% and 17.5%). Kisely et
al. (81) reported a similar proportion of stage III/IV CRC in patients with any history of mental illness,
compared to those with no history, in a cohort of patients in Nova Scotia.
2.5.2.2 Unknown stage
Inadequate stage data diminishes study power and may introduce selection bias when individuals
missing stage data are excluded. Studies of the association between SPI and cancer stage report missing
stage rates ranging from 1% (67) to 35% (76). Complete case studies of known stage cancer at diagnosis
assume that patients with a psychiatric illness have a similar likelihood of getting staged, as those with no
history of mental illness. Therefore, understanding whether or not patients with an SPI are more or less
likely to receive a cancer stage is necessary.
Several studies have reported a larger proportion of missing stage data for cancer patients with a
psychiatric history. Chang et al. (76) excluded 35% of their cohort for missing stage data, and nonsignificant results but not the observed rate difference. Baillargeon et al. (11) reported the 14.6% of CRC
patients with an outpatient or inpatient mental-health related diagnosis were missing a stage of cancer at
diagnosis, versus 6.2% of patients with no history of mental illness. This figure was even higher for
patients diagnosed with a psychotic disorder, with 22.9% missing stage at diagnosis (11). Cunningham et
al. (68) reported 8.9% of breast cancer patients with a diagnosis of functional psychosis were unstaged,
compared with 6.7% of patients with no history of a mental illness. In CRC the opposite was true; 9.1%
of patients with functional psychosis were unstaged, compared with 16.0% of patients with no history of a
mental illness. Sun et al. (85) reported absolute differences in missing data rates between anti-depressant
users and non-users ranging from -2% in bladder cancer to 11% in melanoma.
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2.5.3 Cancer Treatment and SPI
Review articles, case reports, opinion pieces and case series make up a significant portion of the
literature that are the basis of cancer care recommendations for patients with an SPI (5, 6, 62, 95-100). A
small amount of research has been done to understand if individuals with an SPI are more likely to
receive suboptimal oncology care, (11, 67, 75, 77, 79, 81, 82, 84, 94, 101, 102) or investigated specific
barriers to providing cancer care to individuals with a serious mental illness (103). These studies
consistently document the suboptimal cancer treatment of individuals with an SPI and cancer. Treatment
disparities occur both for potential curative treatment, such as surgical resection and adjuvant
chemotherapy, and palliative directed therapy in non-curative, stage IV disease. Only one study has been
performed in Canada, in this context in which the provision of mental healthcare, barriers to accessing the
healthcare system, and delivery of cancer care may vary internationally. Across the entire literature, two
studies looked at the receipt of treatment across multiple cancer sites (75, 82), two did not adjust for stage
(75, 77), and only nine investigated treatment rates in site-specific cohorts, spanning six cancer sites (11,
67, 77, 79, 81, 84, 94, 101, 102). Even fewer have investigated treatment for a single cancer site within
the context of clinical guidelines,(11, 67, 81, 84) which limits the interpretation and application of the
study results to clinical practice.
2.5.3.1 Any Treatment
In a study that combined all cancers, Lin et al. (82) found that patients with a psychiatric illness
had a similar cancer treatment rates to the non-psychiatric population. These results were consistent
across mental disorder categories. Studies that investigated treatment within a single cancer site reported
different results. In colon cancer, Baillargeon et al. (11) reported the odds of not receiving treatment were
71% higher for individuals with a psychotic disorder, than those with no such diagnoses (OR 1.71; 95%
CI 1.45–2.02). Bergamo et al. (67) concluded patients with lung cancer and schizophrenia had a
significantly lower odds of receiving stage-appropriate cancer treatment than patients with no history of
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schizophrenia (OR 0.65; 95% CI 0.58-0.73). Prasad et al. (84) reported patients with loco-regional
prostate cancer and depression had significantly higher odds of being treated with expectant monitoring
(no treatment) than patients with no history of depression across low, intermediate, and high risk cancers.
Prasad et al. (84) reported patients with localized prostate cancer and depression had significantly lower
odds of being treated with definitive radiotherapy or prostatectomy across all risk categories. Boyd et al.
(79) reported patients with depression and pancreatic cancer had significantly lower odds of receiving
definitive treatment; the largest effect was demonstrated in potentially curative cases with loco-regional
disease (OR 0.63, 95% CI 0.52-0.76).
2.5.3.2 Surgery
Surgery, the cornerstone of treatment for most solid tumours, was the most commonly studied
single treatment modality. Kisely et al. (75) reported that psychiatric patients were almost 20 percent less
likely to have received cancer-directed surgery than the non-psychiatric population (HR 0.81, 95% CI
0.76-0.86). Oral cancer patients with schizophrenia, major depressive disorder or another major mental
illness had over 50% lower odds of receiving surgery, with or without adjuvant therapy, than those with
no mental illness (OR 0.47; 95% CI 0.34–0.65) (77). Bergamo et al. (67) determined patients with
schizophrenia and stage I-IIIa lung cancer were significantly less likely to receive surgical resection, than
patients with no history of schizophrenia (RR 0.82; 95% CI 0.68-0.98). Similarly, patients with major
depression and loco-regional pancreatic cancer had significantly lower odds of receiving surgery (OR
0.63 95% CI 0.52-0.76) than patients with no history of major depression (79).
2.5.3.3 Chemotherapy
In an analysis restricted to stage III colon cancer patients, individuals with a psychotic disorder
had a 91% increased odds of not receiving adjuvant chemotherapy (OR 1.91; 95% CI 1.51–2.43) (11).
Similarly, Bergamo et al. (67) documented 16% lower odds of receiving adjuvant chemotherapy in stage
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II-IIIA lung cancer patients with schizophrenia; however, the association was not statistically significant
(95% CI 0.44-1.62). Lin et al. (82) reported stage III and IV cancer patients with any psychiatric illness
had a similar likelihood of receiving chemotherapy, than those with no history (HR 1.01; 95% CI 0.911.12). However, they reported patients with psychotic disorders had a higher likelihood of receiving
chemotherapy, than those with no history of a psychotic disorder (HR 1.93; 0.86-4.33) (82). This is the
opposite direction of other studies evaluating cancer care in those with more severe mental illnesses.
2.5.3.4 Radiotherapy
Prasad et al. reported patients with depression and localized prostate cancer had significantly
lower odds of being treated with radical radiotherapy than those without depression; odds ratios ranged
from 0.76 (low risk) to 0.82 (high risk) (84). Bergamo et al. (67) reported stage I-III lung cancer patients
with schizophrenia who did not receive a surgical resection had 0.62 times the odds of being treated with
radiotherapy, than those without schizophrenia (95% CI 0.45-0.85). Lin et al. (82) reported patients with
stage III or IV cancer (multiple sites) and any psychiatric illness had a similar likelihood of receiving
radiation, as those with no history of mental illness. Lin et al. (82) reported the same conclusions for each
specific mental disorder studied; however, the results may have been the fault of inadequate sample size.
For example, the HR of receiving radiotherapy was 25% higher in patients with psychotic disorders, but
the 95% confidence intervals ranged widely from 0.66 to 2.35 (82).
2.5.3.5 Treatment Complications
Very little work has been done to understand potential differences in complication rates following
cancer-directed treatment. One study has reported differences in complication rates following mastectomy
in a cohort of 40,000 women with breast cancer (101), and another following radiotherapy in a cohort of
469 men with prostate cancer. Both studies investigated the impact of any psychiatric diagnosis, rather
than a particular disorder. Fox et al. (101) reported higher odds of experiencing post-operative
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complications (OR 1.21, 95% CI 1.10-1.34) and higher odds of a hospital stay longer than three days (OR
2.25, 95% CI 1.95-2.59), after controlling for medical comorbidities. However, the absolute risk of
complications was low (5.9%) and the absolute difference between the two groups very small (1%). In
contrast, Safdieh et al. (102) reported patients with a psychiatric illness had 1.14 (95% CI 0.54-2.43)
times the odds of a late complication following radiotherapy, relative to those with no psychiatric illness.

2.6 Colorectal Cancer Epidemiology
Studying the SPI effect on cancer outcomes is practically difficult considering the rarity of both
diseases. Ideally the relationship would be studied with adequate study power in a single cancer site to
control for the inherent differences in the diagnostic, staging, and treatment processes across different
cancers. In addition, such a study should be performed in a cancer site that has demonstrated variation in
stage, treatment, and prognosis. I selected CRC as the indicator cancer site to study the relationship
between an SPI history and cancer outcomes. I chose CRC because of its high incidence, roughly uniform
stage distribution, significant mortality, and documented healthcare disparities. An overview of CRC, its
descriptive epidemiology, diagnosis, staging, and treatment is provided in the sections below.

2.6.1 CRC Biology
CRCs include all malignancies that originate from cells within the large intestine. The large
intestine is approximately five to six feet long, with a diameter of one to two inches, and is made up of
four layers: the mucosa (the innermost layer), the submucosa, the muscularis propria, and the serosa (the
outermost layer). The large intestine is divided into multiple segments; the colon, which consists of the
cecum, the ascending colon, the transverse colon, the descending colon, the sigmoid colon, as well as the
rectosigmoid junction, and the rectum. CRCs are further divided into types based on the cells underlying
their development; this information is used to guide treatment decisions. The majority of CRCs (90-95%)
are adenocarcinomas originating from the gland cells in the mucosa. Unless specified, CRC or carcinoma
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typically refers to this histopathologic type. Less common cancerous tumours in the colon and rectum
include gastrointestinal carcinoid tumours, lymphomas, gastrointestinal stromal tumours,
leiomyocarcomas, melanomas, and squamous cell carcinomas (104, 105).

2.6.2 CRC Risk Factors
The majority of CRC tumours (70%) develop sporadically, in individuals with no family history.
These cancers typically occur as the result of prolonged exposure to dietary and lifestyle factors.
Approximately one third of CRCs are inherited. A small proportion of cases (5%) are hereditary cancer
syndromes, such as hereditary nonpolyposis CRC and familial adenomatous polyposis, where the gene
that causes carcinogenesis has been characterized. A larger proportion are familial CRCs (20-30%),
where patterns of increasing risk exist within families but the genetic cause or shared environmental risk
factor(s) have yet to be identified (106).
CRC risk is determined by a number of factors, including those related to life-style and diet that
may be modifiable, as well as genetic or inherited risk factors that are non-modifiable. Modifiable risk
factors associated with an increased risk of CRC include obesity, a diet high in red or processed meat,
cigarette smoking, and significant alcohol consumption. Higher rates of physical activity and the use of
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and hormone therapy have been associated with decreased risks of
developing CRC. The potential protective effect of fruit, vegetable, and whole grain consumption has also
been suggested. Non-modifiable factors associated with increased risks of CRC include increasing age,
male sex, personal history of inflammatory bowel disease, diabetes, and a family history of CRC or
adenomatous polyps (104, 107).

2.6.3 CRC Incidence and Mortality
CRC is one of the three most commonly diagnosed cancers in the world, responsible for 746,300
new cancer diagnoses each year in men, and 614,300 new cases in women (108). CRC is the second most
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commonly diagnosed cancer in Canadian men, and the third most commonly diagnosed cancer in
Canadian women, constituting approximately 26,100 of 202,400 cancer diagnoses in 2016 (7). The
lifetime risk of developing a colon or rectal cancer in Canada is 7.2% for men and 6.3% for women, and
almost 90% of cases are diagnosed over the age of 50. CRC diagnoses represented 14.1% and 11.7% of
new cancers diagnosed in Canadian men and women, respectively. Age-standardized incidence rates of
CRC in 2016 are estimated to be 79.5 cases per 100,000 in men, and 54.5 cases per 100,000 women. Agestandardized incidence rates have decreased slightly over time; an annual percent change of -0.7 in men,
and -0.6 in women. Within Canada, age-standardized incidence rates vary by province; in men, the rates
range from 68.7 per 100,000 in British Columbia, to 116.1 per 100,000 in Newfoundland and in women
from 47.0 per 100,000 in Alberta to 76.5 per 100,000 in Newfoundland. Ontario CRC incidence rates fall
in the middle at 78.5 per 100,000 in men and 54.5 per 100,000 in women; 4,500 new CRC cases are
estimated in men for 2016, and 5,400 new cases in women (7).
CRC is also one of the leading causes of cancer-related mortality for both men and women
internationally, responsible for approximately 373,600 deaths in men and 320,300 deaths in women each
year (108). CRC is responsible for 12.4% of Canadian cancer deaths each year in men, and 11.5% of
cancer deaths in women (7). In 2015, 3,350 CRC deaths occurred in Ontario; 1,850 in men and 1,500 in
women (109). Mortality rates increase from West to East across Canada. In 2015, age-standardized
mortality rates for men ranged from 19 per 100,000 in Alberta to 38 per 100,000 in Newfoundland and
from 13 per 100,000 in British Columbia to 21 per 100,000 in Newfoundland for women. Ontario agestandardized mortality rates in 2015 were 20 per 100,000 in men and 13 per 100,000 for women (109).

2.6.4 CRC Prognosis
Internationally, five year relative survival ranges from 53% in the United Kingdom to 66% in
Australia (110). Five-year relative survival for CRC is estimated to be approximately 64% in Canada; two
year age-standardized relative survival in Ontario is estimated to be 77.1% (95% CI 74.3-77.7). This is
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similar to rates reported in the United States (111). CRC patients in Ontario have a 65% probability of
overall 5-year survival following diagnosis (8). Prognosis is strongly associated with stage at diagnosis
and location of the primary tumour; more advanced stage CRC has worse prognosis than early stage, and
rectal cancer has worse prognosis than colon cancer. Relative estimates of two-year age-standardized
survival for stage I, II, III, and IV CRC is 96.4%, 92.1%, 85.2%, and 32.7% respectively (112). There are
no Canadian estimates of CRC survival by tumour subsite. The SEER database estimates for five-year
overall survival in stage I-IV colon cancer ranges from 92-11%, and from 87% to 12% for rectal cancer
(113). Survival for unknown stage disease typically falls in the mid-range between early and advanced
stage disease with the five year relative survival estimate for CRC being 35% (113). CRCs may be further
classified into subtypes with better or worse prognosis or according to treatment response; examples of
additional information include tumour grade (from well differentiated to undifferentiated), mucinous or
signet ring cell subtype, lymphocytic infiltration, microsatellite instability and by genetic mutations, such
as KRAS (114).

2.6.5 CRC Detection and Diagnosis
The majority of CRCs are diagnosed following the onset of symptoms. Common presentations
include gastrointestinal bleeding with or without varying degrees of iron-deficiency anemia, abdominal
pain, and change in bowel habits. On their own, these symptoms have low positive predictive value (115).
A smaller proportion of patients are asymptomatic and are diagnosed through routine bloodwork or
screening (colonoscopy, sigmoidoscopy, fecal occult blood tests). Approximately 30% of patients in
Ontario are diagnosed asymptomatically (116). These patients typically have less advanced disease and
better outcomes (117). Population-based screening programs exist in Canada, such as the
ColonCancerCheck program for all adults over fifty in Ontario. Guidelines also exist for targeted
screening of high risk individuals with familial history or certain inflammatory bowel diseases, such as
those promoted by the American Cancer Society and within the Ontario ColonCancerCheck program
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(118, 119). Patients may be diagnosed emergently as the result of acute symptoms, an emergent surgical
resection due to bowel perforation, or acute gastrointestinal bleeding. Emergent diagnoses are typically
associated with worse outcomes (120).
The diagnostic interval includes the time from first symptom recognition to the definitive cancer
diagnosis, or until treatment. During this time, a number of physician visits, tests and investigations may
occur, including consultations with primary care and specialist physicians, physical examinations,
laboratory tests, abdominal ultrasound, endoscopy, computed tomography scans, and others (121).
Guidelines for a complete CRC diagnosis recommend either a colonoscopy that completely visualizes the
bowl, or a flexible sigmoidoscopy. A definitive diagnosis requires histological confirmation from a
tumour biopsy. In cases of frank, metastatic disease, a clinical diagnosis may be sufficient (122-124).
2.6.6 CRC Stage and Treatment
Cancer stage and receipt of guideline recommended treatment are two key modifiable
intermediate outcomes along the cancer continuum that are strongly associated with prognosis. Early
stage cancer is amenable to curative treatment, while advanced stage cancer is amenable to palliative
management and symptom control, with moderate survival gains. Patients who receive curative, stageappropriate, guideline recommended treatment generally have better survival than those who do not.
Cancer stage, receipt of guideline recommended treatment, and prognosis, are the focus of this thesis
work and are described in more detail in the sections below.

2.6.7 CRC Stage
CRC is primarily staged according to the tumour (T), lymph node (N), metastasis (M)
classification system (114, 125). The TNM staging system evaluates the extent of the primary tumour, the
extent of regional lymph node involvement, and the extent of metastases. T category ranges from T0 to
T4, with a higher T category indicating a greater depth of tumour invasion through the layers of the large
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intestine. The cancer may be confined to the large intestine, or may penetrate the visceral peritoneum,
extend through colon or rectal wall and subserosa and invade other organs. The N category ranges from
N0 (no nodal involvement) to N2 (involvement of four or more regional lymph nodes). Distant metastases
are determined to be absent (M0) or present (M1). Common sites of metastases include the liver and lung,
although tumour seeding may occur in the perineum, along other segments of the colon, or in the small
intestine. TNM categories are then combined to create the cancer stage group. CRC stage ranges from
stage 0 (no evidence of cancer, microscopic tumour cells) to stage IV (any depth of tumour invasion, any
level of lymph node involvement, presence of metastases), and including unknown stage. An unknown
stage is assigned to patients who do not complete enough diagnostic or staging investigations, or for
whom the information about staging investigation results is not available (114, 125).
Two forms of TNM stage are assigned at diagnosis: clinical stage, ascertained from diagnostic
information prior to surgical resection or initiation of neoadjuvant treatment, and pathologic stage, which
occurs after surgical resection. Both types of stage data include estimation of the T, N, and M categories.
Clinical stage is determined from a combination of physical exam, sigmoidoscopy, colonoscopy,
radiology of the primary tumour, regional lymph nodes, or sites of metastases, and tumour and lymph
node biopsies. Imaging routinely includes abdominal ultrasound, computed tomography scans of the
pelvis, abdomen, chest, x-rays, or additional follow-up with hepatic ultrasound, MRI or PET to
definitively determine the absence of metastases; however, they are not routinely indicated. Pathologic
stage incorporates additional prognostic information from examination of the surgical resection specimen,
retrieved lymph nodes, and accompanying tissues or following surgical exploration of the abdomen (114,
125).
In the United States approximately 40% of CRCs are diagnosed with a localized tumour, where
the stage has not spread to the lymph nodes, 36% are diagnosed with regional disease (contained to
regional lymph node spread) and 20% are diagnosed with metastatic disease (111). Figure 3 reports
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national, population-based estimates of the stage distribution in Canada in 2013, excluding Ontario
because the province does not report on stage 0 cancers (126). Thirty percent of patients were diagnosed
with stage 0/I disease, 19% with stage IV disease, and 6% had no stage information. Data reported by
CCO in 2010 estimates that in Ontario, approximately 20% of CRC patients are diagnosed with Stage IV
disease at diagnosis, and 10% of patients with CRC have an unknown stage of cancer at diagnosis (9). A
recent study by Chadder et al. (112) reported the proportion with unknown stage in Ontario is likely
closer to 15%.
6%

12%

19%
Stage 0
18%

Stage I
Stage II
Stage III
Stage IV
Unknown
25%

20%

Figure 3 Distribution of CRC stage in Canada across provinces (diagnosis year 2014; excluding
Quebec and Ontario)
2.6.8 CRC Treatment
A number of international, national, and provincial professional organizations provide clinical
management recommendations for CRC treatment in the form of guidelines or consensus statements.
Groups recommending guidelines include the European Society of Medical Oncology, the National
Comprehensive Cancer Network, and CCO (122, 123, 127-131). CRC treatment pathways are stratified
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by the tumour subsite (colon versus rectum) and cancer anatomical extent (TNM stage). Potential
treatment modalities include surgery, chemotherapy, or radiation. All guidelines recommend surgery as
the cornerstone of curative treatment. Excision of the primary tumour with clear margins free of
macroscopic and microscopic evidence of cancer, combined with adequate lymphadenectomy (removal of
12 or more regional lymph nodes) is necessary to achieve optimal clinical outcomes (122, 123, 127, 130,
131). Neo-adjuvant or adjuvant chemotherapy or radiation may be necessary to decrease the probability
of local recurrence and increase disease-free and overall survival. Patient preferences, medical fitness for
treatment (e.g. comorbidities, performance status) and physician discretion are used to apply guideline
recommendations.
Curative Surgery: Colon Cancer
Stage 0/I colon cancers are typically treated endoscopically with a polypectomy or local excision
to remove the tumour. Stage II-III colon tumours require more extensive surgical approaches that include
retrieval and assessment of at least 12 adjacent lymph nodes. Partial colectomy, or removal of the
segment of colon with the tumour and normal sections on either side, may be performed using a
laparoscopic or open abdominal approach. A temporary stoma may be created, which attaches the top end
of the colon through the abdomen to allow passing of waste until the two portions of remaining colon can
be re-attached. A total colectomy, or complete resection of the colon, is rarely indicated (122).
Curative Surgery: Rectal Cancer
Stage 0/I rectal cancers may be treated similarly to stage 0/I colon cancers. Local transanal
resection may also be necessary, cutting through all layers of the rectal wall. Transanal endoscopic
microsurgery may also be used for stage I tumours located higher in the rectum. This approach requires
insertion of a specialized scope through the anus. Surgical resection for stage II and III rectal cancer is
determined by primary tumour location. Low anterior resection is used for tumours in the upper rectum.
The operation includes partial removal of the rectum, in addition to the surrounding normal tissue and
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lymph nodes. Proctectomy with colo-anal anastomosis is used for tumours in the middle or lower rectum.
The operation requires a total mesorectal exicision; complete removal of the rectum and nearby lymph
nodes. Tumours in the lower rectum, especially those that involve the sphincter muscle, are removed via
abdominoperineal resection. The operation includes removal of the anus, in addition to the rectum (127,
130).
Adjuvant Treatment
Adjuvant treatment is not recommended for stage 0/I CRC patients. Post-operative chemotherapy
is recommended for all stage III colon cancer patients, as well as stage II colon cancers with high risk
features for recurrence, including signet ring cells, less than 12 lymph nodes removed, T4 tumours,
perforated tumours, or bowel obstruction (122, 123, 127, 129-131). Adjuvant radiation is recommended
for stage II and III rectal cancer, although the best approach differs internationally (123, 132).
Preoperative chemoradiotherapy, pre-operative short-term radiotherapy, and post-operative radiotherapy
are each associated with reductions in local recurrence and differing toxicity profiles (132).
Non-Curative Treatment
Guidelines are less clear for stage IV CRC. Surgical resection of the tumour in addition to
hepatectomy or pneumonectomy has been successful in improving overall survival estimates for patients
with a single site of metastatic disease (133). Chemotherapy is the primary non-curative management
option when surgical resection is not indicated given the burden of metastatic disease or an unresectable
primary tumour. Advances in chemotherapy have significantly extended survival expectations; however,
long-term outcomes are poor for the majority of patients. The goals of non-curative treatment include
improvement in survival, or palliation to reduce the number or magnitude of symptoms (133).
CRC Treatment Uptake
Variation in the uptake of CRC guideline-recommended treatment has been reported globally.
Butler et al. (134) and colleagues performed a systematic review of studies published between 2000 and
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2010 evaluating CRC practice patterns in the United States and Canada. Across studies, approximately
80% of CRC patients received a surgical resection, and in those that assessed multiple components of
care, 50%-80% received guideline recommended adjuvant treatment (134).
Agencies responsible for monitoring quality of the cancer system have reported uptake of key
CRC treatment quality indicators. In 2009, CPAC reported that 73.5% of stage II and III rectal cancer
patients underwent surgical resection in Ontario, ranging from 80-95% across the country (13). There
were no corresponding Ontario data for stage III colon cancer; however rates ranged from 86-100%
across the country (13). The Ontario Cancer System Quality Index reported that between 2010-2013, 57%
of stage III colon cancer over patients over 65 years old at diagnosis received adjuvant chemotherapy;
ranging from 44-68% across regions of the province (135). A number of studies have reported uptake of
adjuvant chemotherapy for resected stage III colon cancer ranging across provinces from 50-66% (136140). A recent population-based study of adjuvant chemotherapy for stage III colon cancer in Ontario
reported 66% of resected stage III colon cancer patients diagnosed between 2002 and 2008 received
adjuvant therapy (137).

2.7 Conceptual Framework
The relationship between an SPI and worse cancer outcomes is complex and multifactorial. The
SPI effect is the cumulative risk of a larger number of co-occurring vulnerability factors that give
individuals with an SPI a higher risk of worse cancer survival. A clear causal framework outlining the
multiple pathways through which an SPI can influence negative cancer outcomes and identifying the
components of the total effect are necessary for multiple reasons. Describing the connectedness of the
cancer control pathway following diagnosis, including staging, treatment, and survival is critical to
understanding temporality and causality of the different, yet connected relationships, and identifying
direct and indirect SPI effects to differentiate modifiable targets along the pathway for intervention.
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Identifying the components causes of the total SPI effect aids ensuring partial SPI effects are not
controlled for by trying to isolate specific vulnerable factors. Two other authors have referenced
conceptual frameworks in their work since this dissertation was planned (6, 68). No other authors have
used an explicit causal framework to study the relationship between an SPI and cancer outcomes.
I developed a causal framework to inform the current study that captures the total effect of an SPI
on cancer prognosis, highlighting cancer stage and treatment as key intermediates on the causal pathway
(Figure 4). The framework for this thesis is embedded within work done by Kilbourne et al. (16) to guide
health services researchers studying health disparities in vulnerable populations in the context of the
healthcare system. I linked an SPI to worse cancer prognosis through SPI symptoms and features, social
vulnerability, health and lifestyle behaviours, overall poor physical health, and healthcare provider and
system factors. Using evidence from studies of SPI and other physical comorbidities, I hypothesized that
these vulnerability factors interact to create issues accessing healthcare, medical contraindications, and a
lack of patient centred care; these pathways operate in the context of institutionalized bias and stigma.
My conceptual model outlines the potential relationship between having an SPI and worse cancer
survival. It is based on a summary of barriers to the identification and treatment of physical illness in
individuals with an SPI provided by De Hert et al. (3, 4). The green arrows in Figure 4 highlight the direct
SPI effects on worse cancer outcomes. The blue arrows indicate indirect effects of an SPI on cancer
prognosis through stage and treatment. The black arrows represent the established relationships between
stage and receipt of guideline recommended treatment, and between stage, guideline recommended
treatment, and cancer prognosis. I conceptualized the total SPI effect as the sum of the pathways and
contributing factors in this framework. The grey box speaks to the potential confounding factors operating
outside the SPI effect to cause worse cancer outcomes.
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Figure 4 Conceptual framework
The following section is organized into four categories that highlight the evidence supporting the
key component causes considered in this thesis.
SPI Symptoms
The component diagnoses of an SPI are associated with significant, debilitating symptoms that
may delay or interfere with the diagnosis of cancer, receipt of guideline recommended treatment, which
negatively impact cancer prognosis. Features of an SPI typically interfere with an individual’s cognitive
ability, and create social, functional, and occupational impairments. These symptoms directly interfere
with the ability for self-care, hinder the ability to seek treatment for medical problems and obstruct the
ability to advocate for their own healthcare. Somatic symptoms of these illnesses also impact diagnostic
processes for physical ailments and/or may be incorrectly attributed to the mental illness. In addition,
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individuals with SPI demonstrate reduced pain sensitivity, which may contribute to a lack of recognition
or awareness of physical symptoms (41, 44, 141, 142).
Symptomology related to SPI has been raised as potential contributing factors to decreased
utilization of primary care services, and potentially lower compliance with preventative healthcare
measures (3, 5, 56). There is supporting case report and case series evidence to suggest that early cancer
detection and cancer treatment delivery for individuals with an SPI are also obstructed by SPI symptoms,
including reduced access to healthcare, inability to recognize symptoms, and cognitive impairments (5, 6,
62, 83, 95-100). Therefore, interactions between SPI features and the healthcare system may also delay
the time from symptom presentation to a cancer diagnosis, lead to an advanced stage cancer at diagnosis
or result in incomplete staging, or an emergent diagnosis, all of which are associated with worse
prognosis (23, 83, 143).
Social Vulnerability Factors
An SPI diagnosis is associated with multiple risk factors for social vulnerability that are linked to
cancer healthcare disparities. Individuals with an SPI have lower educational attainment, more difficulty
finding or maintaining employment, and experience higher levels of poverty, homelessness, and
substance use disorders, than the general population. In addition, individuals with an SPI are more likely
to be victims of violent crimes, and are more likely to experience incarceration. The symptoms of the
psychiatric illness, in combination with mental illness stigma can also lead to social exclusion.
Individuals with an SPI may experience difficulty creating or maintaining positive social connections and
networks at a greater rate than the general population (44, 141, 144, 145).
Many of the co-existing vulnerabilities identified in the previous paragraph are established
predictors of advanced or unknown stage at diagnosis, non-receipt of guideline recommended treatment,
and worse overall survival without consideration of the potential additional burden of a co-morbid SPI
(10, 23, 24, 146). For example, in a population-based study of county-level poverty, low socioeconomic
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status was associated with an advanced stage cancer at diagnosis for 16/18 of the cancers studied (24).
Similarly, in a retrospective cohort study cancer patients in Ontario, low socioeconomic status was
associated with significantly worse three and five year overall survival in all six cancers under
investigation (147). These established relationships between social vulnerability and worse cancer
outcomes are a plausible mechanism for worse cancer outcomes in individuals with an SPI.
Physical Comorbidities
An SPI is also associated with a greater prevalence of negative health and lifestyle behaviours
that lead to worse physical health outcomes. Higher rates of smoking, obesity, and poor diet are common
in individuals with an SPI, and are directly associated with worse cancer outcomes through their negative
impact on survival, and by interfering with treatment options (52, 55, 148-151). In addition, lower rates of
preventative healthcare, such as cancer screening, are highly prevalent in individuals with an SPI and are
also risk factors for worse cancer outcomes, as described in Section 2.5.1 (89). Healthy preventative
behaviours and participating in cancer screening would allow for an earlier cancer diagnosis and
improved outcomes; therefore, the apparent underutilization of these services and may indicate another
pathway to worse cancer prognosis.
The increased burden of physical illness associated with individuals with an SPI may also
negatively impact the diagnosis, staging and treatment of their cancer. The complex care required to treat
patients with multimorbidity could impede early detection of a tumour or complicate the provision of
guideline recommended treatment independently of the SPI itself (3, 27, 152). Although physical
comorbidity is a leading reason why cancer patients do not receive treatment, there is evidence that
significant variation in the application of physical comorbidity exclusion criteria across clinical scenarios,
notably when other factors contradictory to treatment are present (153-157). In addition, greater physical
comorbidity would directly influence worse overall cancer survival, and death from non-cancer causes.
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Healthcare Provider & System Factors, Stigma & Bias
Systemic inequality in the provision of primary healthcare to patients with mental illness is a
well-established phenomenon that also likely contributes to a delayed or incomplete cancer diagnosis,
non-receipt of treatment, and increased cancer-related mortality (3, 4, 56). Fragmentation of care and a
lack of continuity of care are issues of primary healthcare provision to individuals with mental illness. A
proposed explanation for both the poor quality of care provided and the minimal quantity of primary care
is a lack of assignment of accountability for the patient’s physical health. Both psychiatrists and general
practitioners who treat patients with mental health illness have been recorded as neglecting this aspect of
patients with mental illness, resulting in poor health (3, 4, 56, 158). Explanations for the lack of provision
of primary care include issues of finite resources in the presence of multiple illnesses, leaving the only
option within the given restraints being to treat the mental illness.
Physical complaints from individuals with an SPI are also often attributed to the mental illness, in
a form of diagnostic overshadowing, (3-5, 159, 160) which may delay their referral to appropriate
specialist care and increase the risk of an incurable stage of cancer at diagnosis (5, 6, 62). Physicians
responsible for the physical health of individuals with an SPI may also be misguided about the ability of
an individual with an SPI to undergo treatment for their physical ailment, (3, 4) and this lack of
knowledge may bias the offer of cancer screening opportunities or the offer of guideline concordant
treatment for cancer (6, 62). There is also evidence that patients have a history of experiencing stigma
from healthcare providers that could delay their decision to present symptoms to their family doctor, as
well as negatively affect the probability of being offered appropriate treatment (3, 4, 6, 56, 103, 158, 159,
161, 162).
The disjointed provision of physical and mental healthcare may also result in worse cancer
outcomes for individuals with an SPI, and a ‘siloed’ approach to the provision of cancer care for
individuals with an SPI has been reported (103). System factors could delay detection and increase the
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risk of an unknown or advanced stage cancer at diagnosis, limit treatment options, as well as disrupt
continuity from a cancer diagnosis to receipt of guideline concordant treatment. At the healthcare system
level, individuals with an SPI generally lack access to coordinated primary care and specialized care for
their physical health, as the result of deficiencies in the integration of health services (161, 163, 164).
A lack of patient-centered care is another possible pathway for incomplete staging and lower rates
of cancer treatment for patients with an SPI history, resulting in delays in the diagnostic interval, as well
as patient refusal, or incomplete treatment adherence. In two studies investigating why physician
recommended treatment was not initiated, patient refusal was the main reason provided in 29 and 60% of
cases (154, 155). Differences in cancer treatment refusal rates have been demonstrated by race and by age
in the United States, but did not completely explain the observed disparities (157). Data from case series
of cancer treatment for patients with an SPI partially support the hypothesis that differences in patient
refusal rates may explain differences in treatment rates; cancer treatment was often recommended but not
completed, as the result of the healthcare team’s inability to effectively communicate the diagnosis and
prognosis to the patient. However, other case series have demonstrated the ability and preference of
patients with schizophrenia to adhere to recommended cancer treatment protocols when the psychiatric
illness is being accommodated or is being managed by a psychiatric team. Issues with patient-physician
communication, trust, health literacy, and beliefs about the positive and negative benefits of
chemotherapy have been established to influence decision-making and may disproportionately affect
patients with an SPI if patient-centred care is not achieved (95-100).
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2.8 Rationale
Inequalities in cancer care outcomes, care delivery and quality are significant public health
concerns. Cancer care disparities result in preventable patient morbidity and mortality for vulnerable
populations and persist within universal healthcare systems. Individuals with an SPI are a vulnerable
population at risk for cancer healthcare disparities. Individuals with an SPI have drastically lower life
expectancies than the general population, and the majority of deaths are caused by chronic, physical
health conditions. The relationship between an SPI and physical health outcomes is complex; a function
of the psychiatric illness symptoms and treatment, health and lifestyle behaviors, and social vulnerability,
as well as a lack of integrated, patient-centred services, and healthcare provider and system stigma.
However, the contributions and causes of higher cancer-related mortality on lower life-expectancy in
individuals with an SPI have been understudied. Considering the excess cancer mortality for individuals
with an SPI, it is important to rigorously evaluate cancer healthcare disparities along the cancer
continuum, and to identify modifiable points to improve care.
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Chapter 3
Methods
3.1 Purpose & Objectives
The purpose of this doctoral dissertation was to investigate the total effect of an SPI on CRC
outcomes in a cohort of patients diagnosed and treated in Ontario. This dissertation aimed to provide
information on potential health disparities in CRC patients with an SPI along key points of the cancer
continuum, including staging, treatment, and survival in three epidemiologic studies. This work was
informed by a causal framework that outlined potential intermediates as part of the SPI effect. This thesis
also explored whether or not the SPI effect on worse cancer outcomes was modified by age and sex. This
dissertation had three objectives:
1. Investigate the association between an SPI and an unknown cancer stage at diagnosis.
2. Investigate the association between an SPI and receipt of guideline recommended cancer
treatment.
3. Investigate the association between an SPI and CRC survival.

3.2 Hypotheses
Compared to CRC patients with no history of a mental illness:
1. A larger proportion of patients with an SPI will have an unknown stage cancer at diagnosis.
2.

A larger proportion of eligible patients with an SPI will not receive guideline recommended
treatment, including potentially curative surgery and adjuvant chemotherapy or radiotherapy.

3. Patients with an SPI will have worse overall and CRC-specific survival.
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3.3 Design Overview
The thesis was designed to use population-based, routinely collected healthcare data housed at the
ICES in Ontario. Incident CRC patients with a diagnosis registered in the OCR between April 1, 2007 and
December 31, 2012 were included. I developed an algorithm to identify CRC patients with a recent SPI
history based on physician visits, emergency department (ED) visits, and hospitalizations using data from
the Canadian Institute of Health Information- Discharge Abstract Database (CIHI-DAD), the Ontario
Health Insurance Plan database (OHIP), the Ontario Mental Health Reporting System (OMHRS) and the
National Ambulatory Care Reporting System (NACRS). A recent SPI history was measured in the six
months to five years prior to the cancer diagnosis. The algorithm categorized CRC patients as having no
history of mental illness, an outpatient SPI history, or an inpatient SPI history. CRC patients with mental
health service use that did not meet the SPI history definition were excluded from the study. I developed a
causal framework, informed by directed acyclic graph theory, to outline potential pathways from an SPI
history to worse cancer outcomes, and to identify intermediate variables and potential confounders for all
analyses. Covariates were measured in the year of the CRC diagnosis. Stage at diagnosis, receipt of
surgical resection, receipt of adjuvant treatment, and vital status were ascertained. I studied the
association between an SPI history and CRC stage at diagnosis using a cross-sectional study design. I
studied the associations between an SPI history, receipt of surgical resection, and adjuvant treatment in a
subset of eligible stage II and III patients using a retrospective cohort design. I studied the associations
between an SPI history and both overall survival and CRC-specific survival using a retrospective cohort
design. Associations between causal pathway variables and outcomes were evaluated. Multiple sensitivity
analyses were performed to investigate the robustness of my SPI history measure using administrative
data.
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3.4 Study Population
Ontario residents with a malignant, colon or rectum cancer diagnosed between April 1, 2007 and
December 31, 2012 were identified in the OCR. These individuals represented the target population for
the study. Malignant CRC diagnoses were defined using the International Classification of Disease, 9th
Revision (ICD-9) codes for primary cancer site (153.0-153.4, 153.6-153.9 154.0-154.1) and ICDOncology-3 behavior codes (malignant=3).
Individuals were not eligible for the study if they met any of the following exclusion criteria:
simultaneous colon and rectum tumour presentation, age < 18 years at diagnosis, a previous or concurrent
cancer diagnosis, or if they were diagnosed on death certificate only. A previous cancer was defined by
the presence of a record in the OCR between January 1, 1964 and the CRC diagnosis date. A concurrent
cancer history was defined as an additional cancer diagnosis occurring in the two months following the
CRC diagnosis (including the CRC diagnosis date). I excluded patients who did not have at least six
months of OHIP eligibility prior to the cancer diagnosis, because I were not able to measure the main
exposure in those individuals. Individuals who had a mental health service use history that did not meet
the SPI definition were also excluded. The proportion excluded at each step was assessed by SPI status to
ensure the exclusion criteria did not differentially affect individuals with an SPI history.

3.5 Study Timeframe
Exposure data were collected in the five years prior to the cancer diagnosis, extending back to
April 1, 2002. Baseline covariate data were collected in the cancer diagnosis calendar year, with the
exception of physical comorbidity. Physical comorbidity data were collected in the two years prior to the
cancer diagnosis. For objective two, individuals accrued follow-up data from the date of diagnosis until
death, the end of OHIP eligibility, or one year following diagnosis (whichever came first). For objective
three, death clearance data were available until October 31, 2015. That provided a minimum of two years
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and ten months of follow-up. Figure 5 provides an overview of the different time frames of data collection
relevant to each objective.

Figure 5 Data collection time windows relative to the date of CRC diagnosis
The study timeframe selection was influenced by changes to how the OCR collected and recorded
data on incident cancer diagnoses, the availability of TNM stage data, and the transition from the
Canadian ICD-9 to the 10th Revision (ICD-10-CA). Beginning in 2013, the OCR made significant
changes in how cancer cases were captured and recorded in Ontario. Changes included a transition from
the conservative International Association for Research on Cancer approach to counting multiple cancer
diagnoses in an individual (165), to the more inclusive SEER method (166). This is especially relevant to
CRC, given that 5-10% of CRCs present as synchronous or metachronous tumours in the large
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intestine.(167) This project also required the availability of detailed cancer data. Cancer stage data have
been formally collected at the population-level for CRC in Ontario since 2007, as part of the Ontario
Stage Capture project.(168) Finally, changes to how mental health disorders were captured in
administrative data were made between the two most recent ICD systems. The Canadian ICD, 10th
Revision (ICD-10-CA) replaced the ICD-9 system as the coding language for administrative healthcare
databases (CIHI-DAD, CIHI-SDS, and NACRS) in Ontario as of April 1, 2002. For practical purposes
and for consistency in exposure measurement, I ensured that the period of data collection for exposure
status aligned with only one system by starting cohort accrual at April 1, 2007.

3.6 Research Setting, Data Sources & Data Management
The objectives of this thesis were completed at the ICES Queen’s Health Services Research
Facility by accessing provincial, routinely collected healthcare databases.(169) The list of databases
accessed for this dissertation includes the CIHI-DAD & SDS, the OCR, the CCO Stage Capture and
Activity Level Reporting (ALR) databases (maintained by the OCR), OHIP, the Ontario Registrar
General (ORG), the Registered Persons Database (RPDB), the OMHRS, the Ontario Marginalization
database (ON-MARG), the NACRS, and the ICES Physician Database (IPDB). These databases are
categorized as being administrative health services databases, cohort and registry databases, population
and demographics databases or care provider databases (Figure 6).
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Figure 6 ICES data sources contributing to the dissertation database
Data linkage across databases is performed using the encrypted ICES Key Number (IKN). Each
individual with provincial healthcare coverage in Ontario has a unique IKN. One or more records are
generated each time an individual accesses the healthcare system. The IKN is then used to link healthcare
records across databases for an individual person, as well as link them to other routinely collected data
holdings at ICES. The relevant records from each database were provided to me by an ICES-Queen’s
Senior Programming & Biostatistics Analyst. I processed and linked records across and within databases
to create the PhD dissertation dataset.
An overview of each database used in this thesis is provided below.
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Health Services Databases
ICES health services databases were used to measure an SPI history, as well as to measure
treatment outcomes. Details of the specific variables used from each database are reported in Section 3.7.
The OHIP database contains health services billing data from eligible healthcare providers. OHIP
data were used to measure an SPI history, and provided cancer treatment information. During the study
time period this included primarily physicians, provider groups, laboratories, and out-of-province
providers. It does not include billing from services provided by nurse practitioners, some services
provided in the community (e.g. public health infectious disease services), psychologists, and counsellors.
Overall, approximately 95% of specialists are fee-for-service and must bill OHIP to receive payment; 5%
of physicians are part of alternate payment models (169). Physicians in alternate payment programs are
required to shadow bill for their services by submitting a claim as though they were fee-for-service. In
addition some lab services, services received in provincial psychiatric hospitals, services provided by
health service organizations and other alternate funding plans, and diagnostic procedures performed on an
inpatient basis are not captured. The OHIP database contains a separate record for each billed service
associated with a healthcare encounter. Each record includes information on a single diagnosis and
service provided by the physician. Three digit diagnosis codes are based on the ICD-9 system. Services
are billed according to standardized four digit fee codes published each year by the MOHLTC (169).
Physicians may submit multiple billing records for a single encounter with a patient. Similarly, multiple
physicians may bill for services provided as part of a single patient encounter. Internal ICES reports
indicate OHIP data quality are improving over time. Approximately 7% of billing records in 2012 had
invalid diagnosis codes, compared to 1% of diagnosis codes in 2015. Approximately 1% of billing
records have invalid fee codes. OHIP records are updated monthly.
The CIHI-DAD contains information on acute admissions to institutions in Ontario. CIHI-DAD
was used to measure an SPI history. Each record contains demographic (e.g. age, sex, vital status),
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clinical (diagnoses, interventions), and administrative data (e.g., date of admissions, length of stay) that
were routinely collected from discharge abstracts by trained abstractors using nationally standardized
methods. The CIHI-DAD does not include information on the physicians involved in care during the
admission. Up to 25 different diagnoses may be associated with a single record. It is mandatory that a
single, primary diagnosis code responsible for the majority of services rendered during the inpatient stay
is reported. The remaining elective diagnoses contributed to the hospital stay, were comorbid illness, or
were developed during the stay. Up to 25 interventions may also be recorded for each record. Diagnoses
are coded using the ICD-10 CM system. Interventions are coded using standard Canadian Classification
of Health Intervention (CCI) reporting. Each record is unique to a single discharge; however, patients
may be transferred or re-admitted. Each time a separation from the hospital occurs, a new record is
generated. A single admission may be associated with multiple records. The CIHI-SDS contains the same
variables as CIHI-DAD, but provides information on same-day elective surgical and medical procedures
within hospitals. According to internal ICES reports, 100% of CIHI-DAD records had a valid main
diagnosis and admission date in 2011. This was consistent through to 2015 (last year of complete data).
CIHI-DAD records are updated annually.
The NACRS collects data elements describing emergency health services provided by EDs in
Ontario. NACRS was used to measure an SPI history. Similar data elements are collected to the CIHIDAD & SDS databases, with the addition of variables related to wait times and triage. Typically there is
only a single record associated with each ED admission but multiple may be generated if a person leaves
the emergency department and subsequently returns. According to internal ICES reports, <0.5% of
records were missing a valid, main problem code in 2011. In 2014, 100% of records had a valid main
problem diagnosis code. NACRS records are updated annually.
The OMHRS collects information from adult psychiatric hospital admissions in Ontario. OMHRS
was used to measure an SPI history. OMHRS was enacted in October 1, 2005. Previous to this, inpatient
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psychiatric stays were collected together with non-psychiatric hospitalizations in CIHI-DAD. Data
collected by OMHRS is based on the Resident Assessment Instrument-Mental Health (170). Each record
contains a wealth of specialized diagnostic data associated with the admissions, as well as detailed
sociodemographic data, and administrative details about the hospitalization. A single short-stay record is
generated for admissions lasting <72 hours. For long stays, records are generated at admission, if there is
a major physical, mental, or social change for the patient, quarterly, and at discharge; multiple records are
associated with a single hospitalization. Not all elements are reported for each record. ICES created a key
variable linking records that uses variables associated with the patient, the admission, and the assessment
to link information from a long-stay admission. Diagnosis data are reported using the DSM system.
According to internal ICES data quality reports, approximately 3.5% of records are missing a diagnosis in
OMHRS and 100% of records have a valid admission date. OMHRS records are updated annually.
Cohort & Registry Databases
The OCR is a passive cancer registry in Ontario overseen by CCO (171). The registry has
collected information on 98% of cancer diagnoses since 1964 (172, 173). It uses information from
hospital discharge records, ED records, regional cancer centres (RCC), death certificates and pathology
reports (171). In addition to routinely collected cancer diagnosis details (e.g. primary tumour location,
histology), the database contains information on patient demographics (e.g. age at diagnosis) and vital
status. The OCR data holdings at ICES are supplemented with additional information from CCO; data on
cancer characteristics and staging from the Ontario Stage Capture Project (9, 168) and details on cancer
staging and treatment provided by RCCs (174). The Ontario Stage Capture database contains populationbased stage data collected by CCO, in line with a national initiative to improve the quality and availability
of staging data (175). Further details about the collection of staging data are provided in Section 3.8.1.
The OCR was used to identify the CRC cohort, describe cancer characteristics, and to measure cancer
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stage. According to internal ICES data quality reports, 100% of records have a valid cancer tumour
location, valid histology codes, and diagnosis date. The OCR database is updated annually.
The ALR contains clinical data on outpatient oncology visits, as well as chemotherapy and
radiotherapy delivered to patients registered at a RCC since April 2005 (176). These data are mandatory
for collection at RCCs and satellite clinics. These data are collected for administrative purposes by CCO
to monitor the quality, cost, and performance of the Ontario cancer system. Required elements are
collected locally and submitted to CCO monthly. The data collection and submission process integrates
quality assurance and checks before data are made available for research and planning purposes. The
ALR was used to identify CRC patients who accessed a RCC, and to provide radiotherapy treatment data.
ALR data are updated annually.
Population & Demographics Databases
The RPDB is populated with data sent from the MOHLTC and enhanced using ICES in-house
datasets, including CIHI-DAD, OHIP, and NACRS. The RPDB database is updated monthly. The RPDB
provides demographic information on the individual, as well as OHIP eligibility and enrollment in
primary care groups at any point in time (177). These data are linked to Census data (2006) to describe
the communities of residence for each individual, including median community income and degree of
rurality. The RPDB provided information used to measure geographical and marginalization markers
(described elsewhere in Section 3.8.6) and vital status (reported in Section 3.8.3).
The ON-MARG is a specialized database using Census 2001 and 2006 data to profile relative
area-level marginalization at various geographic levels in Ontario (178, 179). The ON-MARG is a sub-set
of the greater CAN-MARG scale. The multifaceted index goes beyond measures of geographic
marginalization rooted solely in economic inequality to include social components on a broader scale.
Details on the marginalization index components and index use in the thesis are reported in Section 3.8.6.
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The ORG provides vital status and cause of death data. ORG records are not linked to an OHIP
health card number but have personal identifiers such as name, birth date, and postal code. Probabilistic
and deterministic linked are used by ICES analysts to link cause of death information to the appropriate
IKN. ICES reports linkage rates of 95.9% (177). The ORG provided cause of death data for deaths
occurring prior to January 1, 2013. Details about death data collection is provided below in Section 3.8.3.
Care Providers Database
The IPDB combines information from the OHIP physician billings database, the OHIP Corporate
Provider Database and the Ontario Physician Human Resource Data Centre (OPHRDC) to describe
practicing physicians in Ontario (177). The OPHRDC survey physicians each year to determine their
primary medical specialty. They reach approximately one third of physicians. These data are linked to
existing administrative ICES data on physician demographics, medical specialty, and physician activity
(e.g., billing patterns), aggregated across these databases, and updated yearly. Data are linkable to patient
records through the physician number, a unique identifier for Ontario physicians. The IPDB provided
information on physician specialty.

3.7 Study Variables
Table 2 provides an overview of the variables included in the thesis.
Table 2 Primary study variables
Variable
Exposure
SPI History

Source

Type

Analysis Format

CIHI-DAD,
OMHRS, NACRS,
OHIP

Categorical

No history of a mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history

Outcomes
Stage at Diagnosis

OCR, ALR

Categorical

Stage Known/Unknown

OCR

Dichotomous

Stage 0/I1
Stage II
Stage III
Stage IV
Stage Unknown
Known/Unknown
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Variable
Source
OHIP
Receipt of Surgery
ALR, OHIP
Receipt of Adjuvant
Treatment
RPDB
Overall Survival from
diagnosis
ORG
Cause-specific Survival
from diagnosis
Sociodemographic Characteristics
OCR
Age at diagnosis

Sex
Community-level
Marginalization
Material Deprivation
Ethnic Concentration
Residential Instability
Residential Dependency
Physical Comorbidities

Type
Dichotomous
Dichotomous

Time to event Years
Event= Death from any cause
Time to event Years
Event= Death from cancer
Categorical

Continuous
Dichotomous
Categorical

OCR
ON-MARG

CIHI-DAD &SDS,
OHIP

Categorical
Categorical

Rurality of Residence

RPDB

Categorical

Cancer Diagnosis Characteristics
OCR
Year of Diagnosis

Categorical

OCR

Categorical

Primary Tumour Location

Analysis Format
Yes/No
Yes/No
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>45 years
45-54 years
55-64 years
65-74 years
75-84 years
85+ years
Years
Male/Female
1 (Least marginalized)
2
3
4
5 (Most marginalized)
Major ADGs (range 0-6)
0/1/2/3/4+
Minor ADGs (range 1-10)
0/1/2/3/4/5/6+
Rurality Index of Ontario (RIO)
0-9 (least rural)
10-30
31-45
46-55
56-75
76+ (most rural)
Unknown
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
Proximal
Distal
Sigmoid
Rectosigmoid
Rectum

Variable

Source

Type

Histology

OCR

Dichotomous
Categorical

Diagnosis confirmation
information

OCR

Categorical

Best source of diagnostic
information

OCR

Categorical

ALR
RCC registration
Additional Cancer Characteristics*
ALR
Histological Grade

Dichotomous
Categorical

AJCC T category

ALR

Categorical

AJCC N category

ALR

Categorical

AJCC M category

ALR

Categorical

Extent of tumour invasion

ALR

Dichotomous

Tumour size

ALR

Dichotomous

Regional lymph nodes
examined
Lymphovascular invasion

ALR

Dichotomous

ALR

Categorical

Perineural invasion

ALR

Categorical

Additional Treatment Details
Oncology Consultations
(general surgery, medical

OHIP

Dichotomous
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Analysis Format
Other/NOS
Colon/ Rectum
Adenocarcinoma
Non Adenocarcinoma
No histology/Unspecified
Histology
Operation
Other/Unknown2
Hospital/Inpatient Record
Pathology
Cancer Centre
Unknown
Yes/No
Well differentiated
Moderately differentiated
Poorly Differentiated
Undifferentiated
Undetermined
T03/T1
T2
T3
T4
TX
N0
N1
N2
NX
M0
M1
MX
Described
Unknown
Described
Unknown
Examined
Not Examined/Unknown4
Absent
Present
Unknown
Absent
Present
Unknown
Yes/No

Variable
oncology, radiation
oncology)

Source

Type

Analysis Format

Biopsy/Polypectomy/Local
Excision
Lung and Liver Metastases
Resection
Chemotherapy
Radiotherapy

OHIP

Count
Dichotomous

Number of consultations
Yes/No

Dichotomous

Yes/No

Dichotomous
Dichotomous

Yes/No
Yes/No

OHIP
ALR

*

Available on subset of patients with collaborative stage data; 1 Stage 0 was combined with stage I due to small cell sizes, < 1%
Other/Unknown were combined due to cell sizes of ≤1% in both (Other includes autopsy, cytology, judgmental, and x-ray); 3 T0
was combined with T1 due to small cell sizes, <1%; 4Unknown combined with not examined due to small cell sizes, <1%
unknown
2

3.7.1 Exposure: SPI History
For this study, an SPI history was defined as accessing specialized inpatient, acute and outpatient
services with a diagnosis of schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, major depression, or other non-organic
psychotic illnesses, in the six months to five years preceding the cancer diagnosis (33). This definition is
in line with recommendations for measuring an SPI in the absence of interview-based diagnostic data, or
functional status and disability data (34, 35).
The non-SPI category was further refined to exclude individuals with a history of mental health
services utilization that did not meet the SPI definition. This maximized the likelihood that individuals
identified as having an SPI were those most likely to have truly been exposed, and those identified as not
having an SPI were those most likely to truly be unexposed. The excluded group included individuals
with a single SPI-related ED visit or psychiatry visit, individuals hospitalized for a non-SPI mental health
diagnosis, individuals with non-SPI mental health related ED or psychiatry visit(s), and all individuals
with visits to a family doctor for a mental health diagnosis. I hypothesized that patients in the this non-SPI
excluded group could experience similar barriers to receiving a timely cancer diagnosis, appropriate
treatment, and reduced survival as the result of their mental illness; however, not to the same extent as
those with an SPI. Therefore, they could not be included in the reference group. We considered studying
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them as a separate fourth category; however, heterogeneity on baseline characteristics existed within the
larger group (see Results Section 4.2) and there were known differences in the clinical composition of
patients within the group (e.g. diagnosis of dementia versus anxiety). This suggested they were not a
clinically homogenous patient population and therefore required separate study in a targeted, meaningful
way. The excluded population continued to contribute to the overall study in the sensitivity analyses,
where my decision-making regarding the exposure algorithm was evaluated by including excluded
patients in the no history of mental illness, outpatient, and inpatient SPI categories.
An SPI history was assigned using data from hospitalizations, psychiatry visits, and psychiatric
ED visits in the six months to five years preceding the cancer diagnosis to establish temporality. A six
month lag period was observed to account for the possibility that cancer metastases or paraneoplastic
syndromes may mimic a mental disorder and cause a misdiagnosis of neurological symptoms as a new
mental illness, causing misclassification of advanced stage patients. In addition, this reduced the
possibility that the mental illness diagnosis was the result of a new cancer diagnosis. Exposure assessment
could not occur if patients had six or fewer months of OHIP eligibility preceding the cancer diagnosis.
To identify CRC patients with an SPI, I modified existing methods for identifying patients with
schizophrenia and chronic psychotic illness developed by Kurdyak et al. (180) The algorithms use
Ontario healthcare administrative data, and have been used to study the association between
schizophrenia and emergency room wait times, cardiac mortality, and fertility rates (60, 181, 182). The
Kurdyak et al. (180) algorithms were created using hospitalization and outpatient physician visit data.
Some chart review validation work has been done in a sample of patients with a psychiatric disorder
linked to ICES data holdings. Overall, sensitivity of the algorithms ranged from 74.0-98.8% and
specificity ranged from 31.1-80.7% (180). The specificity of the algorithms was improved when the
definitions of a chronic psychotic disorder were broadened to include more diagnostic codes. Adding
physician billing data to hospitalization data improved sensitivity but decreased the positive predictive
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value and specificity. Increasing the minimum number of encounters for a positive identification of
chronic psychotic illness significantly improved the specificity (180).
For this thesis, SPI history was characterized as a nominal categorical variable with three levels
(SPI-inpatient, SPI-outpatient, and no history of a mental illness). To minimize possible misclassification,
my primary definition of SPI status identified two groups of individuals who were most likely to have an
SPI, and a comparison group of individuals who were least likely to have an SPI based on health services
use and related diagnoses. Previous studies have demonstrated that resource use intensity for mental
health disorders can be a valid proxy for information on a patient’s functional status (74, 183). Therefore,
individuals with an inpatient and outpatient SPI history were studied separately to capture potential
heterogeneity in functional status and disability.
Figure 7 outlines the modified algorithm for assigning an SPI history. Patients with one or more
psychiatric hospitalization with an SPI diagnosis were allocated to the inpatient SPI category, and patients
who did not have a hospitalization associated with an SPI diagnosis, but had two or more SPI-related ED
or psychiatrist visits were allocated to the SPI outpatient category. The non-SPI category excluded
individuals with a history of mental health services utilization that did not meet the SPI definition.
Validation of the SPI status algorithm was outside the scope of the thesis. Instead, I studied alternate
definitions of the measure based on what has been learned from the validation studies of other
administrative data algorithms. The primary algorithm assigning SPI history status was modified to
describe and quantify potential misclassification of SPI status. Six alternate definitions of an SPI are
described in Appendix A.
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Figure 7 Algorithm to assign SPI history status: inpatient SPI history, outpatient SPI history, no
history of a mental illness.
SPI History- Data Sources & Variables
Multiple databases were combined to ascertain SPI status. Psychiatric hospitalizations were
captured from two data sources: the CIHI-DAD (2002-2012) and OMHRS (2005-2012). Psychiatric ED
visits were identified in NACRS. Psychiatry visits were identified by linking the IPDB main specialty
variable to OHIP billing records. The IPDB identifies the main specialty for all eligible physicians each
fiscal year, based on a number of data sources, including their billing patterns (169). Each data source
captured diagnostic information using a different number of variables. Table 3 summarizes the eligible
SPI diagnoses according to each diagnostic classification system and database, and Table 4 summarizes
the diagnoses used to identify non-SPI mental illnesses. Appendix B summarizes the number of records
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within each database that contained a mental health diagnosis and the database processing steps to
measure exposure status.
Table 3 Diagnostic codes used in the exposure algorithm to identify CRC patients with an SPI
history
Database
OHIP1

Diagnostic Code
295
296
297
298
311

Description
Schizophrenia
Manic Depressive Psychosis, Melancholia Involutional
Paranoid states
Other psychoses
Depressive or Other Non-psychotic Disorder,
Not Classified Elsewhere

CIHI-DAD & NACRS2
F20–F29
F20
F21
F25
F28
F29
F30 -F39

Schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders
Schizophrenia
Schizotypal disorder
Schizoaffective disorder
Other nonorganic psychotic disorders
Unspecified nonorganic psychosis
Mood [affective] disorders

OMHRS3
Mood Disorder
Schizophrenia
Other Psychotic Disorder
1

Based on ICD-9; 2ICD-10 CA; 3DSM-IV; OHIP= Ontario Health Insurance Plan; CIHI-DAD= Canadian Institute of Health
Information-Discharge Abstract Database; NACRS=National Ambulatory Reporting System; OMHRS=Ontario Mental Health
Reporting System

Table 4 Diagnostic codes used in the exposure assignment algorithm to exclude CRC patients with a
non-SPI mental health history from the unexposed group
Database

Diagnostic
Code

Description

OHIP1
290
291
292
299
300

301

Senile Dementia
Alcoholic Psychosis, Korsakov’s Psychosis
Drug Psychosis
Childhood psychoses (e.g. autism)
Anxiety, neurosis, claustrophobia, depression- reactive, hysteria,
neurasthenia, obsessive compulsive disorder, phobias (all types), suicidal
tendencies
Personality disorders (e.g., paranoid personality, schizoid personality,
obsessive compulsive personality)
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Database

Diagnostic
Code
302
306
307

309
313
314
315
319
CIHI-DAD & NACRS2
F00-F09
F40-F48
F50-F59
F60-F69
F70-F79
F80-F89
F90-F98
F99-F99
OMHRS3

Description
Sexual deviations, frigidity
Sexual dysfunction, psychosomatic disturbances
Habit spasms, tics, stuttering, tension headaches, anorexia nervosa, sleep
disorders, enuresis, stuttering
Adjustment reaction
Behavior Disorders of Childhood and Adolescence
Hyperactive child, Hyperkinetic Syndromeof Childhood
Specified delays in development (e.g., dyslexia, dyslalia, motor retardation)
Mental deficiency, retardation
Organic, including symptomatic, mental disorders
Neurotic, stress-related and somatoform disorders
Behavioural syndromes associated with physiological disturbances and
physical factors
Disorders of adult personality and behaviour
Mental retardation
Disorders of psychological development
Behavioural and emotional disorders with onset usually occurring in
childhood and adolescence
Unspecified mental disorder
Variable4
Disorder of Childhood
Delirium, Dementia, Amnestic, Other cognitive Disorder
Mental Disorder due to Medical Condition
Substance-Related Disorder
Anxiety Disorder
Somatoform Disorder
Factitious Disorder
Dissociative Disorder
Sexual, Gender Identity Disorder
Eating Disorder
Sleep Disorder
Impulse-Control Disorder
Adjustment Disorder
Personality Disorder

1

Based on ICD-9 (International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, 9th Revision) ; 2ICD-10 CA
(Canadian version of the ICD, 10th Revision (ICD-10), created by CIHI); 3DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, 4th Edition); 4Possible values for each variable included: 0= No, 1= Primary provisional diagnosis, 2= Secondary in
importance, 3= Tertiary in importance OHIP= Ontario Health Insurance Plan; CIHI-DAD= Canadian Institute of Health
Information-Discharge Abstract Database; NACRS=National Ambulatory Reporting System; OMHRS=Ontario Mental Health
Reporting System
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Hospitalizations
To increase specificity of the algorithm, only the most responsible diagnosis was queried for
mental health related diagnoses and used to identify SPI hospitalizations. Re-abstraction studies
performed in Ontario to evaluate the quality of CIHI-DAD data holdings determined that the most
responsible diagnosis (MRD) variable was more reliably coded than the subsequent other diagnoses
(184). In particular, the sensitivity of ICD-10 codes for schizophrenia [0.95 (0.87-0.99)], and depressive
episodes [0.84 (0.74-0.92)] were higher than for many other diseases (184). This approach is also
consistent with validated algorithms used by ICES to identify schizophrenia, and in line with
recommendations from the ICES Mental Health Research program for identifying psychiatric
hospitalizations (personal communication, Dr. Elizabeth Lin). The remaining 24 diagnosis variables were
queried to identify hospitalizations with a comorbid mental health diagnoses. Admission dates and
discharge dates, used to identify hospitalizations relevant to the timeframe, also demonstrated near perfect
(99.9%) reliability in re-abstraction studies (185, 186).
OMHRS includes diagnoses collected at various time points throughout the admission, including
admission and discharge, as well as interim diagnoses made quarterly or when there is reason to update
the diagnosis of record. OMHRS admitting and discharge diagnoses were included to identify SPI
hospitalizations. Fourteen variables relating to DSM-IV diagnosis categories were queried to identify SPI
hospitalizations. Existing OMHRS data quality reports do not include data re-abstraction exercises to
evaluate the reliability of collected data (187).
Emergency Department Visits
Diagnosis information for ED visits was available from ten variables. The primary diagnosis is
related to the reason for the client’s visit that requires evaluation or intervention; it is recorded as the main
problem and is a mandatory data collection field. Other recorded diagnoses included other confirmed or
suspected problems, conditions or circumstances that coexist at the time of presentation to the ED and
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influence the patient’s need for care. When a primary diagnosis cannot be confirmed, symptoms at
presentation are recorded (177). There are no data quality studies evaluated the sensitivity or specificity of
ICD-10 codes in the NACRS data. Re-abstraction studies in Ontario evaluating the quality of NACRS
data holdings determined that the main problem variable was more reliably coded than the subsequent
other diagnoses; with 85% agreement on re-abstraction, and 90.4% agreement between abstractors (188).
ICD-10-CA code matches at the category level occurred in 88.5% of diagnosis variables; exact matches
occurred most often for the coding of main problems (188). Emergency department records may be
influenced by the procedures in place for training employees in chart abstraction within medical records,
the workload burden, and the methods of data abstraction; (189) however, I did not anticipate these
differences would impact the relationships under study.
Physician Visits
To increase the specificity of my algorithm, only diagnoses from psychiatrists were considered
eligible to determine the presence of an SPI (190). However, family physician visits with mental healthrelated diagnosis codes were included to identify a reference group absent of mental health disorders.
OHIP physician billing data include a single diagnosis code for each service provided and this variable
was used to identify diagnoses. No data re-abstraction reports exist for this database.

3.8 Outcome Assessment
3.8.1 Objective 1: Cancer Stage at Diagnosis
The anatomic extent of colon and rectum cancer is characterized using the UICC/AJCC TNM
staging system (114, 125). The study timeframe spanned the 6th and 7th editions of the TNM manual, and
so was operationalized according to the 6th Edition. Table 5 describes each of the TNM stage groupings
according to each edition and highlights refinements in the staging process that occurred with the 7th
Edition. Staging is dependent on the size of the tumour and its level of invasion (T), the involvement of
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regional lymph nodes (N) and the presence or absence of metastases (M). There are a possible six broad
staging categories based on the combination of T, N and M (0, I, II, III, IV, unknown) and additional substaging exist within three categories.
Table 5 UICC/AJCC TNM staging for CRC (114, 125)

IIA
IIB
IIC
IIIA

6th Edition
T
N
Tis
N0
T1
N0
T2
N0
T3
N0
T4
N0
--T1-T2
N1

M
M0
M0
M0
M0
M0
-M0

IIIB

T3-T4

N1

M0

IIIC

Any T

N2

M0

Stage
0
I

Any T
IV
-IVA
-IVB
TX
Unknown
TX
Any T
Any T

Any N
M1
----NX
MX
Any N MX/M0
NX
MX/M0
Any M
MX

T
Tis
T1
T2
T3
T4a
T4b
T1-T2
T1
T3-T4a
T2-T3
T1-T2
T4a
T3-T4a
T4b

7th Edition
N
N0
N0
N0
N0
N0
N0
N1/N1c
N2a
N1/N1c
N2a
N2b
N2a
N2b
N1-N2

M
M0
M0
M0
M0
M0
M0
M0
M0
M0
M0
M0
M0
M0
M0

Any T
Any T
TX
TX
Any T
--

Any N
Any N
NX
Any N
NX
--

M1a
M1b
MX
MX/M0
MX/M0
--

Cancer stage data are collected for two purposes: patient care, and surveillance. Cancer stage
collection at the individual level provides needed prognosis information to help physicians and patients
create the most appropriate treatment plan. Stage data is collection at the population to evaluate how the
cancer system is functioning (e.g. outcomes of cancer screening, guideline recommended treatment),
monitor stage-specific survival, make regional, national, and international comparisons of cancer
morbidity and mortality, and to support cancer system planning (191).
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TNM cancer stage was collected through two mechanisms for all patients with a diagnosis of
CRC via the Ontario Stage Capture Project: the Collaborative Staging (CS) System© and RCCs (9, 168).
The CS© system is a subsidiary of the nationwide effort led by CPAC to collect accurate data on
collaborative cancer stage in Canada. This process meets international standards and is performed
according to established, universal processes. According to this process, cancer stage data were initially
collected by trained abstractors through the standardized CS software© (192). When collaborative stage
was unavailable, the OCR used TNM-based reporting from the RCCs (171, 174). RCCs followed
protocols developed by CCO to accurately report on patient stage (174). Stage Capture Project data
quality is further enhanced through the promotion and national adoption of synoptic reporting for surgical
and pathology reports to standardize the information available for staging, pan-Canadian audits to
improve data quality, and the establishment of a National Advisory board to promote consistency in the
best sources of information and data elements used to determine stage (175). Ongoing training and quality
improvement mechanisms are embedded in the Stage Capture Project to improve accuracy.
Staging data were collected in the peri-diagnostic period, up until they receive definitive surgery
or for up to four months from the date of diagnosis (whichever is longer). Often the final stage is known
at the time diagnosis is confirmed. An overall ‘best stage’ variable in the OCR uses pathological
information when available and clinical otherwise. Cancer stage was captured from the OCR and
operationalized as a categorical variable following the broad categories included in both the 6th and 7th
editions, with six levels: stage 0/I/II/III/IV/ Unknown.
Unknown TNM Stage
Individuals with a best stage in Stage 0 to Stage IV were considered staged. Individuals missing
stage or with a best stage coded as Unknown or Null were considered unknown stage.
Additional Descriptors of Stage and the Diagnostic Process
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Additional information on the cancer diagnosis, such as primary tumour site, histology, year of
diagnosis, best source of diagnostic information, and method diagnosis confirmed, were available for all
patients. Data were collected at a population-level using established, standard data capture procedures by
the OCR from hospital records, RCC records, emergency department records and death certificates (171).
Tumour location was reported to the registry in ICD-9 codes during the study timeframe. Table 6 lists the
diagnostic codes relevant to CRC and their categorization. Histology was reported in the registry in ICDO-3 codes during the study timeframe and categorized according to the Stewart et al. (193) Table 7 lists
the codes relevant to CRC and how they were categorized for this thesis. The best source of diagnostic
information during the study time period were an RCC and histology (171).
Table 6 Diagnostic codes and groupings to assign primary tumour location
Diagnosis Code1
153.4
153.6
153.0
153.1
153.7
153.2
153.3
153.8
153.9
154.0
154.1

Broad Category
Colon

Sub-site
Proximal

Distal
NOS
Rectum

Rectum

Location
Cecum
Ascending colon
Hepatic flexure
Transverse colon
Splenic flexure
Descending colon
Sigmoid colon
Other specified site of large intestine
Colon unspecified
Rectosigmoid junction
Rectum

1

ICD-9 system

Table 7 Histology codes and groupings to assign histology, adapted from Stewart et al. (193)
Specific Histology
Non-Adenocarcinoma
Epidermoid carcinoma
Other specified carcinoma
Carcinoma, NOS
Sarcoma
Other specified types
All other types

ICD-O-3 Codes
8051-8130, 8012–8022, 8030–8045, 8150–8155,
8170–8171, 8230–8248, 8510–8512, 8561–8562,
8580–8671, 8680–8713, 8800–8920, 8990–8991,
9040–9055, 9120–9134, 9141–9340, 9540–9581,
8720–8790, 8930–8933, 8950–8982, 9000–9030,
9060–9110, 9350–9364,
9380–9512, 9530–9539, 8005–8009, 8023–8029,
8046–8050, 8131–8139, 8148–8149, 8156–8159,
8163–8169, 8172–8179, 8222–8229, 8249, 8507–
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Specific Histology

Adenocarcinoma
Adenocarcinoma, NOS
Adenocarcinoma in adenomatous polyp
Adenocarcinoma adenomatous polypsis coli
Papillary adenocarcinoma, NOS
Adencarcinoma in villous adenoma
Vilous adenocarcinoma
Adenocarcinoma in tumulovillous adenoma
Cystadenocarcinoma and mucinous
adenocarcinoma
Mucin-producing adenocarcinoma
Signet ring cell carcinoma
Unknown/Unspecified

ICD-O-3 Codes
8509, 8513–8519, 8551–8559, 8563–8569, 8574–
8579, 8672–8679, 8714–8719, 8791–8799, 8921–
8929, 8934–8939, 8942–8949, 8983–8989, 8992–
8999, 9031–9039, 9056–9059, 9111–9119, 9135–
9140, 9341–9349, 9365–9379, 9513–9529, 9582–
9989
8140–8147, 8160–8162, 8180–8221,8250–8506,
8520–8550, 8560, 8570–8573, 8940–8941, 8140,
8210, 8220,

8000–8004, missing

Detailed information on cancer stage and tumour characteristics, such as the individual T, N and
M components of staging, tumour grade, lymphovascular invasion and perineural invasion were available
on a subset of patients from the CS process (9). Information on whether or not a description of the extent
of tumour invasion, tumour size or examination of regional lymph nodes was also reported during the
Collaborative Staging Process. These data were included for the purpose of comparing quality and
completeness of cancer diagnosis and staging data among exposure categories. A description of how these
cancer descriptor variables were operationalized is provided in Table 2.
3.8.2 Objective 2: Guideline Recommended Cancer Treatment
Descriptive Outcomes
Consultations
Consultations with surgeons, medical oncologists and radiation oncologists following the date of
cancer diagnosis were measured using OHIP physician billing records. Each billing record in OHIP is
includes a fee code. This code identifies the service (procedure, intervention or consultation) provided by
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the physician and is required for reimbursement. These codes are publically available in the Ontario
Schedule of Benefits. The identification of relevant codes from the OHIP Schedule of Benefits was
determined with consultation from Dr. Natalie Coburn (surgical oncologist), Dr. Chris Booth (medical
oncologist), and Dr. Timothy Hanna (radiation oncologist).
Table 8 lists the relevant fee codes that were used to identify consultations for surgeons and
radiation oncologists. Each physician would bill according to the set of consultation fee codes set out for
their specialty in the OHIP Schedule of Benefits and so a set list of consultation fee codes does not exist
that would identify all chemotherapy-related consultations. Consultations with medical oncologists were
more difficult to identify. Multiple specialists, including medical oncologists, internal medicine
specialists, hematologists and family physicians, may provide chemotherapy. An alternate, standard
approach was used to identify consultations with medical oncologists, defined as those physicians who
could make the decision to provide chemotherapy (137). First, all physician billing for colon and rectum
cancer chemotherapy delivery during the time period were identified. Physician billing codes for
chemotherapy delivery were G381, G345, G281, G339, G359, and G382. Then, this list of physicians was
compared to the physicians seen after diagnosis. If a patient had a consultation with one of those
physicians in the year following the cancer diagnosis, it was assumed that it was related to the delivery of
chemotherapy. Table 8 provides the list of eligible chemotherapy consultation codes.
The proportion of patients who had a consultation in the year following the cancer diagnosis and
the number of consultations were measured.
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Table 8 OHIP fee codes for consultations with surgeons, medical oncologists and radiation
oncologists
Oncologist
Surgeon
Medical Oncologist

Radiation Oncologist

OHIP Consultation Fee Codes
A035, A935, A036, C035, C935, C036, W035, W036
A445 , A135 , A615, A130, A446 , A435 , A655, A845 , A136 , A616,
A443 , A133 , A613, A441, A131, A611, A444, A134, A614, A448,
A138, A618
A345, A745, A346, C345, C745, C346

Cancer-Directed Surgery
Receipt of a biopsy, polypectomy, local excision and surgical resection and resection of liver and
lung metastases were identified in the year following diagnosis. Receipt of each type of surgery was
determined using physician billing records in OHIP. Dr. Natalie Coburn (surgical oncologist) informed
the identification of relevant fee codes from the OHIP Schedule of Benefits. Endoscopic resection of the
tumour, biopsy, polpectomy, and local excision were reported for patients with stage I-II disease.
Resection of metastases were reported for stage IV patients. Surgical resection included hemicolectomy,
partial colectomy, segmental resection, total colectomy, low anterior resection, proctatectomy with coloanal anastomosis, or abdominoperineal resection. Table 9 lists the fee codes used to define the cancerdirected operations measured for this thesis.
Table 9 OHIP billing codes used to identify relevant CRC surgical investigations and operations
Operation
Biopsy
Polypectomy

OHIP Fee Code
Z514, Z536, E717
Z570, Z753, Z754, Z784, Z755, E688, E719, Z571, E720, Z764, Z765,
E687, E685, Z754, Z784, Z785
S162, Z750, S249
S166, S167, S168, S169, S170, S171, S172, S173, S188, S213, S214,
S215, S217
M142, M145, M143, M144, S269, S275, S270, S267, S271

Local Excision
Resection of colon and/or
rectum
Resection of liver and lung
metastases
Using the OHIP billing record date of service, the distribution of time from diagnosis to receipt of
surgery was plotted for the entire population to determine the appropriate time frame to measure
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operations. Data on receipt of surgery was assessed in the three months prior to diagnosis and in the year
following diagnosis. This is because the pathology from the operation may be the information used to
make the CRC diagnosis, and so the operation may pre-date the date of diagnosis.
Chemotherapy
Receipt of chemotherapy was determined in the year following diagnosis using the OHIP
physician billing data. This method is a standard measure of receipt of chemotherapy using OHIP billing
data because it captures chemotherapy delivered both inside RCCs, and chemotherapy delivered in the
community (137). Chemotherapy delivery was identified using the following billing codes: G381, G345,
G281, G339, G359, and G382. Receipt of chemotherapy was defined as having one or more records for
chemotherapy delivery.
Radiation
Receipt of radiotherapy was measured using the CCO ALR database. I followed similar methods
used to identify receipt of radiotherapy as other ongoing breast cancer projects within Dr. Groome’s
research group, and in consultation with Dr. Tim Hanna (radiation oncologist). The ALR database
contains records associated with the delivery of radiotherapy at RCCs. Separate records are created for
consultations, imaging related to the delivery of radiotherapy, radiotherapy planning activities,
assessments of fitness to receive radiotherapy, and delivery of radiotherapy. Each element of a visit (e.g.
treatment planning, radiology, consultation, radiation delivery) on any given day is separately recorded
according to the National Health Productivity Improvement Program (NHPIP) activity code. I processed
all records in the ALR for each patient that occurred on or following the date of diagnosis for the index
CRC.
Receipt of radiotherapy was defined if a patient had one or more records for radiotherapy that met
all of the following inclusion criteria: 1) the ready to treat date was populated, indicating the radiation
oncologist had identified the date the patient could receive treatment; 2) the visit date on the record was
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greater than or equal to the ready to treat date, meaning the visit occurred during the eligible time period
for treatment determined by the radiation oncologist; 3) the dose per fraction variable was populated,
indicating a dose of radiation was delivered to the patient during the visit; 4) the NHPIP code was for the
delivery of radiation (503, 510, 511, 512, 519, 520- 529, 530- 539, 540-549, 560-569, 570-579, 580-589,
590-599, 620, 640, or 690). According to internal ICES data quality reports, 100% of ALR records have a
valid visit date, 7% are missing a ready to treat date, and 100% have a valid NHPIP code.
Analytic Outcomes
Receipt of Surgical Resection & Receipt of Adjuvant Therapy
Receipt of guideline recommended treatment was evaluated in a homogenous subset of stage II
and III CRC patients with definitive, treatment guidelines. During the study timeframe, provincial and
international guidelines recommended surgical resection of the primary tumour for all patients with stage
II and III CRC, excepting patients with unresectable, locally advanced disease, or whom were considered
medically inoperable (123, 124, 194, 195). Neoadjuvant or adjuvant radiotherapy was recommended for
patients with stage II or III rectal cancer, with or without chemotherapy; adjuvant chemotherapy was
recommended for patients with stage III colon cancer (123, 124, 194, 195).
Non-receipt of surgical resection in the year following diagnosis was measured as a dichotomous,
yes/no variable using OHIP billing records. Receipt of surgical resection was determined using the list of
OHIP fee codes provided in Table 9. If a patient did not have an OHIP billing record with an eligible
surgical resection code, they were considered positive for the outcome. If the patient had an OHIP billing
record with an eligible surgical resection code, they were considered absent of the outcome.
Non-receipt of adjuvant therapy was measured as a dichotomous, yes/no, variable using OHIP
billing records (adjuvant chemotherapy) and the ALR radiotherapy data (adjuvant radiotherapy) described
in the previous section. Receipt of adjuvant chemotherapy in stage III colon cancer was defined as the
presence of at least one chemotherapy treatment billing code within the six months following resection.
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Receipt of adjuvant treatment was defined as the presence of at least one ALR treatment record (as
defined previously) coded for adjuvant or curative treatment to the pelvis or rectum, in the six months
preceding or post-surgical resection. These outcome definitions, data sources and timeframes are based on
Ontario treatment guidelines, (124) studies of cancer treatment measuring the receipt of adjuvant
radiotherapy and chemotherapy, (138, 196, 197) and by CPAC measures of cancer care quality (198).

3.8.3 Objective 3: CRC Survival
Death
Survival time was defined as the interval occurring between the date of diagnosis and the date of
death (or death clearance date for censored observations). Cancer diagnosis date is available at ICES
through the OCR. Diagnosis date is the first recorded diagnosis of the primary site (173). Data sources
include: first hospital admission related to the cancer, the date the pathology specimen was received, the
date of death, the earliest RCC registration, treatment or recorded diagnosis date, a cancer centre
admission date, or the date of an operation (ICES, secure data).
Death clearance data was available to October 31, 2015 for this thesis from the RPDB. The
RPDB is provided information on vital status by the MOHLTC, the CIHI-DAD and SDS, the NACRS,
the Continuing Care Reporting System and the National Rehabilitation System (177). The ORG contains
gold standard vital status data for all Ontarians. According to the Vital Statistics Act, it is mandatory to
register all deaths occurring in the province (199). A Medical Certificate of Death is filled out by the
treating physician last responsible for care of the patient, or the coroner if an investigation takes place,
and sent to the ORG to register the death (199). However, this database is not as up to date as the RPDB.
ICES performed an internal comparison of the complete ORG database and deaths registered in the
RPDB (ICES, secure data). The date of death was identical in both datasets in 95.6% of cases; there was
no death registered in the RPDB in 1.4% of cases, and the dates of death did not match in 3.0% of cases.
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The available ORG data (to March 31, 2014) was used to augment date of death data. Where there were
discrepancies, the ORG date of death was considered the gold standard.
Cause of Death
Cause of death data was provided by the ORG and available to December 31, 2012. An
immediate cause of death, the antecedent causes of death (reporting the underlying cause of death last),
and other significant contributing illnesses are recorded for each death by the treating physician last
responsible for care of the patient, or the coroner if an investigation takes place.(177) These data are
forwarded to Statistics Canada for quality and completeness checks and revised accordingly before being
distributed (199). Although everything is done to ensure the correct cause of death information is
recorded, comorbidities, the social and legal circumstances around the death, and the level of medical
investigation may all impact the quality of the diagnoses (199). Cause of death capture rates are almost
100% given the legal requirements surrounding data collection and reporting (199).
The primary cause of death is identified by ICES as the antecedent cause of death when available
or the immediate cause of death when antecedent causes weren’t recorded. Cause of death is originally
coded as ICD-10 by the ORG as of 2003 but is then converted to ICD-9 using a CIHI conversion file after
linkage. ICES has documented good agreement using the ICD-10 to ICD-9 conversion.(177) Cause of
death was operationalized as a categorical variable using the major ICD-9 disease headings as levels for
descriptive analyses. Cause of death was dichotomized as cancer-related/other-cause for the competing
risks analysis to examine differences in cancer-specific survival.

3.8.4 Causal Framework
This work was situated within a causal framework hypothesizing pathways from an SPI to worse
cancer outcomes, developed using directed acyclic graph (DAG) theory (200). I hypothesized that
pathways related to the psychiatric symptoms, treatment, consequences, as well as bias and stigma
affected the outcomes through multiple pathways. Pathways included a reduced access to physical
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healthcare, medical contraindications, a lack of patient centred care, and institutionalized stigma. I used
the framework to evaluate whether or not covariates fell along the causal pathway from an SPI history to
worse overall survival, and to understand the potential impact of residual and uncontrolled confounding
on observed effect estimates (200). Figure 4 in Chapter 2 was expanded for each objective to determine
which variables were potential confounders, effect modifiers, and intermediate variables. Figure 8
summarizes the confounding and intermediate variables identified, and whether or not they were
measurable using the administrative data. The following sections provide a brief rationale for the included
covariates and their role in the analyses, and how they were defined and measured. Appendix C contains
an example of how the causal diagrams for each outcome were developed, using the relationship between
an SPI and an unknown stage at diagnosis as the example.
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Figure 8 Summary of confounding and intermediate variables
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3.8.5 Covariates- Rationale for Inclusion
Table 10 provides a brief overview of the rationale for the covariates used in this thesis.
Table 10 Brief rationale for covariate inclusion
Covariate
Rationale for Inclusion
Potential Confounders
Individuals with an SPI have a younger age distribution, than the general
Age
population. Older age at cancer diagnosis is associated with a higher proportion
of missing stage data, non-receipt of guideline recommended CRC treatment,
and worse overall and CRC-specific survival (14, 15, 139, 140, 146, 201, 202).
A larger proportion of individuals with an SPI are female, than the general
Sex
population. There is evidence that female patients have a greater risk of missing
stage data, and non-receipt of guideline recommended CRC treatment. There is
evidence that males have worse overall CRC survival, and women have worse
CRC-specific survival (140, 202, 203).
Psychotic disorder prevalence rates vary across countries. Within countries,
Ethnicity
higher rates of psychotic disorders have been reported in first-generation
immigrants and refugees, including in Canada (204-206). There is also evidence
for worse cancer outcomes across ethnic groups and in non-white races in the
US, (21) and lower cancer screening rates and cancer care inequities in
Canadian immigrants (207-209).
There is evidence that individuals with an SPI are more likely to live in urban
Rurality
areas, than rural areas (210). Missing stage rates have shown regional variation
within a single cancer registry, (146, 211) including in Ontario (9). There is
regional variation in CRC treatment (138, 140), including in Ontario (212, 213).
Missing stage data in cancer registries is dependent on data collection methods
Year of Diagnosis
and maturity of the datasets (146, 211). In Ontario, stage data collection in 2012
was the most incomplete, as the result of data collection processes and when the
datasets at ICES were updated. In addition, there is evidence of temporal
variation in the uptake of guideline recommended CRC treatment (214).
Guideline recommended treatment is dependent on tumour location. There is
Tumour Location
natural variation in survival for colon and rectal tumours. Rectal tumours have a
worse prognosis than colon cancer, and within colon cancers there is better
prognosis for left versus right sided tumours (122, 123, 129, 131, 195, 215).
Guideline recommended treatment is determined by stage at diagnosis (122,
Stage
123, 129, 131, 195).
Potential Intermediates
Individuals with an SPI have a greater burden of most physical illnesses, than
Comorbidity
the general population (3, 4). There is evidence that co-occurring physical
illness at the time of cancer presentation may interfere with the staging process,
resulting in more missing stage data. In addition, patients with significant
physical comorbidities may be unable to undergo the necessary staging
investigations. Physical comorbidity is the number one reason cited for not
providing guideline recommended CRC treatment. Physical comorbidity is a
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Covariate
Community-level
Marginalization

Stage
Receipt of treatment

Rationale for Inclusion
strong predictor of CRC prognosis (137, 201, 212, 214, 216, 217).
Individuals with an SPI are more likely to attain lower levels of education, be
under or unemployed, or earn a low income, than the general population. They
are more likely to like in unstable housing or be homeless (44, 141, 144, 145).
Low socioeconomic status is associated with stage at diagnosis, non-receipt of
CRC treatment, and worse CRC survival (10, 137, 147, 212, 214, 217-219).
Stage at diagnosis determines the treatment options available to CRC patients
and is the strongest predictor of CRC prognosis (112-114).
Patients who receive guideline recommended CRC treatment have significantly
better CRC survival, than those who do not (220).

3.8.6 Measurement of Covariates
3.8.6.1 Potential Intermediates
Physical comorbidities and community-level marginalization were identified as two potential
intermediates between an SPI, stage at diagnosis, receipt of guideline recommended treatment, and
survival that could be measured for all patients using the ICES data. The section below summarizes
measurement of physical comorbidity and social marginalization. Details on measuring stage and
treatment, overall survival intermediates, were provided previously in Section 3.8.
Physical Comorbidity
Physical co-morbidities were measured in the six to eighteen months prior to the cancer diagnosis
using the John’s Hopkins Aggregate Diagnosis Groups (ADGs) (221). These ADGs were initially
developed and validated to predict healthcare resource utilization and costs, and have been extended to
predict mortality (222, 223). The John’s Hopkins ADGs are now an established measure of comorbidity
in studies using administrative data and are used widely in North America. They have been validated to
predict mortality in patients with schizophrenia in Ontario (181). The aggregate diagnosis groups are
created using hospitalization (CIHI-DAD), ED visits (NACRS), and physician billing (OHIP) data in
Ontario. ADG assignment is based on a proprietary algorithm that is licensed for use at ICES. Each
individual’s healthcare utilization patterns are processed by the algorithm, and information on the type of
encounter, the diagnoses associated with the encounter, the number of encounters and interventions is
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considered with respect to their expected healthcare utilization needs in the year prior to the cancer
diagnosis. Each individual is assigned to zero to 32 non-mutually exclusive ADGs. One group related to
cancer, and three related to psychosocial illnesses were excluded in this thesis. Six ADGs were classified
as ‘Major’ physical ADGs and the remaining ADGs were classified as ‘Minor’ physical ADGs (221). For
the thesis, the number of major and the number of minor comorbidities were operationalized as two
separate, nominal, categorical variables. These 32 groups are described in Table 11. The categories used
in the analyses are presented in Table 2.
Table 11 Classification of ADGs into Major, Minor, and Excluded(221)
Physical Comorbidity
Category
Major

Minor

Excluded

Contributing ADGs
Chronic Medical: Unstable
Chronic Specialty: Unstable-Orthopedic
Injuries/Adverse Effects: Major
Likely to Recur: Progressive
Time Limited: Major
Time Limited: Major-Primary Infections
Allergies
Asthma
Chronic Medical: Stable
Chronic Specialty: Stable-Ear,Nose,Throat
Chronic Specialty: Stable-Eye
Chronic Specialty: Stable-Orthopedic
Chronic Specialty: Unstable-Ear,Nose,Throat
Chronic Specialty: Unstable-Eye
Dental
Dermatologic
Discretionary
Injuries/Adverse Effects: Minor
Likely to Recur: Discrete
Likely to Recur: Discrete-Infections
Pregnancy
Prevention/Administrative
See and Reassure
Signs/Symptoms: Major
Signs/Symptoms: Minor
Signs/Symptoms: Uncertain
Time Limited: Minor
Time Limited: Minor-Primary Infections
Psychosocial: Time Limited, Minor
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Physical Comorbidity
Category

Contributing ADGs
Psychosocial:Recurrent or Persistent, Stable
Psychosocial:Recurrent or Persistent, Unstable
Malignancy

ADG= John’s Hopkins aggregate diagnostic group

Marginalization
Community-level marginalization was measured using the four area-level dimensions of the
Ontario Marginalization index: material deprivation, dependence, ethnic concentration and residential
instability (178, 179). The four dimensions of the marginalization index were created from 42 Census
2001 measures (validated in Census 2006) using factor analysis for the purpose of health inequalities
research. Eighteen elements loaded onto four dimensions of residential instability, material deprivation,
dependency, and ethnic concentration to make up the final index. Table 12 describes the components of
each dimension. The developers of the Canadian Marginalization Index suggest these area-level variables
can be used to understand the effect of neighborhood level characteristics on health outcomes, or they
may be used as proxy measures for individual level marginalization data (179). A quintile of
marginalization for each measure was assigned at the census dissemination area level, based on the
patient’s postal code of residence at diagnosis. The quintiles were reported from one (smallest magnitude
of marginalization) to five (greatest magnitude of marginalization).
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Table 12 Dimensions and components from the Census 2001 and 2006 that make up the four
dimensions of the Ontario Marginalization Index.
Ontario Marginalization Dimensions
Dependency
1. Proportion of seniors aged 65 and older
2. Dependency ratio (0-14/65+)/(15-64)
3. Labour force participation rate (aged 15 and older)
Material Deprivation
1. Proportion 25+ without certificate, diploma or degree
2. Proportion of lone-parent families
3. Proportion government transfer payment
4. Proportion unemployment
5. Proportion below low income cut-off
6. Proportion of homes needing major repair
Ethnic Concentration
1. Proportion of 5-year recent immigrants
2. Proportion of visible minority
Residential Instability
1. Proportion living alone
2. Proportion of youth population aged 5-15
3. Average number of persons per dwelling
4. Proportion multi-unit housing
5. Proportion of the population that is married/common-law
6. Proportion of dwellings that are owned
Proportion of residential mobility (same house as 5 years ago)
This table is based on Table 1 from Matheson et al. (179)

3.8.6.2 Potential Confounders
Table 2 provides a description of how all confounders were operationalized in the analyses.
Sociodemographic characteristics were measured at the time of the CRC diagnosis. Age at diagnosis was
obtained from the OCR. The relationship between age and each outcome was explored to identify
departures from linearity. In Objectives 1 and 2 age was modeled as a nominal, categorical variable to
allow for non-linear associations with each outcome. Categorizing continuous variables to allow for a
non-linear relationship with risk of unknown stage is considered sufficient to control for confounding
with continuous variable (224). Age at diagnosis was operationalized as a continuous variable for
Objective 3. Sex was obtained from the OCR. Sex was modeled as a dichotomous variable male/female.
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Cancer-related data were obtained from the OCR. Tumour location was operationalized as a
dichotomous variable (colon/rectum) in objectives 2 and 3 to reflect differences in treatment and
prognosis associated with a colon and a rectal tumour. A more detailed description is provided in Section
3.8.1. Year of diagnosis was included as a potential confounder for Objectives 1 and 2. Based on the
changes to the OCR data collection procedures mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, I knew that
stage at diagnosis data would not be complete for patients diagnosed in 2012. I also anticipated that
temporal patterns in treatment practice may exist, especially for the uptake of neoadjuvant radiotherapy in
Objective 2. Year of diagnosis was defined as a nominal categorical variable capturing diagnosis years
from 2007 to 2012.
Rurality of patient residence was included as a potential confounder to represent potential access
to healthcare issues specific to geography, and provincial variation in cancer care. I hypothesized that
geographical differences in the risk of missing OCR data (Objective I), treatment patterns (Objective 2)
and survival (Objective 3) may exist, so I described the distribution of patients living in rural and less
rural areas of the province using the RIO score, from data housed in the RPDB. The RIO score was
developed by the Ontario Medical Association as means to reflect relative differences in geographic
isolation specific that may impact health and healthcare in Ontario (225, 226). The score is based on a
weighted combination of the population size and density in a census sub-division, travel time to the
nearest advanced referral centre and travel time to the closest basic referral centre (225, 226). All census
sub-divisions were assigned a score of 1-100 based on their degree of rurality from the weighted formula.
Increasing scores are associated with increasing rurality; however, unit differences in the RIO score are
not equal distances apart nor clinically meaningful. A RIO score was assigned to each patient based on
their postal code at diagnosis. RIO was operationalized as a nominal, categorical variable and adapted
categoriesfrom the developers and previously published work looking at rurality and CRC diagnosis in
Dr. Groome’s lab group (116, 225, 226).
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3.9 Data Analysis
Data management and analyses were completed at the ICES Queen’s Health Services Research
Facility using SAS statistical software version 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina). The additive
hazards regression analysis described in Section 3.9.4 was performed using R statistical software and the
timereg package (227, 228).

3.9.1 Descriptive Analyses
Sociodemographic characteristics of the population were described and compared across SPI
history categories. Descriptive statistics were presented as frequencies and proportions for categorical
variables and continuous variables were presented as a median and interquartile range. Kruskal-Wallis
tests for skewed continuous data and Chi-square tests for independence for categorical variables were
used to investigate bivariate relationships between covariates and SPI history status, as well as covariates
and analytic outcomes. When the null hypothesis of independence was rejected from the Chi-square tests
described above, I compared the observed and expected frequencies and calculated Pearson’s residuals to
better understand the association. Calculating Pearson’s residuals is an established post hoc method for
understanding significant differences in Chi square tests for independence, when categorical variables
have more than two levels (229). These investigations identify the cell(s) contributing the greatest to the
rejection of the null hypothesis. Values >3 were considered significant to adjust for multiple comparisons.
Cell sizes <6 are suppressed in accordance with ICES privacy and confidentiality requirements.

3.9.2 Main Analysis Objective 1: Unknown Stage
This objective evaluated the association between an SPI history and an unknown stage of cancer
at diagnosis using a cross-sectional design, to test the hypothesis that patients with an inpatient or
outpatient SPI history are less likely to receive a complete diagnostic and staging work-up. Receipt of an
unknown stage at diagnosis was evaluated in the entire cohort. The association between an SPI history
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and unknown stage was examined using bivariate and multivariable log-binomial regression (230). The
relative risk and 95% confidence intervals were estimated. I outlined hypothesized causal pathways and
known predictors of unknown stage in my data to identify confounding variables separately from causal
pathway variables. Age (<45, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74, 75-84, 85+), sex, RIO score (0-9, 10-30, 31-45, 46-55,
56-75, 75+, Unknown), and year of diagnosis (2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012) were included as
covariates in the adjusted analyses. Data were complete on all variables. Model fit was inspected using
the scaled Deviance statistic (230). Values close to one indicate better model fit. Pearson and deviance
residuals were plotted to visually inspect model diagnostics.
3.9.2.1 Secondary Analyses
A comparison of missing and low quality staging data available in the OCR and in the subset of
patients with CS data was performed across SPI history categories. A complete list of the cancer
characteristics explored is presented in Table 2 and discussed in Section 3.8.1. Chi-square tests for
independence were used to investigate bivariate relationships between missing and low quality staging
data, and SPI history. I compared the observed and expected frequencies and calculated Pearson’s
residuals to better understand the association (229). Values >3 were considered significant to adjust for
multiple comparisons.

3.9.3 Main Analysis Objective 2: Guideline Recommended Treatment
Surgical Resection
This portion of Objective Two evaluated the association between an SPI history and non-receipt
of surgical resection using a retrospective cohort design, to test the hypothesis that patients with an
inpatient or outpatient SPI history are less likely to receive guideline-concordant cancer treatment. Receipt
of surgical resection was evaluated in a subset of stage II-III CRC patients, as clinical guidelines
recommend these patients receive a curative surgical resection (123, 124, 127, 195). Receipt of surgical
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resection was operationalized as a dichotomous variable (yes/no), where non-receipt of surgical resection
was considered an event.
The association between an SPI history and non-receipt of surgical resection was examined using
bivariate and multivariable logistic regression, adjusting for important confounders. The odds ratios and
95% CI were estimated and interpreted as relative risks according to the rare disease assumption. I outlined
hypothesized causal pathways and known predictors of non-receipt of cancer treatment in my data to
identify confounding variables separately from causal pathway variables. Age (<45, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74,
75-84, 85+), sex, primary tumour location (colon/rectum), stage at diagnosis (II, III), RIO score (0-9, 1030, 31-45, 46-55, 56-75, 75+, Unknown), and year of diagnosis (2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012)
were included as covariates in the adjusted analyses. Data were complete for all variables. Model fit was
inspected by assessing the Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness of fit statistic. Small statistics and large p-values
indicate better model fit. Residual plots were used to visually inspect model diagnostics.
Adjuvant Treatment
This portion of Objective Two evaluated the association between an SPI history and receipt of
adjuvant treatment to test the hypothesis that patients with an inpatient or outpatient SPI history are less
likely to receive guideline-concordant cancer treatment. Receipt of adjuvant treatment was evaluated in a
subset of eligible patients who received a surgical resection within one year of diagnosis. Eligibility was
defined as having resected stage III colon cancer or resected stage II/III rectal cancer; clinical guidelines
recommend these patients receive adjuvant treatment (123, 124, 127, 195). Receipt of adjuvant treatment
was operationalized as a dichotomous variable (yes/no), where non-receipt of adjuvant treatment was
considered an event.
The association between an SPI history and non-receipt of adjuvant treatment was initially
examined using bivariate and multivariable log-binomial regression (230). I experienced issues with
model convergence in the multivariable regression (231). The final relative risks and 95% confidence
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intervals were estimated using modified Poisson regression with a robust error variance estimator (232,
233). Multivariable analyses adjusted for important confounders identified in the causal framework. Age
(<45, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74, 75-84, 85+), sex, primary tumour location (colon/rectum), stage at diagnosis
(II, III), RIO score (0-9, 10-30, 31-45, 46-55, 56-75, 75+, Unknown), and year of diagnosis (2007, 2008,
2009, 2010, 2011, 2012) were included as covariates in the adjusted analyses. Data were complete on all
variables. Model fit was assessed through the visual inspection of the Quasi-likelihood information
criterion (QIC) statistic, a modification of the Akaike information criterion; smaller values indicate better
fit. Pearson and deviance residual plots were used to visually inspect model diagnostics.
3.9.3.1 Secondary Analyses
An overall comparison of cancer-directed treatment across SPI history categories was performed
for all patients. This included a description of consultations with oncologists, the number of consultations
with oncologists, receipt of surgery, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy. The proportion of patients who did
not receive any treatment in the year following diagnosis was also compared across SPI history
categories. Chi-square tests for independence were used to investigate bivariate relationships between an
SPI history, consultation with an oncologist (by specialty) and receipt of treatment (by category).
Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to investigate bivariate relationships between an SPI history and the
number of oncologist consultations. Stage-specific comparisons were repeated using the same methods.
3.9.4 Main Analysis Objective 3: CRC Survival
Overall Survival
This portion of the objective evaluated the association between an SPI history and risk of death
from any cause using a retrospective cohort design, to test the hypothesis patients with an inpatient or
outpatient SPI history have worse survival following a cancer diagnosis, than those with no history of
mental illness. Risk of death from any cause was evaluated in the entire population, with the exception of
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patients who died on the date of diagnosis. Death from any cause was considered an event and individuals
were censored if they were alive at the end of the follow-up period. Censoring occurred at the end of
OHIP eligibility or on October 31, 2015, whichever came first.
I used the Kaplan-Meier method to plot SPI-history stratified survival from the time of diagnosis,
as well as to compute median, one and five year probabilities of survival and 95% confidence intervals.
Wilcoxon tests were used to test for significant differences in the survivor functions by strata (234). I also
estimated and compared stage-stratified survival using the same approach. Bivariate associations between
the covariates and the risk of death from any cause were examined using Cox-Proportional hazards
regression.
The association between an SPI history and the risk of death from any cause was examined in two
ways: relative differences in hazards (HR of death) and as absolute differences in hazards (number of
deaths), in accordance with health disparities literature (235). Bivariate and multivariable Cox
Proportional Hazards regression was used to examine the association between an SPI history and overall
survival on a multiplicative scale, controlling for important confounders identified in the causal diagrams.
Hazard ratios and 95% CI were computed (236). The proportional hazards assumption was tested by
plotting the standardized scores of the cumulative Martingale residuals (236).
Bivariate and multivariable Aalen’s semi-parametric additive hazards regression was used to
examine the association between an SPI history and overall survival on an additive scale, controlling for
important confounders identified in the causal diagrams (227, 236). The Aalen additive hazards model
evaluates the absolute difference in the number of events among levels of an exposure per unit of time,
while controlling for the additive effect of confounders on one another and the exposure on an unknown
baseline hazard. The Aalen model uses the same approaches to handling censored data as the Cox model.
Scheike’s test was used to determine if the SPI effect was time dependent (237). Although the Aalen nonparametric model may be used to estimate time varying effects of an exposure, variables were restricted
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to fixed, constant effects to allow for a more direct comparison with the Cox-Proportional Hazards
regression results. The absolute difference in the number of deaths and 95% confidence intervals were
computed. Current methods to evaluate semi-parametric additive model fit require at least one variable be
time varying (227). Therefore, because the model did not include time varying effects, it was parametric,
and the stability of the parameter estimates was evaluated by looking at the association between an SPI
and risk of death using different follow-up timeframes.
For both the Cox-Proportional hazards regression and the Aalen additive hazards regression,
important confounders were included in the models. Age (continuous), sex, primary tumour location
(colon/rectum), and RIO score (0-9, 10-30, 31-45, 46-55, 56-75, 75+, Unknown) were included as
covariates in the final models. Data were complete on all variables.
Cancer-Specific Survival
This portion of the objective evaluated the association between an SPI history and risk of CRCspecific death to test the hypothesis patients with an inpatient or outpatient SPI history have worse cancerspecific survival following diagnosis, than those with no history of mental illness. Risk of a cancerspecific death was also evaluated in the entire cohort; however, only a subset of deaths had cause
information.
Cause of death was described for the cohort and compared across SPI history categories. I plotted
the cumulative incidence of death from cancer-specific and non-cancer specific death, using the two-step
approach, which is a function of both the overall survival function and the cause-specific hazard (238).
This method does not require the assumption of independent censoring necessary to calculate cumulative
incidence using 1- the survivor function calculated using the Kaplan-Meier estimator. I used the a nonparametric, modified chi-square test to compare differences in the cumulative incidence of both cancerspecific and non-cancer specific death between patients with an SPI history and those with no history of a
mental illness (239).
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The association between an SPI history and risk of cancer-specific death was initially estimated
using bivariate and multivariable cause-specific and sub-distribution hazards regression; two established
approaches for competing risks analyses (240). In line with the literature, an SPI history was associated
with an increased risk of both cancer and non-cancer specific death (240). This resulted in negligible
differences between the two approaches. Therefore, the final relative HR and 95% confidence intervals
were computed using the cause-specific approach (238). The cause-specific hazard ratio (HRCS)
compares the instantaneous failure rates at time T for an event type C, given not failing from event type A
by time t, between two groups. Individuals who experience competing event B are censored. The risk set
for calculating survival at time T includes only those who have survived to time T, without experiencing
either event A or B.
A cause-specific death was considered an event, and follow-up time was censored at the time of
experiencing a competing event, at the end of the follow-up period (December 31, 2012) or at the end of
OHIP eligibility. Age (continuous), sex, primary tumour location (colon/rectum), and RIO score (0-9, 1030, 31-45, 46-55, 56-75, 75+, Unknown) were included as covariates in the final models. Data were
complete on all variables. The proportional hazards assumption was evaluated by plotting the
standardized scores of the cumulative Martingale residuals (236). Currently, only simulation methods
exist to evaluate fit of the sub-distribution hazards regression, which fell outside the scope of this thesis.

3.9.5 Sensitivity Analyses
Sensitivity analyses were conducted to evaluate the robustness of the results from each objective,
with respect to exposure definition and measurement. The main analyses from each objective were reinvestigated using the alternate definitions listed in Appendix A.
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3.9.6 Effect Modification
This thesis had limited statistical power to test for significant heterogeneity of the main SPI
effect. However, I explored the potential for effect heterogeneity by age and sex in Objectives One to
Three, and by stage at diagnosis in Objectives Two and Three. Effect heterogeneity was visually explored
through the presentation of age, sex, and stage strata-specific SPI history effects for each objective.
Potential effect modification was tested by separately including an interaction term in each multivariable
model. P-values ≤ 0.2 were considered potentially significant.

3.9.7 Changes to Proposed Analyses
Originally I planned to evaluate the mediating effect of stage and treatment on the association
between SPI status and overall survival by performing a mediation analysis following the causal inference
approach (241, 242). As I first completed Objectives One to Three, I encountered a number of factors that
precluded performing the mediation analysis using retrospective, administrative data. I had planned to
demonstrate improvements in survival that would exist if SPI patients with advanced stage disease at
diagnosis could be diagnosed earlier. Instead, I found that there is a large amount of missing stage data in
patients with a SPI and I believe that these missing stage data are missing not at random and so existing
imputation methods are not applicable. I also hypothesized that fewer patients with a SPI would receive
guideline-concordant treatment. I hoped to quantify the improvements in survival that would be possible
if under-treated patients with an SPI received treatment. I discussed with my clinical thesis consultants
and were concerned that the administrative data could not reflect ideal treatment conditions to the level
necessary for causal inference. In addition, when creating the DAG to understand potential causal
pathways from a SPI to non-receipt of treatment, I determined that some of these pathways (e.g. increased
co-morbidities in patients with a SPI) would appropriately result in non-receipt of treatment. The total
effect of a SPI on non-receipt of treatment would include many similar scenarios where non-treatment
was appropriately indicated. I believed that it is not realistic to measure these oppositional pathways
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together with a single treatment mediator. I considered alternate mediators to continue with the causal
mediation analysis. I discussed the possibility of understanding the impact of physical comorbidities on
overall survival. However, because administrative data rely on healthcare utilization data, comorbidities
then measure both physical disease as well as access to care, which would have opposite relationships
with cancer outcomes. I also considered using one a measure of social vulnerability; however,
administrative data does not have access to the individual-level marginalization measures necessary for
causal inference. As a result, the mediation analysis was removed from the thesis. Instead, I explored the
association between hypothesized and measurable intermediates and an SPI history, as well as
intermediates and each study outcome. A discussion of these limitations is presented in Chapter Five.

3.10 Sample Size & Study Power
Prior to study conduct, I estimated study power for crude associations using estimates from the
literature on total sample size, proportion exposed, and the proportion with the outcome in the unexposed
group. I used yearly cancer statistics from the Canadian Cancer Society, and estimated that 53,740 CRC
diagnoses would occur over the study accrual period (8). I conservatively estimated that the smallest SPI
status level will contain 1% of the population using Ontario schizophrenia prevalence data (180). I
estimated the stage distribution in the unexposed group using data from CCO (9).
Table 13 and Table 14 provide the study power estimates for Objective One and Objective Two
based on these assumptions. I used five-year survival estimates for CRC from the Surveillance,
Epidemiology, and End Results database to calculate the number of deaths required to identify 10%
increased relative hazard of death (113). Table 15 provides the number of deaths required to have 80%
and 90% power respectively. The study is well powered (>90%) to see differences of 10% in the
proportion of unknown stage, metastatic stage, non-receipt of surgery and overall 5-year survival between
the inpatient SPI group and the non-SPI group. I assumed that differences in overall survival on the
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relative and absolute scale would provide complementary conclusions. For Objectives 1-3, I expected
enough events and few enough covariates to meet a minimum of 10 events per level of variable in the
model (243, 244).
Table 13 Sample size and power considerations to test the hypothesis that a greater proportion of
CRC patients with an SPI will have an unknown stage of cancer at diagnosis than those with no
history of a mental illness
N
51590
51590
51590

n
538
538
538

Zα/2
1.96
1.96
1.96

r
95
95
95

P1
0.11
0.15
0.20

Po
0.10
0.10
0.10

d*
0.01
0.05
0.10

Power
10.6%
97.4%
>99%

Table 14 Sample size and power considerations to test the hypothesis that a greater proportion of
stage I-III CRC patients with an SPI will not receive surgical resection than those with no history of
a mental illness
N
38693
38693
38693

n
387
387
387

Zα/2
1.96
1.96
1.96

r
95
95
95

P1
0.31
0.35
0.40

Po
0.30
0.30
0.30

d*
0.01
0.05
0.10

Power
12.5%
98%
>99%

Table 15 Sample size and power considerations to test the hypothesis that CRC patients with an
SPI will be at a greater risk of death from any cause than the general population
N
n
5-year survival # Deaths expected Power HR # deaths needed
18112
80%
1.1 656 (700)
53740 538 65%
18112
90%
1.1 656 (700)
53740 538 65%
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3.11 Ethics
This research received ethical approval from the Queen’s University Health Sciences and
Affiliated Teaching Hospitals Research Ethics Board (Appendix D). The request received a delegated
review given that the proposed project did not involve direct patient contact and poses a minimal risk to
research participants. Additional ICES privacy considerations were met. An ICES project Privacy Impact
Assessment was completed and approved prior to commencement of the study to ensure that the project
was compliant with ICES policies and procedures and applicable law and research ethics board approvals.
ICES is a s. 45 Prescribed Entity under Ontario’s privacy law (PHIPA) enabling us to study the health and
health outcomes of individuals for the purpose of analysis or compiling statistical information with
respect to the management of, evaluation or monitoring of, the allocation of resources to or planning for
all or part of the health system. As per ICES standard policy, all project data were stored and analyzed at
ICES on secure servers and accessed at ICES Queen’s through a secure, monitored dataline. Cell sizes
with less than six observations were suppressed in accordance with ICES publication policies to avoid the
potential for identifying individual patients or physicians.
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Chapter 4
Results
4.1 Chapter Overview
The results chapter reports findings from three thesis objectives designed to understand the
relationship between SPI history and CRC outcomes. The first section describes the study cohort creation
process and provides a description of the final CRC cohort. The second section reports the relationship
between an SPI history and unknown stage at diagnosis in Ontario CRC patients. The third section reports
the relationship between an SPI history and receipt of guideline-recommended CRC treatment. The fourth
section reports the relationship between an SPI history and CRC survival. Each section includes a
descriptive analysi and results from the thesis objective.

4.2 Study Cohort Creation
Section Overview
This first section reports on the study cohort creation process and provides a cohort description
and is divided into two subsections. The first part describes application of the inclusion and exclusion
criteria to create the study cohort. The second subsection describes the demographic characteristics of the
final analytic cohort and compares their distributions across SPI history categories.
Study Cohort Creation
Figure 9 provides an overview of the study cohort creation process. The OCR contained
malignant CRC records for 42,510 Ontario residents diagnosed between April 1, 2007 and December 31,
2012. The final cohort is composed of 24,507 Ontario residents diagnosed with a colon or rectum cancer.
An SPI history was documented in 740 (3.0%) of patients; 1.1% (n=258) had at least one SPI psychiatric
hospitalization and 2.0% (n=482) additional patients had a history of two or more SPI psychiatrist or ED
visits. A description of their mental health utilization patterns in the six months to five years prior to the
cancer diagnosis is presented in Appendix E. 13,291 patients were excluded for having a history of mental
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illness that did not meet the study definition of an SPI. A description of those patients is provided in
Appendix F. Six alternate SPI definitions were used in the sensitivity analyses. A description of the
patients included in each of the six alternate exposure definitions is provided in Appendix G.

Figure 9 Flowchart of cohort creation process
Study Cohort Description
Table 16 reports the characteristics of patients and contrasts by SPI history status. Cells with
Pearson residual values ≥ 3 contributed most significantly to the lack of independence between
demographic characteristics and an SPI history. These significant findings are highlighted in bold type in
Table 16 and detailed results are presented Appendix H. The majority of patients were diagnosed with a
tumour located in the proximal colon, followed by the rectum, and the sigmoid colon. Distributions of
primary tumour subsites varied marginally across SPI history categories (p=0.08); however, none of the
individual cells met my Pearson residual criterion for a significant contribution to rejecting the null
hypothesis. The majority of patients across all SPI categories were diagnosed with an adenocarcinoma. A
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larger proportion of patients with an inpatient SPI history did not have information available on the
specific histologic subtype of their CRC (absolute difference 6.6%; p<0.001).
The median age of CRC patients with no history of mental illness was 69 years ( IQR 60-78), 63
years (IQR 56-74) in those with an outpatient SPI history and 65 years (IQR 56-75) in those with an
inpatient SPI history (p<0.001). A larger proportion of the outpatient and inpatient SPI groups were
female, compared with the group of patients with no history of a mental illness (p<0.001).
CRC patients with an outpatient or inpatient SPI history had a greater burden of major (p<0.001)
and minor co-morbid physical conditions (p<0.001), measured using the ADGs. 45.7% of patients with an
inpatient SPI history and 49.8% of outpatient SPI history patients had zero comorbid diagnoses that met
the criteria for a major physical condition, compared with 64% of patients with no history of a mental
illness. Conversely, 9.2% of patients with an inpatient SPI history had three or more major physical
ADGs, compared to 6.8% of patients with an outpatient SPI history, and 2.2% of patients with no history
of a mental illness. Similar trends were seen in the distribution of minor ADGs. Almost one third of CRC
patients with an inpatient SPI and almost one fifth of outpatient SPI patients had six or more minor
physical ADGs, compared to a tenth of patients with no history of a mental illness.
Community-level marginalization data were available for 24,155 patients. A greater proportion of
patients with an outpatient SPI history lived in communities with the highest ethnic concentration (highest
proportion of recent immigrants and visible minorities; p=0.03). A greater proportion of patients with an
inpatient SPI history lived in the most materially deprived communities (lowest income, lowest education,
greatest unemployment; p=0.003). A greater proportion of patients with either an outpatient or inpatient
SPI history lived in the most unstable communities (least residential permanency, most single person
dwellings; p<0.001). The distribution of patients living in the most dependent communities (older age,
less participation in the work force) differed across SPI history categories, but was not statistically
significant (p=0.11).
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The majority of patients lived in less rural areas; however, an outpatient SPI history was
significantly associated with living in less rural communities, compared to patients with no history of a
mental illness (p<0.001). The proportion of patients diagnosed each calendar year varied slightly and no
clear pattern emerged; however, differences were not statistically different (p=0.12).
Table 16 Description and comparison of the study participant's demographic and clinical
characteristics (column percentages reported)
Cohort Characteristics

Histology
Adenocarcinoma
Non adenocarcinoma
No histology/NOS
Tumour Location
Proximal
Distal
Sigmoid
Rectosigmoid
Rectum
Other/NOS
Age at diagnosis (years)
< 45
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
≥ 85
Sex
Female
Major Physical Comorbidity
0 ADGs
1 ADGs
2 ADGs
3-6 ADGs
Minor Physical Comorbidity
0 ADGs
1 ADGs
2 ADGs
3 ADGs
4 ADGs
5 ADGs
≥ 6 ADGs
Dependency1
Least Marginalized

No History of
Mental Illness
(n=23,767)

Outpatient
SPI History
(n=482)

Inpatient SPI
History
(n=258)

90.6
3.9
5.4

87.1
5.2
7.7

83.3
4.7
12.0

33.9
3.4
20.4
6.9
24.4
11.0

35.1
5.8
17.4
7.5
21.8
12.4

35.3
3.9
22.1
4.7
21.3
12.8

3.8
10.9
22.0
28.3
25.2
9.8

5.4
16.2
31.7
22.4
15.6
8.7

6.2
14.3
27.5
25.6
20.9
5.4

41.0

50.8

53.5

64.3
26.6
6.9
2.2

49.8
28.0
15.4
6.8

45.7
31.4
13.6
9.3

14.5
17.9
19.6
16.9
12.9
8.6
9.6

5.8
12.4
15.8
17.4
14.9
12.4
21.2

6.6
13.2
16.7
12.4
13.6
10.9
26.7

p-value

<0.001

0.08

<0.001

<0.001
<0.001

<0.001

0.11
14.0

14.7
98

12.8

Cohort Characteristics

2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Ethnic Concentration1
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Deprivation1
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Instability1
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Rurality (RIO category)
0-9 (least rural)
10-30
31-45
46-55
56-75
>75 (most rural)
Unknown
Year of Diagnosis
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

No History of
Mental Illness
(n=23,767)
19.0
19.4
19.6
26.5

Outpatient
SPI History
(n=482)
18.7
22.2
15.1
27.6

Inpatient SPI
History
(n=258)
19.0
15.5
17.4
32.9

p-value

17.9
20.2
19.2
18.2
23.1

13.1
16.8
20.3
19.7
28.4

19.0
19.0
19.0
15.1
25.6

0.03

22.8
22.8
21.4
17.9
13.6

22.4
21.4
18.9
18.5
17.2

18.2
17.4
18.6
22.5
20.9

0.003

21.8
21.4
18.1
18.8
18.5

15.4
19.9
15.1
21.0
27.0

10.9
19.8
12.8
23.3
31.0

<0.001

62.9
18.2
10.3
2.9
3.0
1.3
1.3

72.2
15.6
8.9
-2.3
0.0
--

65.1
13.6
10.1
3.1
3.9
---

13.0
17.6
17.7
16.9
17.7
17.1

11.8
19.3
14.5
18.4
17.9
18.1

12.1
19.3
15.6
21.6
14.6
16.8

1

<0.001

0.12

Data available on 24,155 CRC patients; --: Cell sizes suppressed according to ICES privacy policy; RIO= Rurality Index of
Ontario; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; ADG= Johns Hopkin’s Aggregate Diagnosis Group; Cells with Pearson residual values
≥ 3 contributed most significantly to the lack of independence between demographic characteristics and an SPI history and are
highlighted with bold font type
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4.3 Objective 1: The association between an SPI and TNM cancer stage
Section Overview
This section provides results from the first thesis objective. This objective investigated the
association between an SPI history and unknown cancer stage at diagnosis in a cohort of CRC patients in
Ontario. Section 4.3 is divided into two parts. The first part, 4.3.1, compares the quality and completeness
of data collected by the OCR during the CRC cancer diagnosis and staging process between patients with
an SPI history, and those with no history of a mental illness. The second part, 4.3.2, reports the
association between an SPI history and an unknown cancer stage at diagnosis.

4.3.1 Description of missing cancer diagnosis and staging information
This cross-sectional examination of the association between an SPI and TNM cancer stage
included the 24,507 CRC patients described in Section 4.2. The cohort includes 482 patients (2.0%) with
an outpatient SPI history and 258 patients (1.1%) with an inpatient SPI history.
Figure 10 compares the distribution of TNM stage at diagnosis across SPI history categories. As I
hypothesized, there was a significant difference in the distribution of stage at diagnosis by SPI status
(p<0.001). The larger than expected number of unknown stage cases in patients with an inpatient SPI
history made the largest contribution to rejection of the null hypothesis. When patients with an unknown
stage of cancer were excluded from the analysis (n=4,147), the stage distribution no longer varied
significantly based on SPI history status (χ2 Statistic = 4.0; p=0.68). Therefore, for this objective, I
focused on missing stage data rather than incurable stage disease.
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Figure 10 TNM stage of cancer at diagnosis distribution by SPI history status
A minimum set of tumour and cancer diagnosis data is stored for each cancer diagnosis in the
OCR. Table 17 compares rates of missing and low quality data on these tumour and cancer diagnosis
characteristics among SPI history groups. Significant findings are highlighted in bold type and detailed
results are presented Appendix H. During the study time frame, the OCR considered information from an
RCC as the best source of diagnostic information (171). More individuals with an inpatient SPI history
than expected had hospital or pathology data as the best source of diagnostic information, and fewer than
expected with RCC diagnosis information. In addition, histology is considered the gold standard for
confirming a cancer diagnosis (171). A larger proportion of patients with an inpatient SPI history than
expected had their CRC diagnosis confirmed using operative records rather than histology (11.6%),
compared to patients with no history of a mental illness (5.3%).
Overall, an inpatient SPI history was associated with the collection of lower quality or incomplete
cancer diagnosis and staging data. Significantly fewer (45.7%) CRC patients with an inpatient SPI history
had complete, high quality data on all routinely collected cancer diagnosis variables (confirmation of
diagnosis, best source of diagnostic information, tumour location, histology), compared to 54.6% of
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patients with an outpatient SPI history and 58.6% of patients with no mental illness history (p<0.001). A
significantly larger proportion of patients with an inpatient history (58.1%) and those with an outpatient
history (55.0%) did not register with an RCC, compared to patients with no history of mental illness
(46.8%) (p<0.001).
Table 17 Routinely cancer diagnosis details collected for all CRC patients, stratified by SPI status
(column percentages reported)

Diagnosis confirmation
Histology
Operation/Other
Unknown*
Best source of diagnostic
information
RCC
Pathology
Hospital/Inpatient Record/
Unknown**
Histology
No histology/Unspecified
Tumour Location
NOS/Other***

No History of
Mental Illness
(n=23,767)

Outpatient SPI
History
(n=482)

Inpatient SPI
History
(n=258)

93.5
6.4

91.1
9.0

86.4
13.6

p-value

<0.001

<0.001
62.8
31.9
5.4

60.6
32.2
7.3

49.6
38.8
11.6

5.4

7.7

12.0

10.9

12.4

12.8

<0.001
0.38

*Other/Unknown were combined due to cell sizes of ≤1% in both, reported combined with Operation due to small cell sizes;
Other includes autopsy, cytology, judgmental, and x-ray; **Unknown accounts for <1%, reported combined due to small cell
sizes; ***Other tumour location is <1%; Stage 0 was combined with stage I due to cell sizes < 1%; SPI= severe psychiatric
illness; Cells with Pearson residual values ≥ 3 contributed most significantly to the lack of independence between demographic
characteristics and an SPI history and are highlighted with bold font type

Detailed information on cancer stage and tumour characteristics collected by CCO as part of the
CS process was available on a subset of 13,419 (55%) patients. A similar proportion of patients across
SPI history categories had CS data available (p=0.32). This subset of the study population included 55.0%
of patients with no history of a mental illness (n=13,078), 52.1% of patients with an outpatient SPI history
(n=231) and 57.4% of patients with an inpatient history (n=110).
Table 18 compares the collection of these detailed tumour and cancer staging data across SPI
history categories. A significantly larger proportion of patients with an inpatient SPI history did not have
the extent of tumour invasion described (absolute difference 6.4%; p=0.02). Although none of the other
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amounts of missing data were statistically significant, I could not rule out the possibility that patients with
an SPI history were missing more data on their cancer diagnosis than patients with no history of a mental
illness.
Table 18 Cancer details of CRC patients who had staging information collected according to the CS
process (column percentages reported)

AJCC T
T0/T1*
T2
T3
T4
TX
AJCC N
N0
N1
N2
NX
AJCC M
M0
M1
MX
Extent of tumour
invasion
Described
Unknown
Tumour size
Described
Unknown
Regional lymph nodes
Not Examined/
Unknown**
Examined
Histological Grade
Well Differentiated
Moderately Differentiated
Poorly Differentiated
Undifferentiated
Undetermined
Lymphovascular invasion
Absent
Present
Unknown

No History of
Mental Illness
(N=13,078)

Outpatient SPI
History
(N=231)

Inpatient SPI
History
(N=110)

pvalue

18.0
13.3
44.1
16.6
8.0

20.7
12.7
42.2
15.9
8.4

16.2
17.6
37.8
14.2
14.2

0.12

57.0
24.4
13.3
5.3

59.0
24.7
10.0
6.4

57.4
23.6
10.1
8.8

0.30

80.9
18.0
1.0

78.1
20.3
--

68.4-85.41
21.6
--

0.14

92.2
7.8

92.0
8.0

85.8
14.2

81.2
18.8

83.7
16.3

77.7
22.3

0.34

22.3

23.9

29.1

0.36

77.8

76.1

70.9

5.1
65.7
5.1
5.0
19.0

5.6
62.5
4.8
4.4
22.7

-73.6
--16.2

0.45

36.5
15.8
47.7

35.1
15.1
49.8

36.5
13.5
50.0

0.89

0.02
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Perineural Invasion
Absent
Present
Unknown

No History of
Mental Illness
(N=13,078)

Outpatient SPI
History
(N=231)

Inpatient SPI
History
(N=110)

pvalue

47.4
7.7
44.9

45.4
8.4
46.2

42.6
-52.0-57.41

0.43

*T0 is <1% of cases; **Unknown is <1% of cases; SPI=severe psychiatric illness; T= tumour stage; N= lymph node status;
M=presence of metastatic disease; --: Cell sizes suppressed according to ICES privacy policy; 1Cell range presented according to
ICES privacy policy; CS=collaborative staging; SPI= severe psychiatric illness

4.3.2 The association between an SPI and unknown stage at diagnosis
I explored the extent to which unknown stage was associated with other incomplete, or low
quality data collection during the diagnosis and staging process (Table 19). Not having a histological
confirmation of the cancer diagnosis was associated with a missing stage at diagnosis (p<0.001). An
operative diagnosis confirmation was associated with 6.33 times the risk of missing stage data compared
to patients with a histologically confirmed diagnosis. Patients with no histology had 6.70 times the risk of
an unknown cancer stage at diagnosis compared to patients with an adenocarcinoma, while patients
missing a specific primary tumour subsite were at 1.70 times the risk of those with a tumour location
recorded. Interestingly, patients with a non-adenocarcinoma had 7.64 times the risk of an unknown stage
at diagnosis, relative to patients with an adenocarcinoma.
Table 19 Bivariate associations between an unknown stage at diagnosis and other low quality or
incomplete diagnosis and staging information
Cancer Diagnosis or Staging Element Unknown Stage
Crude RR
N (%)1
(95% CI)
Diagnosis Confirmation
Histology
2,300 (10.1)
Ref
Operation
848 (63.6)
6.33 (5.98 -6.69)
Other/Unknown*
99 (33.7)
3.35 (2.84-3.95)
Best source of diagnostic information
Cancer Centre
837 (63.7)
Ref
Hospital/Inpatient Record
1,118 (14.3)
7.63 (7.14-8.15)
Pathology
1,281 (8.4)
1.71 (1.58-1.84)
Unknown
11 (55.0)
6.58 (4.41-9.82)
Histology
Adenocarcinoma
1,843 (8.3)
Ref
Non Adenocarcinoma
542 (55.6)
7.64 (7.19-8.12)
No histology/Unspecified
862 (63.5)
6.70 (6.24-7.19)
Tumour Location
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p-value2
<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

Cancer Diagnosis or Staging Element Unknown Stage
N (%)1
Known
2642 (12.1)
Other/NOS**
605 (22.4)

Crude RR
(95% CI)
Ref
1.70 (1.57-1.84)

p-value2
<0.001

1

Row percentages; 2p-value calculated using the Chi Square statistic; RR= relative risk; CI=confidence interval;
*Other/Unknown were combined due to cell sizes of ≤1% in both, Other includes autopsy, cytology, judgmental, and x-ray;
**Other tumour location is <1%

Main Analysis
Table 20 presents the bivariate relationships between potential confounders, age, sex, year of
cancer diagnosis, and rurality of patient residence, and an unknown stage of cancer at diagnosis. All
variables were strongly associated with the risk of missing stage at diagnosis. There was a significant, ushaped relationship between age at diagnosis and risk for unknown stage of cancer at diagnosis (p<0.001).
Younger, and older CRC patients had a higher risk of unknown stage disease, compared to patients aged
55-64. Females had 1.11 times the risk of males for an unknown stage cancer at diagnosis (p=0.001). As
expected, stage data collection was significantly less complete in 2012, the most recent year of stage data
available at the time of analysis (p<0.001). Patients diagnosed in 2012 were 1.76 times more likely to
have an unknown stage at diagnosis (95% CI 1.60-1.95) compared to patients diagnosed in 2008. A
significant j-shaped relationship between rurality, as measured by RIO categories, and an unknown stage
of CRC at diagnosis was present (p<0.001). Patients in the least rural, and in the most rural areas had the
greatest risk of unknown stage cancer, compared to patients living in areas with a RIO score of 10-30.
Table 20 also presents the bivariate relationships between potential intermediate variables,
physical comorbidity and community-level marginalization, and an unknown stage of cancer at diagnosis.
An increasing burden of major and minor comorbidities was associated with an increased risk for an
unknown stage of cancer at diagnosis. Patients with three or more major physical ADGs recorded were
50% more likely to have an unknown stage of cancer at diagnosis, relative to patients with no recorded
major ADGs. Similarly, patients with six or more recorded minor physical ADGs were 31% more likely
to have an unknown stage cancer at diagnosis. Contrary to my hypothesis, there was no clear trend of
increasing risk for unknown stage cancer at diagnosis for patients living in areas of increasing
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marginalization. Community deprivation, a combined measure of income and education, was not
significantly associated with the risk of an unknown stage at diagnosis (p=0.34). CRC patients living in
the most dependent communities had a 15% lower risk of an unknown stage at diagnosis, relative to
patients living in the least dependent communities. CRC patients living in communities with the highest
concentration of recent immigrants and visible minorities had a 37% increased risk of an unknown stage
cancer at diagnosis, compared to patients living in areas with the lowest ethnic concentration (p<0.001).
A significant association between community-level instability and risk of unknown stage cancer at
diagnosis was documented, but there was no clear increase or decrease in risk with increasing
community-level instability (p=0.01).
Table 20 Relationship between covariates and an unknown CRC stage at diagnosis
Variable

n events
(%1)

Potential Confounders
Age at diagnosis (years)
<45
171 (17.9)
45-54
416 (15.3)
55-64
700 (12.8)
65-74
756 (11.0)
75-84
728 (11.9)
85+
476 (20.0)
Sex
Male
1,819 (12.7)
Female
1,428 (14.1)
Year of diagnosis
2007
337 (10.6)
2008
505 (11.7)
2009
554 (12.8)
2010
462 (11.1)
2011
512 (11.8)
2012
877 (20.9)
Rurality (RIO category)
0-9 (least rural)
2,087 (13.5)
10-30
508 (11.4)
31-45
309 (12.2)
46-55
104 (14.7)
56-75
106 (14.5)
>75 (most rural)
71 (22.2)
Unknown
62 (19.9)
Potential Intermediates
Major Physical Comorbidity

Crude RR (95% CI) p-value2

1.39 (1.20-1.62)
1.19 (1.07-1.34)
Ref
0.85 (0.78-0.94)
0.93 (0.84-1.02)
1.56 (1.40-1.73)

<0.001

0.001
Ref
1.11 (1.04-1.19)
<0.001
0.51 (0.45-0.57)
0.56 (0.51-0.62)
0.61 (0.56-0.68)
0.53 (0.48-0.59)
0.57 (0.51-0.63)
Ref
<0.001
1.18 (1.08-1.29)
Ref
1.07 (0.94-1.22)
1.28 (1.05-1.56)
1.27 (1.05-1.54)
1.94 (1.55-2.42)
1.74 (1.37-2.20)
<0.001
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n events
Crude RR (95% CI) p-value2
1
(% )
0 ADGs
1,979 (12.7)
Ref
1 ADGs
877 (13.4)
1.06 (0.99-1.14)
2 ADGs
279 (16.0)
1.26 (1.12-1.41)
3-6 ADGs
112 (19.0)
1.50 (1.26-1.78)
<0.001
Minor Physical Comorbidity
0 ADGs
449 (12.9)
Ref
1 ADGs
523 (12.0)
0.93 (0.83-1.05)
2 ADGs
619 (12.9)
1.00 (0.90-1.12)
3 ADGs
527 (12.8)
0.99 (0.88-1.11)
4 ADGs
438 (13.8)
1.07 (0.95-1.21)
5 ADGs
280 (13.2)
1.02 (0.89-1.17)
≥ 6 ADGs
411 (16.7)
1.30 (1.15-1.47)
0.02
Dependency1
Least Marginalized
507 (14.7)
Ref
2
619 (13.3)
0.90 (0.81-1.00)
3
614 (12.9)
0.88 (0.78-0.98)
4
634 (13.3)
0.90 (0.81-1.00)
Most Marginalized
815 (12.5)
0.85 (0.76-0.94)
Missing
58 (16.5)
-0.34
Deprivation1
Least Marginalized
759 (13.6)
Ref
2
735 (13.2)
0.97 (0.88-1.06)
3
675 (12.9)
0.95 (0.86-1.05)
4
594 (13.5)
0.99 (0.89-1.09)
Most Marginalized
426 (12.6)
0.93 (0.83-1.03)
Missing
58 (16.5)
-<0.001
Ethnic Concentration1
Least Marginalized
534 (12.2)
Ref
2
567 (11.5)
0.94 (0.84-1.05)
3
594 (12.6)
1.03 (0.92-1.15)
4
579 (13.0)
1.06 (0.95-1.18)
Most Marginalized
915 (16.1)
1.31 (1.19-1.45)
Missing
58 (16.5)
-0.01
Instability1
Least Marginalized
754 (14.3)
Ref
2
677 (13.0)
0.91 (0.83-1.00)
3
533 (12.1)
0.85 (0.77-0.94)
4
591 (12.7)
0.89 (0.81-0.99)
Most Marginalized
634 (13.8)
0.97 (0.88-1.07)
Missing
58 (16.5)
-Variable

1

Row %; 2Calculated using the Chi square statistic; RIO= Rurality Index of Ontario; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; RR= relative
risk; CI= confidence interval; ADG= Johns Hopkin’s Aggregate Diagnosis Group

A TNM stage at diagnosis was unknown for 3,120 (13.1%) of CRC patients with no history of a
mental illness, 76 (15.8%) patients with an outpatient SPI history and 51 (19.8%) of patients with an
inpatient SPI history. Multiple log binomial regression was used to estimate the association between an
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SPI history and an unknown stage CRC at diagnosis. An SPI history was associated with an increased risk
of an unknown TNM stage at diagnosis (Table 21). Patients with an outpatient SPI history had 1.17 times
the risk of an unknown cancer stage at diagnosis, compared to patients with no history of mental illness;
this risk was marginally significant (95% CI 0.95-1.43). Patients with an inpatient SPI history were at
highest risk of a missing TNM stage at diagnosis, compared to patients with no history of a mental illness
(RR 1.45; 95% CI: 1.14-1.85). Control for confounding reduced the risk associated with an outpatient SPI
history by 2.5%, and by 6% for the risk associated with an inpatient SPI history. The scaled deviance
statistic was 1.13 with 754 degrees of freedom. Diagnostic plots are reported in Appendix I. Overall, the
model specification appeared adequate.
The proportion of missing stage data among individuals with an inpatient SPI ranged from 2030% across sensitivity analysis definitions. The definition that did not restrict an SPI to specific diagnoses
had the largest amount of missing stage data among inpatients. The results of the main analysis were
robust to using different administrative data algorithms to assign SPI history (Appendix J).
Table 21 Crude and adjusted analyses of the association between an SPI and an unknown TNM
cancer stage at diagnosis (n=24,507)
n events
(%)
SPI History
No history
Outpatient history
Inpatient history

3120 (13.1)
76 (15.8)
51 (19.8)

Crude RR
(95% CI)
Ref
1.20 (0.97-1.48)
1.51 (1.17-1.93)

p-value†

0.01

Adjusted RR††
(95% CI)
Ref
1.17 (0.95-1.43)
1.45 (1.14-1.85)

p-value$

0.01

SPI= severe psychiatric illness; †Calculated using the chi-square statistic; ††Adjusted for age at diagnosis ( <45, 45-54, 55-64, 6574, 75-84, 85+), sex, rurality of residence (RIO score 0-9, 10-30, 31-45, 46-55, 56-75, 75+) , year of diagnosis; $Calculated using
the Wald statistic

Effect Modification
I hypothesized that patient age and sex at diagnosis may modify the relationship between a SPI
history and an unknown stage at diagnosis. Table 22 presents stratified point estimates from the full
model for each potential modifier, and the p-values of the fully adjusted interaction term. There was no
evidence that sex modified the SPI effect on unknown stage at diagnosis (p=0.54). Effect estimates
trended toward significant heterogeneity across categories of age at diagnosis; however, the study was
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underpowered to detect modification if it truly existed (p=0.22). No clear pattern of higher or lower risk
for younger or older patients emerged.
Table 22 Investigation of effect modification in the relationship between a SPI and unknown stage
at diagnosis by age and sex
Effect Modifier
No History of
Mental Illness
Age at diagnosis (years)
<45
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+
Sex
Female
Male

Adjusted1 RR (95% CI)
Outpatient SPI
history

Inpatient SPI
history

pvalue2
0.22

Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref

1.35 (0.67-2.74)
0.69 (0.36-1.33)
1.06 (0.71-1.59)
1.39 (0.89-2.18)
2.04 (1.35-3.10)
0.82 (0.42-1.62)

2.57 (1.40-4.74)
1.18 (0.61-2.29)
1.26 (0.75-2.10)
1.54 (0.89-2.67)
1.52 (0.87-2.66)
1.41 (0.58-3.42)

Ref
Ref

1.32 (1.00-1.73)
1.02 (0.74-1.42)

1.57 (1.14-2.16)
1.35 (0.92-1.99)

0.54

1

Adjusted for: age, sex, rurality, year of diagnosis, tumour location; 2p-value determined from Wald chi square of model
interaction term; RR= relative risk; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; CI=confidence interval; number of events cannot be reported
due to small cell size policies at ICES

4.4 Objective 2: The association between an SPI history and receipt of guideline
recommended CRC treatment
Section Overview
This section presents descriptive data on the cohort’s CRC treatment patterns and results from the
second thesis objective. The second objective investigated the association between an SPI history and
receipt of guideline recommended CRC treatment in a cohort of CRC patients in Ontario. Section 4.4 is
divided into three parts. The first part, 4.4.1, describes and compares overall cancer treatment patterns
between CRC patients with an SPI history and those with no history of a mental illness. The second part,
4.4.2, reports on the association between an SPI history and the receipt of surgical resection in the year
following diagnosis in a subset of stage II and III patients. The third part, 4.4.3, reports the association
between an SPI history and the receipt of adjuvant treatment in a subset of stage II and III rectal cancer
patients and stage III colon cancer patients who received a surgical resection.

4.4.1 Overall CRC treatment patterns
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Study Cohort Description
This retrospective cohort study of the association between an SPI history and CRC treatment
patterns in the year following diagnosis draws on the original study cohort described in the first results
section (Table 16). An additional 18 patients who died on the date of diagnosis were excluded (n final
sample=24,489). In this sample, 481 (2.0%) patients had an outpatient SPI history and 257 (1.1%)
patients had an inpatient SPI history. Treatment patterns were described in the year following diagnosis.
Eighteen percent of patients had less than one year of follow-up (n=4,409); 86% of patients with less than
a year of follow-up time died within the first year of their cancer diagnosis.
Consultations
Figure 11 describes the proportion of patients within each SPI history category who consulted
with a surgeon, medical oncologist, and a radiation oncologist within a year of diagnosis. A significantly
smaller proportion of patients with an SPI history consulted with each specialist; the difference was most
pronounced for medical oncology.

Figure 11 A description of the proportion of patients with at least one visit to each oncology
specialist within a year of diagnosis by SPI history status
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Table 23 reports the median consultation frequency for each oncology specialty across SPI
history categories. The consultation distribution differed significantly across SPI history categories.
Table 23 A description of the frequency of consultations with oncologists in patients who had at
least one visit within a year of diagnosis.

CONSULTATIONS
Surgeon
Median number of consultations (IQR)
Medical Oncologist
Median number of consultations (IQR)
Radiation Oncologist
Median number of consultations (IQR)

No History of
Mental Illness

Outpatient
SPI History

Inpatient SPI
History

pvalue1

8.0 (5.0-12.0)

8.0 (5.0-12.0)

8.0 (5.0-11.0)

0.004

5.0 (2.0-9.0)

4.0 (2.0-8.0)

3.0 (1.0-8.0)

0.02

4.0 (1.0-6.0)

3.0 (1.0-6.0)

3.0 (1.0-6.0)

0.22

SPI= severe psychiatric illness; IQR=interquartile range; 1p-value calculated using the Kruskal-Wallis test

Cancer Treatment
Figure 12 describes the proportion of patients within each SPI history category who received
surgery, chemotherapy, or radiotherapy within a year of diagnosis. A significantly smaller proportion of
CRC patients with an inpatient SPI history received a cancer-directed intervention, across all treatment
modalities. I documented the most pronounced differences in the proportion of patients administered
chemotherapy; 77% of patients with an inpatient SPI history were not treated with chemotherapy,
compared with 63% of patients with no history of a mental illness, a 14% absolute difference (p<0.001).
I also explored the proportion of patients who did not receive at least one of cancer-directed
surgery, chemotherapy, or radiotherapy in the year following diagnosis. Twenty-four percent of patients
with an inpatient SPI history (n=62) did not receive surgery, chemotherapy, or radiotherapy in the year
following diagnosis, compared with 12% of patients with no history of a mental illness (n=2,832), and
16% of patients with an outpatient SPI history (n=79) (p<0.001).
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Figure 12 The proportion of patients receiving cancer-directed treatment by SPI history status
Non-receipt of any treatment was influenced by stage at diagnosis (Figure 13). A very small
proportion of stage I-III patients did not receive at least one of the three cancer treatment modalities, and
this proportion was similar across SPI history categories. The discrepancy in the proportion of untreated
CRC patients was largest among for patients with stage IV or unknown stage disease. Half of patients
with stage IV CRC and an inpatient SPI history did not receive treatment, compared with 22.5% of
patients with no history of a mental illness (p<0.001). Similarly, 64.0% of unknown stage patients with an
inpatient SPI history, and 64.7% of patients with an outpatient SPI history did not receive treatment,
compared with 47.9% of patients with no history of a mental illness (p=0.003).
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Figure 13 Stage-stratified proportion of untreated patients across SPI history categories
Stage-specific treatment patterns are presented in Appendix K. Aside from differences in the
receipt of chemotherapy and radiotherapy for stage III patients (discussed in detail in Section 4.4.3), the
most pronounced differences in treatment rates were for patients with metastatic CRC and patients with
an unknown stage at diagnosis. Stage IV CRC patients with an inpatient SPI history were significantly
less likely to consult with a medical oncologist (absolute difference 20%; p=0.001) or receive
chemotherapy (absolute difference 14.7%); p=0.003). Unknown stage CRC patients with an SPI history
were significantly less likely to have received a surgical resection (absolute difference 16.3%; p=0.02).

4.4.2 Investigating the association between an SPI history and surgical resection
Study Cohort Description
This retrospective cohort study of the association between an SPI history and potentially curative
surgical resection within one year of diagnosis was restricted to patients with stage II-III disease
(n=12,028). The cohort included 218 (1.8%) patients with an outpatient SPI history and 115 (1.0%)
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patients with an inpatient SPI history. Non-receipt of treatment may be explained by differences in death
rates in the first year. At least one year of follow-up time was available for 90.4% of patients with no
history of a mental illness, 85.8% of patients with an outpatient SPI history and 84.4% of patients with an
inpatient SPI history. Of those patients with less than a year of follow-up time, 93.7% of patients with no
history of mental illness, 96.8% of patients with an outpatient SPI history, and 100% of patients with an
inpatient SPI history had died.
Table 24 reports the characteristics of the cohort by SPI history and the distribution of covariates
included in the analysis. Almost all patients were diagnosed with an adenocarcinoma; however, a
significantly larger proportion of patients with an inpatient SPI history had an unknown tumour histology
(p=0.01). A smaller proportion of stage II-III CRC patients with an inpatient SPI history had a primary
tumour located in the rectum, compared to patients with no history of a mental illness or with an
outpatient SPI history (p=0.05). Approximately half of patients had stage II disease across SPI history
categories (p=0.53).
CRC patients with no history of a mental illness were older than patients than patients with an
SPI history (p<0.001). The median age of patients with no history of a mental illness at diagnosis was 70
years (IQR 61-78), 63 years (IQR 51-74) in patients with an outpatient SPI, and 66 years (IQR 56-75) in
patients with an inpatient SPI history (p<0.001). A larger proportion of CRC patients with an inpatient
SPI history were female (<0.001). Similar to the larger cohort described in Section 4.2, stage II and III
patients with an SPI history had a greater burden of physical comorbidity and more likely to live in
marginalized communities. Data on community-level marginalization were available for 11,848 patients.
Patients with an outpatient SPI history were more likely to live in the least rural communities than
patients with no history of a mental illness or an inpatient SPI history.
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Table 24 Characteristics of stage II-III CRC patients (column percentages reported)

Histology1
Adenocarcinoma
Tumour Location
Colon
Rectum
TNM Stage
II
III
Age at diagnosis (years)
< 45
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
≥ 85
Sex
Female
Major Physical Comorbidity
0 ADGs
1 ADGs
2 ADGs
≥ 3 ADGs
Minor Physical Comorbidity
0 ADGs
1 ADGs
2 ADGs
3 ADGs
4 ADGs
5 ADGs
≥ 6 ADGs
Ethnic Concentration 1
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Dependency1
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Deprivation1
Least Marginalized
2

No History of
Mental Illness
(n=11,695)

Outpatient SPI
History
(n=218)

Inpatient SPI
History
(n=115)

pvalue

97.9

96.8

96.5

0.01

69.5
30.5

71.1
28.9

80.0
20.0

0.05

47.1
52.9

50.9
49.1

47.0
53.0

0.53

3.7
10.2
21.0
29.2
26.1
9.8

6.9
16.1
31.7
20.6
15.1
9.6

7.0
11.3
28.7
27.0
20.9
5.2

<0.001

41.7

47.7

59.1

<0.001

65.0
26.5
6.6
1.9

47.7
30.3
14.7
7.4

49.6
27.8
13.0
9.6

14.5
18.1
19.8
17.3
12.6
8.6
9.2

6.0
14.2
16.5
19.7
14.7
10.6
18.3

6.1
12.2
20.0
13.0
13.0
10.4
25.2

18.4
20.9
19.7
18.6
22.3

11.6
19.0
21.3
19.0
29.2

19.8
19.8
21.6
19.8
18.9

0.17

13.4
18.6
19.8
19.6
27.2

17.4
19.7
21.6
14.2
26.1

8.7
22.6
15.7
19.1
30.4

0.15

22.7
22.8

21.1
21.1

23.5
11.3

0.009
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<0.001

<0.001

3
4
Most Marginalized
Instability1
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Rurality (RIO category)
0-9 (least rural)
10-30
31-45
46-55
56-75
>75 (most rural)
Unknown
Year of diagnosis
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

No History of
Mental Illness
(n=11,695)
21.2
17.7
14.0

Outpatient SPI
History
(n=218)
18.8
21.1
17.0

Inpatient SPI
History
(n=115)
15.7
24.3
21.7

pvalue

21.2
21.5
18.5
18.8
18.6

14.7
20.2
16.1
20.6
27.5

11.3
20.0
13.0
22.6
29.6

<0.001

62.3
18.5
10.8
2.9
3.0
1.2
1.3

74.3
15.6
8.7
0
-0
--

64.3
13.0
11.1
-----

<0.001

13.3
17.8
17.9
17.2
17.6
16.2

11.5
20.6
16.1
17.0
17.9
17.0

13.3
17.9
17.8
17.2
17.6
17.2

0.85

SPI= severe psychiatric illness; -- Numbers withheld based on ICES small cell size policy; 1other categories collapsed based on
1
ICES small cell size policy; Data on community-level marginalization were available for 11,848 patients.

Main Analysis
Table 25 presents the bivariate relationships between potential confounders, age, sex, tumour
location, stage at diagnosis, year of diagnosis and residential rurality, and non-receipt of surgical
resection. The probability of not receiving a surgical resection was modeled as the event. Tumour location
was dichotomized to colon and rectum to reflect differences in surgical considerations for these tumours.
Age, tumour location, and rurality of residence were associated with not receiving a surgical resection.
Patients aged 75 years and older had a greater risk of not receiving potentially curative cancer surgery,
compared to patients aged 55 to 64, while patients aged less than 55 and between 65 and 74 had a similar
risk (p<0.001). Patients aged 75-84 had 1.24 times the risk of not receiving surgery, and patients aged 85
and older had 2.60 times the risk of the reference group. Patients with a tumour in the rectum were 2.86
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times more likely to not receive potentially curative surgery than patients with a tumour located in the
colon (95% CI: 2.41-3.38). Stage III CRC patients had a similar risk of not receiving a surgical resection,
compared to stage II patients (RR: 1.07; 95% CI: 0.90-1.26). A significant u-shaped association between
rurality of residence and receipt of surgical resection existed (p=0.01). Patients residing in the most urban
and most rural areas were significantly less likely to receive potentially curative surgery than patients in
mid rural areas. I did not observe significant temporal variation in surgical resection rates.
Table 25 also presents the bivariate relationships between potential intermediates, physical
comorbidity, community-level marginalization, and surgical resection. I observed a trend toward elevated
risks of not receiving curative surgery for patients with increasing numbers of major physical ADGs
(p=0.06). Patients diagnosed with 4-6 major ADGs were 134% more likely to not receive a surgical
resection, than patients with zero major ADGs. The number of minor ADGs did not demonstrate a clear
pattern of risk of not receiving surgical resection. Patients with fewer than two minor comorbidities, or six
or more minor comorbidities had an increased risk of not receiving surgery, relative to patients with two
minor comorbidities recorded. Data on community-level marginalization were available for 11,848
patients; 9.4% of patients with missing data did not receive a surgical resection. All five measures of
community-level marginalization were associated with not receiving surgical resection; however, I did
not observe linear trends of increasing risks of not receiving treatment, alongside corresponding
increasing levels of marginalization. With the exception of patients living in the most dependent
communities, patients living in the most marginalized areas of patients had approximately 30% higher
risks of not receiving a surgical resection, relative to patients living in the least marginalized
communities.
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Table 25 Relationship between covariates and not receiving a surgical resection in stage II-III CRC
patients
Variable
Potential Confounders
Age at diagnosis (years)
<45
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
≥ 85
Sex
Female
Male
Tumour Location
Colon
Rectum
TNM Stage
II
III
Rurality (RIO category)
0-9 (least rural)
10-30
31-45
46-55
56-75
>75 (most rural)
Unknown
Year of diagnosis
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
Potential Intermediates
Major Physical Comorbidity
0 ADGs
1 ADGs
2 ADGs
3 ADGs
4-6 ADGs
Minor Physical Comorbidity
0 ADGs
1 ADGs
2 ADGs
3 ADGs

n events1 (%2)

Crude RR
(95% CI)

p-value

19 (4.2)
45 (3.6)
106 (4.1)
129 (3.7)
158 (5.1)
118 (10.1)

1.02 (0.62-1.68)
0.87 (0.61-1.24)
Ref
0.99 (0.69-1.16)
1.24 (0.96-1.60)
2.60 (1.99-3.40)

<0.001

234 (4.6)
341 (4.9)

Ref
1.06 (0.89-1.25)

0.53

264 (3.2)
311 (8.5)

Ref
2.86 (2.41-3.38)

<0.001

262 (4.6)
313 (4.9)

Ref
1.07 (0.90-1.26)

0.44

388 (5.2)
91 (4.1)
50 (3.9)
9 (2.6)
14 (3.9)
12 (8.4)
11 (7.1)

2.05 (1.05-4.01)
1.62 (0.81-3.25)
1.52 (0.74-3.13)
Ref
1.54 (0.66-3.61)
3.46 (1.43-3.41)
2.91 (1.18-7.16)

0.01

70 (4.4)
106 (4.9)
75 (4.4)
92 (4.4)
119 (5.6)
93 (4.8)

0.91 (0.66-1.25)
1.03 (0.77-1.37)
0.92 (0.69-1.24)
0.93 (0.69-1.24)
1.18 (0.90-1.56)
Ref

0.42

359 (4.6)
148 (4.6)
48 (5.8)
14 (7.4)
6 (10.2)

Ref
1.00 (0.82-1.22)
1.28 (0.94-1.75)
1.64 (0.94-2.86)
2.34 (1.00-5.47)

0.06

110 (6.4)
125 (5.8)
89 (3.8)
97 (4.7)

1.76 (1.32-2.35)
1.57 (1.19-2.07)
Ref
1.25 (0.93-1.68)

<0.001
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Variable
4 ADGs
5 ADGs
≥ 6 ADGs
Ethnic Concentration3
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Deprivation3
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Dependency3
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Instability3
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized

n events1 (%2)

p-value

54 (3.5)
38 (3.7)
62 (5.4)

Crude RR
(95% CI)
0.94 (0.67-1.33)
0.98 (0.66-1.44)
1.47 (1.06-2.05)

87 (4.0)
112 (4.5)
121 (5.2)
100 (4.5)
139 (5.2)

Ref
1.14 (0.85-1.51)
1.30 (0.98-1.73)
1.13 (0.85-1.52)
1.32 (1.00-1.74)

0.02

126 (4.6)
131 (4.8)
95 (3.7)
106 (4.9)
101 (5.9)

Ref
1.04 (0.81-1.34)
0.80 (0.61-1.05)
1.07 (0.82-1.40)
1.31 (1.00-1.71)

0.002

71 (9.4)
122 (4.4)
87 (5.4)
111 (3.6)
168 (4.7)

Ref
1.25 (0.93-1.69)
0.83 (0.60-1.14)
1.08 (0.80-1.47)
1.18 (0.89-1.57)

0.003

103 (4.1)
116 (4.5)
93 (4.2)
124 (5.5)
123 (5.4)

Ref
1.11 (0.84-1.45)
1.04 (0.78-1.39)
1.36 (1.04-1.78)
1.35 (1.03-1.76)

0.004

1

Not receiving a surgical resection was considered an event; 2Row percent; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; RIO=Rurality Index
of Ontario; 3Data on community-level marginalization were available for 11,848 patients; RR= relative risk; CI= confidence
interval

Of all stage II and II CRC patients, 551 (4.7%) of patients with no history of mental illness, 15
(6.9%) of patients with an outpatient SPI history, and nine (7.8%) of patients with an inpatient SPI history
did not receive a potentially curative surgical resection. I used multivariable logistic regression to
understand the relationship between receipt of surgical resection and SPI history in stage II and III CRC
patients. The probability of not receiving a surgical resection was modeled as an event. An SPI history
was significantly associated with an increased risk of not receiving surgical resection (Table 26). In the
unadjusted analysis, patients with an outpatient SPI history had 1.51 times the risk of not receiving
potentially curative surgery (95% CI: 0.88-2.59), compared to patients with no history of a mental illness.
Patients with an inpatient SPI history had 2.15 times the risk of not receiving potentially curative surgery
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(95% CI: 1.07-4.33), compared to patients with no history of a mental illness. Control for confounding
had almost no impact on the effect estimate for the relationship between an outpatient SPI history and
receipt of surgery and increased the inpatient SPI history effect estimates by 25%. The HosmerLemeshow statistic was 14.3 and the p-value 0.075. Model diagnostics are reported in Appendix I.
Overall, model specification was adequate.
The proportion of stage II and III CRC patients with an inpatient SPI history who did not receive
a surgical resection ranged from 4-15% across sensitivity analysis definitions. The definition of inpatient
SPI that included all diagnoses had the largest proportion of patients who did not receive a surgical
resection. The main analysis results were robust to using alternate administrative data algorithms to
measure an SPI history (Appendix J).
Table 26 Association between an SPI and not receiving a surgical resection

SPI History
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history

n events1
(%)2

Crude
RR (95% CI)

p-value†

Adjusted††
RR (95% CI)

p-value$

551 (4.7)
15 (6.9)
9 (7.8)

Ref
1.49 (0.88-2.54)
1.72 (0.87-3.41)

0.11

Ref
1.51 (0.88-2.59)
2.15 (1.07-4.33)

0.02

1

Not receiving a surgical resection was considered an event; 2Row percent; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; RIO=Rurality Index
of Ontario; RR= relative risk; CI= confidence interval; †Calculated using the chi-square statistic; ††Adjusted for age at diagnosis (
<45, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74, 75-84, 85+), sex, rurality of residence (RIO score 0-9, 10-30, 31-45, 46-55, 56-75, 75+), year of
diagnosis, tumour location (colon, rectum), stage at diagnosis (II, III); $Calculated using the Wald statistic

Effect Modification
I examined heterogeneity in SPI effect on receipt of surgery by age, sex, and TNM stage grouping
using multivariable logistic regression. Age was categorized as <85 and 85 and older to conserve study
power. Table 27 presents stratified point estimates from the full model for each potential modifier, and the
p-values of the fully adjusted interaction term. There was no evidence for significant effect modification
by age or stage.
There was a trend toward heterogeneity in the association between an SPI history and receipt of
surgical resection in females and males (p=0.18). There was no association between an outpatient SPI and
receipt of surgical resection in men or women. Men with an inpatient SPI history had 3.72 times the
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likelihood of not receiving surgery than men with no history of a mental illness (95% CI: 1.54-9.01),
while women with an inpatient SPI history had 1.97 times the risk (95% CI: 0.98-3.96), compared to
women with no history of a mental illness.
Table 27 Investigation of effect modification in the relationship between a SPI and not receiving a
surgical resection by age, sex, and TNM stage
Effect Modifier

Age at diagnosis (years)
<85
85+
Sex
Female
Male
TNM Stage
II
III

Adjusted1,2 RR (95% CI)
No History of
Outpatient SPI
Mental Illness
history

Inpatient SPI
history

pvalue3

Ref
Ref

2.46 (1.22-4.96)
1.63 (0.92-2.91)

-------4

0.82

Ref
Ref

1.16 (0.36-3.75)
1.10 (0.47-2.58)

3.72 (1.54-9.01)
1.97 (0.98-3.96)

0.18

Ref
Ref

1.98 (0.70-5.62)
1.62 (0.77-3.41)

2.32 (0.91-5.92)
1.40 (0.64-3.08)

0.94

1

Not receiving a surgical resection was considered an event; 2Adjusted for: age, sex, rurality, year of diagnosis, tumour location;
p-value determined from Wald chi square of model interaction term; RR= relative risk; SPI= severe psychiatric illness;
CI=confidence interval; number of events cannot be reported due to small cell size policies at ICES; 4 The stratified effect
estimates could not be computed for patients with an inpatient SPI because none of the patients 85 and older received surgery.
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4.4.3 Investigation of the association between an SPI and receipt of adjuvant CRC treatment
Study Cohort Description
This retrospective cohort study focused on a subset of resected stage II and III rectal cancer
patients who were eligible for adjuvant radiotherapy, and resected stage III colon cancer patients who
were eligible for adjuvant chemotherapy. Seven thousand two hundred and ninety-six CRC patients were
included in this analysis; 112 had an inpatient SPI history (1.5%), 120 had an outpatient SPI history
(1.6%). Almost all patients, regardless of SPI history, had been diagnosed with an adenocarcinoma
(p=0.50). Overall, 3,976 were stage III colon cancer patients and 3,362 were stage II and III rectal cancer
patients. A slightly larger proportion of patients with an inpatient SPI history were stage III compared to
patients with no history of a mental illness, or patients with an outpatient SPI history (absolute difference
7%; p=0.21). A significantly larger proportion of patients with an inpatient SPI history had a primary
tumour located in the colon, compared to patients with no history of a mental illness, or an outpatient SPI
history (absolute difference 14.3%; p=0.08).
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Table 28 reports the characteristics of the cohort eligible for adjuvant treatment. Patients with an
SPI history were older than patients with no history of a mental illness (p<0.001). The median age of
patients with no history of a mental illness was 68 (IQR 59-77), and was 62 (IQR 54-71) and 63 (55-72)
for patients with an outpatient SPI and inpatient SPI history respectively. Similar to the main cohort
described in this thesis, a larger proportion of patients with an SPI history who were eligible for adjuvant
treatment had one or more major or minor physical comorbidities, and lived in more marginalized
communities.
Table 28 Characteristics of the stage II and III CRC patients eligible for adjuvant treatment
(column percentages reported)

Histology
Adenocarcinoma
Tumour Location
Colon
Rectum
TNM Stage
II
III
Age at diagnosis (years)
< 45
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
≥ 85
Sex
Female
Major Physical Comorbidity2
0 ADGs
1 ADGs
≥ 2 ADGs
Minor Physical Comorbidity2
0-1 ADGs
2 ADGs
3 ADGs
4 ADGs
5 ADGs
≥ 6 ADGs
Dependency2

p-value3

No History of
Mental Illness
(n=7,106)

Outpatient SPI
History
(n=127)

Inpatient SPI
History
(n=63)

98.6

97.6

100

0.50

54.0
46.0

55.1
44.9

68.3
31.7

0.08

17.1
82.9

21.3
78.7

11.1
88.9

0.21

4.2
12.5
23.4
29.5
22.9
7.5

8.7
16.5
37.0
17.3
12.6
7.9

9.5
14.3
34.9
23.8
15.9
--

<0.001

39.5

48.0

39.9

<0.001

67.1
25.2
7.7

49.6
33.1
17.3

55.6
22.2
15.9

<0.001

33.8
20.3
17.0
12.4
8.0
8.4

20.5
19.7
15.7
15.0
10.2
18.9

22.2
17.5
14.3
12.7
9.5
23.8

<0.001

0.27
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Least Marginalized
3
4
Most Marginalized
Ethnic Concentration2
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Material Deprivation2
Least Marginalized
3
4
Most Marginalized
Instability
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Rurality (RIO category)1,3
0-9 (least rural)
10-30
31+
Year of diagnosis
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

p-value3

No History of
Mental Illness
(n=7,106)
32.6
20.2
19.6
26.0

Outpatient SPI
History
(n=127)
37.8
19.7
12.6
28.3

Inpatient SPI
History
(n=63)
29.9
19.0
17.5
28.6

17.8
21.4
19.7
18.5
22.7

13.6
15.2
21.6
19.2
30.4

18.3
18.3
21.7
21.7
20.0

0.45

46.1
21.7
17.0
13.6

40.9
17.3
25.2
15.0

23.8
15.9
23.6
31.7

<0.001

17.6
21.0
19.4
18.3
22.3

13.4
15.0
21.3
18.9
29.9

17.5
17.5
20.8
20.6
19.0

0.25

62.2
18.6
18.2

73.2
17.3
9.2

61.9
14.3
23.8

0.04

13.2
17.6
18.0
17.6
17.2
16.4

9.4
19.7
18.9
18.1
18.9
15.0

14.3
17.5
15.9
22.2
12.7
17.5

0.95

1

Categories collapsed to comply with ICES reporting policy for small cell sizes; 27,188 CRC patients had community-level
marginalization data available; 3p-value calculated using the Chiq square statistic; 4Includes unknown category; SPI= severe
psychiatric illness

Main Analysis
Table 29 presents the bivariate relationships between potential confounders, age, sex, rurality of
patient residence, year of diagnosis, tumour location, and TNM stage distributions, and receipt of
adjuvant treatment. The probability of not receiving adjuvant treatment was considered the event. Sixty
percent of CRC patients with a colon or rectum cancer received adjuvant treatment (p=0.32). A larger
proportion of patients with stage III cancer received adjuvant treatment (60.5%) than patients with stage II
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cancer (54.5%) (p<0.001). A stage II patient was 1.15 times more likely to not receive adjuvant
treatment, than a stage III patient (95% CI: 1.08-1.23).
Age 65 and older at diagnosis was associated with an increasing risk of not receiving adjuvant
treatment (p<0.001). Patients aged 85 years and older at diagnosis were at almost 3.5 times the risk of not
receiving adjuvant treatment (95% CI 3.20-3.80) compared to patients aged 55 to 64 years. Women had
1.16 times the risk of not receiving adjuvant treatment compared to men (95% CI: 1.10-1.23). Patients
living in the most urban areas had 1.26 times the risk of not receiving adjuvant treatment, compared to
patients the 31-45 RIO score category (not urban, but not rural; 95% CI: 1.14-1.39). The risk of not
receiving adjuvant treatment decreased slightly with increasing rurality. However in the unknown RIO
category group, which is made up of the most isolated and least populated areas of the province, the risk
of not receiving adjuvant treatment appeared to increase for the small number of patients in these isolated
areas, (RR 1.18; 95% CI 0.91-1.54).
Table 29 also presents the bivariate relationships between potential confounders, physical
comorbidity, community-level marginalization, and receipt of adjuvant treatment. I observed a
significant, non-linear association between major comorbidity and non-receipt of adjuvant treatment; the
presence of a single major ADG was associated with a similar magnitude of increased risk as the presence
of 4-6 ADGs, relative to patients with zero major ADGs (range 133% to 158%). An increasing number of
minor physical comorbidities were associated with an increased risk of not receiving adjuvant treatment,
ranging from 4% (1 ADG) to 61% (≥6 ADGs). Data on community-level marginalization were available
on 7,188 patients; 44.4% of patients with missing data did not receive adjuvant treatment. All four
measures of community-level marginalization were associated with not receiving adjuvant treatment.
Increasing quintiles of dependency and instability were associated with increased risks of not receiving
adjuvant treatment. Patients in the two most marginalized deprivation quintiles had a 17% increased risk
of not receiving adjuvant treatment. Only patients in the most marginalized ethnic concentration quintiles
had a significantly increased risk of not receiving adjuvant treatment.
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Table 29 Relationship between covariates and not receiving an adjuvant treatment in eligible1,
resected stage II-III CRC patients
Variable
Potential Confounders
Age at diagnosis (years)
<45
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+
Sex
Male
Female
Tumour Location
Colon
Rectum
TNM Stage
II
III
Year of diagnosis
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
Rurality (RIO category)
0-9 (Least rural)
10-30
31-45
46-55
56-75
>75 (Most Rural)
Unknown
Potential Intermediates
Major Physical Comorbidity
0 ADGs
1 ADGs
2 ADGs
3 ADGs
4-6 ADGs
Minor Physical Comorbidity
0 ADGs
1 ADGs
2 ADGs
3 ADGs
4 ADGs
5 ADGs

n events2 (%)3

Crude RR (95% CI)

p-value4

66 (21.1)
229 (24.9)
440 (25.4)
711 (33.4)
1,038 (62.2)
484 (88.5)

0.83 (0.66-1.04)
0.98 (0.86-1.13)
Ref
1.31 (1.19-1.45)
2.45 (2.24-2.68)
3.48 (3.20-3.80)

<0.001

1,672 (38.1)
1,288 (44.3)

Ref
1.16 (1.10-1.23)

<0.001

1,582 (40.0)
1378 (41.2)

Ref
1.03 (0.97-1.09)

0.32

569 (45.5)
2,391 (39.5)

1.15 (1.08-1.23)
Ref

<0.001

402 (41.8)
533 (41.3)
527 (40.2)
502 (39.1)
495 (39.5)
501 (41.9)

Ref
1.00 (0.90-1.10)
0.99 (0.90-1.08)
0.96 (0.87-1.05)
0.93 (0.85-1.03)
0.94 (0.86-1.04)

0.59

1,940 (42.6)
539 (39.9)
272 (33.7)
77 (37.2)
68 (34.0)
25 (30.5)
39 (40.6)

1.27 (1.14-1.40)
1.19 (1.05-1.33)
Ref
1.11 (0.90-1.35)
1.01 (0.81-1.25)
0.91 (0.64-1.27)
1.21 (0.93-1.57)

<0.001

1,756 (36.1)
888 (48.0)
248 (54.6)
52 (53.1)
16 (57.1)

Ref
1.33 (1.25-1.41)
1.51 (1.38-1.66)
1.47 (1.22-1.78)
1.58 (1.15-2.19)

353 (32.6)
459 (33.7)
587 (39.8)
522 (42.2)
413 (45.4)
291 (49.4)
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Ref
1.04 (0.92-1.16)
1.22 (1.10-1.36)
1.30 (1.16-1.44)
1.39 (1.25-1.56)
1.52 (1.35-1.71)

<0.001

<0.001

Variable
≥ 6 ADGs
Dependency1
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Deprivation5
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Ethnic Concentration5
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Instability5
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized

n events2 (%)3
335 (524)

Crude RR (95% CI)
1.61 (1.44-1.80)

p-value4

370 (36.5)
505 (36.9)
575 (39.1)
596 (41.5)
866 (45.6)

Ref
1.01 (0.91-1.13)
1.07 (0.97-1.19)
1.14 (1.03-1.26)
1.25 (1.14-1.37)

<0.001

629 (37.7)
635 (38.0)
650 (41.4)
555 (44.5)
443 (44.2)

Ref
1.00 (0.92-1.09)
1.10 (1.01-1.19)
1.17 (1.07-1.28)
1.17 (1.06-1.28)

<0.001

508 (39.8)
586 (38.4)
548 (38.7)
545 (40.8)
725 (44.3)

Ref
0.97 (0.88-1.06)
0.97 (0.88-1.07)
1.03 (0.93-1.13)
1.11 (1.02-1.21)

0.005

564 (35.0)
600 (37.6)
492 (37.7)
583 (43.0)
673 (51.1)

Ref
1.07 (0.98-1.18)
1.08 (0.98-1.19)
1.23 (1.12-1.34)
1.46 (1.34-1.59)

<0.001

1

Eligible determined by whether or not the patient had a record of surgical resection and clinical guidelines based on tumour
location; 2Not receiving adjuvant treatment was considered an event; 3row percents; 4p-value calculated using chi square statistic;
5
7,188 CRC patients had community-level marginalization data available; RIO= rurality index of Ontario; SPI= severe
psychiatric illness; RR= relative risk; CI=confidence interval

Sixty-seven percent of eligible CRC patients with an inpatient SPI history (n=42) did not receive
adjuvant therapy, compared to 44.1% of patients with an outpatient SPI history (n=56) and 40.3% of
patients with no history of a mental illness (n=2,862). Seventy-five percent of rectal cancer patients
received neoadjuvant radiotherapy, and 25% received adjuvant radiotherapy. Of those stage III colon
cancer patients who did not receive adjuvant chemotherapy, 55.2% of patients with an inpatient SPI
history saw a medical oncologist, compared with 71.7% of patients with no history of a mental illness and
69.2% of patients with an outpatient SPI history (p=0.14). Of those stage II and III rectal cancer patients
who did not receive adjuvant radiotherapy, 76.9% of patients with an inpatient SPI saw a radiation
oncologist, compared with 61.4% of patients with no history of a mental illness, and 50.0% of patients
with an outpatient SPI history (p=0.23).
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I used modified Poisson regression with robust error variance to investigate the relationship
between an SPI history and receipt of adjuvant treatment. The probability of not receiving adjuvant
treatment was modeled as an event. An SPI history was significantly associated with an increased risk of
not receiving adjuvant treatment (Table 30). In the unadjusted analysis, an outpatient SPI history was
associated with 1.09 times the risk of not receiving adjuvant treatment (95% CI: 0.90-1.33) compared to
patients with no history of mental illness; controlling for confounding increased the effect estimate by
12% (RR 1.22; 95% CI 1.00-1.55). In the unadjusted analysis, an inpatient SPI history was associated
with 1.66 times the risk of not receiving treatment (95% CI 1.39-1.98), compared with no history of a
mental illness. Controlling for confounding increased the effect estimate by 25% to 2.07 (95% CI: 1.722.50). The QIC for the crude and adjusted models were 18,104 and 18,001 respectively. Model
diagnostics are reported in Appendix I. Overall, the model specification appeared adequate.
The proportion of eligible CRC patients with an inpatient SPI history who did not receive
adjuvant treatment was relatively consistent across study definitions, ranging from 67-71%. These results
were robust to using alternate administrative data algorithms to measure an SPI history (Appendix J).
Table 30 Association between an SPI and not receiving adjuvant treatment
n events
(%)

Crude RR
(95% CI)

SPI History
No history of mental illness 2,862 (40.3)
Ref
Outpatient SPI history
56 (44.1)
1.09 (0.90-1.33)
Inpatient SPI history
42 (66.7)
1.66 (1.39-1.98)

p-value

Adjusted RR*
(95% CI)

p-value

<0.001

Ref
1.22 (1.00-1.49)
2.07 (1.72-2.50)

<0.001

1

Not receiving adjuvant treatment was considered an event; * Adjusted for age at diagnosis ( <45, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74, 75-84,
85+), sex, rurality of residence (RIO score 0-9, 10-30, 31-45, 46-55, 56-75, 75+), year of diagnosis, tumour location (colon,
rectum), stage at diagnosis (II, III); SPI= severe psychiatric illness; RR= relative risk; CI=confidence interval

Effect Modification
I hypothesized that patient age, sex, and TNM stage at diagnosis would modify the relationship
between an SPI history and receipt of adjuvant treatment. Table 31 presents stratified point estimates from
the fully adjusted model for each potential modifier, and the p-values of the fully adjusted interaction
term. TNM stage at diagnosis did not modify the relationship between an SPI history and receipt of
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adjuvant treatment (p=0.88). Age at diagnosis significantly modified the SPI effect on receipt of adjuvant
treatment (p=0.01). Patients aged 45-54 with an outpatient SPI history had a significantly higher risk of
not receiving adjuvant treatment, relative to patients with no history of a mental illness (RR 2.32; 95% CI:
1.60-3.39). Conversely, for patients aged 65 and older and an outpatient SPI history, the risk of not
receiving adjuvant treatment was not different from patients with no history of a mental illness. A similar
trend of a higher risk of not receiving adjuvant treatment for younger patients with an inpatient SPI
history was observed.
There was a trend toward heterogeneity in the association between an SPI history and receipt of
adjuvant treatment by patient sex; however the study is not powered to identify an interaction (p=0.18).
There was no association between receipt of adjuvant treatment and an outpatient SPI history for male
CRC patients (RR 1.07; 95% CI: 0.78-1.46). Conversely, female CRC patients with an outpatient SPI
history had 1.35 times the risk of not receiving adjuvant treatment, compared to females with no history
of a mental illness (95% CI: 1.04-1.76). The risk of not receiving adjuvant treatment was greater for
females with an inpatient SPI history than males, relative to females and males with no history of a
mental illness. Female inpatients were 2.32 times more likely to not receive adjuvant treatment (95% CI
1.83-2.90), while males were 1.73 times more likely (95% CI 1.26-2.37), than females and males with no
history of a mental illness.
Table 31 Investigation of effect modification in the relationship between a SPI and receipt of
adjuvant treatment by age, sex, and TNM stage
Effect Modifier
No History of
Mental Illness
Age at diagnosis (years)
<45
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+
Sex
Female

Adjusted1 RR (95% CI)
Outpatient SPI
Inpatient SPI
History
History

pvalue2
0.01

Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref

1.85 (0.87-3.93)
2.32 (1.60-3.39)
1.51 (1.05-2.18)
0.83 (0.43-1.63)
0.67 (0.38-1.19)
1.00 (0.81-1.24)

1.65 (0.53-5.16)
3.05 (1.98-4.69)
2.30 (1.53-3.45)
2.50 (1.96-3.19)
1.47 (1.11-1.93)
1.17 (1.08-1.26)
0.18

Ref

1.35 (1.04-1.76)
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2.30 (1.83-2.90)

Adjusted1 RR (95% CI)
Outpatient SPI
Inpatient SPI
History
History
1.07 (0.78-1.46)
1.73 (1.26-2.37)

Effect Modifier

Male
TNM Stage
II
III

No History of
Mental Illness
Ref

pvalue2

0.88
Ref
Ref

1.30 (0.83-2.04)
1.19 (0.95-1.49)

2.33 (1.20-4.53)
2.03 (1.68-2.46)

SPI= severe psychiatric illness; RR= relative risk; CI=confidence interval; 1Adjusted for: age, sex, rurality, year of diagnosis,
tumour location; 2p-value determined from Wald chi square of model interaction term; RR= relative risk; SPI= severe psychiatric
illness; CI=confidence interval; number of events cannot be reported due to small cell size policies at ICES

4.5 Objective 3: The association between an SPI history and CRC survival
Section Overview
This section provides results from the third thesis objective. This objective investigated the
association between an SPI history and CRC survival in a cohort of patients in Ontario. It is divided into
two parts. The first part, 4.5.1, reports the association between an SPI history and overall CRC survival
(death from any cause). The second part, 4.5.2, reports the association between an SPI history and CRCspecific survival in the presence of competing risks.
4.5.1 The association between an SPI history and overall survival
Study Cohort Description
This retrospective cohort study of the association between an SPI history and CRC survival
includes all CRC patients described in Section 4.2 (n=24,507). The cohort includes 482 patients (2.0%)
with an outpatient SPI history and 258 patients (1.0%) with an inpatient SPI history. Median follow-up
time from the date of diagnosis until death, the end of OHIP eligibility, or the end of the follow-up period
(October 31, 2015) was 4.1 years (IQR 1.9 to 6.8 years). The median follow-up period in survivors was
5.5 years (IQR 4.1 to 7.0 years). The minimum amount of follow-up time in survivors was 2.8 years. The
amount of available follow-up time in survivors was similar across SPI history categories.
10,204 deaths occurred during the study period; 58.1% of the group with an inpatient SPI history
died (n=150), 47.1% of the group with an outpatient SPI history died (n=227) and 41.3% of individuals
with no history of a mental illness died (n=9,827). The Kaplan-Meier curve in Figure 14 presents the
interval of time from diagnosis to death from any cause for CRC patients with no history of mental
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illness, an outpatient SPI history, and an inpatient SPI history. I observed significant differences in
survival time across SPI history categories (p<0.001). Five-year overall survival estimates were 60% in
CRC patients with no history of a mental illness, 55% in patients with an outpatient SPI history and 45%
in patients with an inpatient SPI history. Significant differences in survival across SPI history categories
were also observed within TNM stage groupings (Figure 15-Figure 19), with the exception of patients
diagnosed with terminal disease. Stage-specific survival estimates are presented in Appendix L.

Figure 14 Overall survival across SPI history categories (p<0.001)
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Figure 15 Overall survival in stage 0/I CRC stratified by SPI history

Figure 16 Overall survival in stage II CRC stratified by SPI history
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Figure 17 Overall survival in stage III CRC stratified by SPI history

Figure 18 Overall survival in stage IV CRC stratified by SPI history
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Figure 19 Overall survival in patients with unknown stage CRC stratified by SPI history
Main Analysis
Table 32 presents the bivariate relationships between potential confounders, age, sex, rurality of
residence, and tumour location, and the risk of death from any cause. Increasing age was associated with
worse survival; for each additional year increase in age at diagnosis, the risk of death increased by a
factor of 1.04. Female CRC patients had a small, but significantly increased HR compared to male CRC
patients (p=0.02). CRC patients with a primary tumour located in the rectum had 0.83 times the HR of
death compared to patients with a primary tumour located in the colon (95% CI: 0.79-0.86). TNM stage
was a strong predictor of risk of death. Patients diagnosed with stage IV disease had 11.40 times the HR
of death compared to patients with stage 0/I disease (95% CI: 10.60-12.27). There was significant, but
inconsistent variation in risk of death by rurality of residence (p<0.001).
Table 32 also presents the bivariate relationships between potential intermediates, physical
comorbidity, community-level marginalization, stage at diagnosis and receipt of guideline recommended
cancer treatment, and the HR of death from any cause. An increasing number of major physical ADGs
was associated with an increasing HR of death from any cause. Patients with four to six major ADGs had
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2.14 times the HR of death from any cause, compared to those with zero major ADGs (95% CI 1.732.64). The presence of one, two or three minor ADGs was significantly associated with a lower HR of
death from any cause, compared to those with zero minor ADGs; patients with six or more minor ADGs
had a significantly higher risk of death from any cause. All measures of community-level marginalization
were significantly associated with risk of death; the most marginalized group had the highest HR of death,
with the exception of ethnic concentration which had the opposite association. HRs in the most
marginalized group were 1.36, 1.37 and 1.44 for the most marginalized group based on community-level
dependency, deprivation, and instability respectively. Increasingly advanced stage at diagnosis was
significantly associated with an increased risk of death (p<0.001). Stage IV patients had 11.4 times the
HR of dying during the study time period, compared to stage 0/I patients. Receipt of guideline
recommended treatment was also significantly associated with longer survival. Patients with stage II or III
disease who did not receive a surgical resection had 334% increased HR of death during the study time
period. In resected patients with stage II and III rectal cancer, or stage III colon cancer, not receiving
adjuvant treatment was associated with a 148% increased HR of death over the study period.
Table 32 Bivariate relationships between covariates and death from any cause
Variable
Potential Confounders
Age (per year)
Age at diagnosis (years)
<45
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+
Sex
Male
Female
Tumour Location
Colon
Rectum
Rurality (RIO category)
0-9 (Least rural)
10-30
31-45

n events (%) Crude HR (95% CI) p-value1
--

1.04 (1.038-1.041)

<0.001

240 (25.1)
784 (28.9)
1,684 (30.9)
2,524 (36.6)
3,209 (52.5)
1,763 (74.1)

0.80 (0.70-0.92)
0.93 (0.85-1.01)
Ref
1.23 (1.16-1.31)
2.06 (1.94-2.18)
3.83 (3.58-4.10)

<0.001

5,944 (41.4)
4,260 (42.0)

Ref
1.05 (1.01-1.09)

0.02

7,287 (43.2)
2,917 (38.1)

Ref
0.83 (0.79-0.86)

<0.001

6,318 (40.8)
1,921 (43.3)
1,061 (42.0)

Ref
1.08 (1.03-1.14)
1.04 (0.97-1.10)
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0.008

Variable
46-55
56-75
>75 (Most rural)
Unknown
Potential Intermediates
Major Physical Comorbidity
0 ADGs
1 ADGs
2 ADGs
3 ADGs
4-6 ADGs
Minor Physical Comorbidity
0 ADGs
1 ADGs
2 ADGs
3 ADGs
4 ADGs
5 ADGs
≥ 6 ADGs
Dependency2
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Deprivation2
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Ethnic Concentration2
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Instability2
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
TNM Stage (n=24,507)
0/I
II
III
IV
Unknown

n events (%) Crude HR (95% CI) p-value1
321 (45.3)
1.15 (1.03-1.29)
320 (43.9)
1.12 (1.00-1.25)
129 (40.3)
1.00 (0.84-1.18)
134 (42.9)
1.09 (0.92-1.29)
<0.001
5,952 (38.1)
2,957 (45.3)
930 (53.2)
277 (60.6)
88 (66.2)

Ref
1.24 (1.19-1.30)
1.59 (1.49-1.71)
2.04 (1.81-2.30)
2.14 (1.73-2.64)

1,525 (43.8)
1,727 (39.7)
1,845 (38.5)
1,640 (39.7)
1,357 (42.8)
905 (42.5)
1,205 (49.0)

Ref
0.87 (0.81-0.93)
0.84 (0.78-0.89)
0.86 (0.80-0.92)
0.93 (0.87-1.00)
0.94 (0.87-1.02)
1.13 (1.05-1.22)

1,231 (35.8)
1,800 (38.6)
1,904 (40.0)
2,136 (44.8)
2,967 (45.5)

Ref
1.09 (1.01-1.17)
1.14 (1.06-1.23)
1.32 (1.23-1.41)
1.36 (1.27-1.45)

2,111 (37.9)
2,202 (39.5)
2,182 (41.8)
1,948 (44.1)
1,595 (47.2)

Ref
1.06 (1.00-1.12)
1.16 (1.09-1.23)
1.23 (1.16-1.31)
1.37 (1.29-1.46)

1,929 (44.2)
2,112 (42.9)
1,967 (41.7)
1,841 (41.3)
2,189 (38.5)

Ref
0.95 (0.90-1.01)
0.93 (0.88-0.99)
0.91 (0.86-0.97)
0.84 (0.79-0.89)

1,914 (36.2)
2,050 (39.2)
1,858 (42.3)
2,067 (44.6)
2,149 (46.7)

Ref
1.12 (1.05-1.19)
1.24 (1.16-1.32)
1.33 (1.25-1.42)
1.44 (1.35-1.53)

914 (18.6)
1,620 (28.6)
2,383 (37.5)
3,828 (88.7)
1,459 (44.9)

Ref
1.64 (1.51-1.78)
2.30 (2.13-2.48)
11.40 (10.60-12.27)
3.36 (3.09-3.65)

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001
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<0.001

Variable
n events (%) Crude HR (95% CI) p-value1
Resection (n= 12,028)
Resection
2257 (19.7)
Ref
<0.001
No Resection
323 (56.2)
4.34 (3.86-4.88)
Adjuvant treatment (n=7,296)
Received
629 (14.5)
Ref
<0.001
Not Received
907 (30.6)
2.48 (2.24-2.74)
HR=hazard ratio; RIO=Rurality index of Ontario; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; CI=confidence
interval; 1calculated using the Wald statistic; 2Community-level marginalization data available for 24,155 patients

I used Cox-Proportional hazards regression to study relative differences in the hazard rate of
death from any cause across SPI history categories. A SPI was associated with overall CRC survival
(Table 33). Patients with an outpatient SPI history had a 20% increased risk of death compared to patients
with no history of a mental illness (95% CI: 1.05-1.37). Patients with an inpatient SPI history had a 63%
increased risk of death compared to patients with no history of a mental illness (95% CI: 1.39-1.92).
Inclusion of confounders increased the HRs 17% to 1.40 (95% CI: 1.22-1.59) for patients with an
outpatient SPI history, and to 1.91 (95% CI: 1.63-2.25) for patients with an inpatient SPI history, relative
to no history of a mental illness. The assumption of proportional hazards held for SPI history, as well as
for RIO score, but was not met for tumour location, age, or gender (Appendix I).
The proportion of CRC patients with an inpatient SPI history who died during the study time
period ranged from 56-72% across sensitivity analysis definitions. The largest proportion of deaths
occurred when inpatients were defined without restricting the diagnoses. These results were robust to
using alternate algorithms to measure an SPI using administrative data (Appendix J).
Table 33 Multivariable analysis of relative differences in overall survival by SPI status
n events
(%)

Crude HR
(95% CI)

SPI History
No history of mental illness 9,827 (41.3)
Ref
Outpatient SPI history
227 (47.1) 1.20 (1.05-1.37)
Inpatient SPI history
150 (58.1) 1.63 (1.39-1.92)

p-value

Adjusted HR*
(95% CI)

<0.001

p-value
<0.001

Ref
1.40 (1.22-1.59)
1.91 (1.63-2.25)

HR=hazard ratio; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; CI=confidence interval; *Adjusted for: age, sex, rurality, year of diagnosis,
tumour location

I also used Aalen additive hazards regression to study the absolute differences in the risk of death
from any cause over the study time period. Plots of the SPI effect over time are provided in Appendix M.
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The initial test for time invariant effects determined that the effect of an SPI history was stable over time
(p=0.45) and so constant effects of an SPI history were modeled to understand the relationship. An SPI
history was significantly associated with larger number of deaths relative to patients with no history of a
mental illness (Table 34). Over the study timeframe, an outpatient SPI history was associated with an
additional 21 deaths per 1000 person years (95% CI 5.3- 36.7 deaths), and an inpatient SPI was associated
with an additional 68 deaths per 1000 person years (95% CI 29.4-97.4 deaths). Controlling for the
confounding effects of age, sex, tumour location, and rurality of residence increased the number of deaths
attributed to an outpatient SPI history by 15% to 33 per 1000 years and the number of deaths attributed to
an inpatient SPI history by 7% to 82 per 1000 years. I produced parameter estimates at one year, five
years, and conditional on surviving the first year to evaluate model fit. The results did not change
qualitatively but the effects were largest in the first year following diagnosis, relatively unchanged in the
five year estimate, and smaller in magnitude when conditioned on surviving the first year (Appendix I).
Table 34 Absolute differences in survival by SPI history during the study time frame
Parameter
Estimate (SE)
SPI History
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history

p-value

Ref
0.021 (0.008)
0.068 (0.015)

0.014
<0.001

Adjusted Parameter
Estimate1 (SE)

p-value

Ref
0.033 (0.008)
0.082 (0.014)

<0.001
<0.001

SPI= severe psychiatric illness; SE=robust standard error; 1Adjusted for age, sex, rurality, tumour location

Effect Modification
I hypothesized that the relationship between an SPI history and overall survival would be
modified by age at diagnosis, sex, and TNM stage at diagnosis. Age was categorized to study effect
heterogeneity and the p-value for the continuous interaction term is provided. Table 35 presents stratified
point estimates from the fully adjusted model for each potential modifier, and the p-values of the fully
adjusted interaction term. Sex did not modify the effect of SPI history on the risk of death over the study
period (p=0.95). There was a trend toward effect heterogeneity in the relationship between an SPI history
and risk of death by age at cancer diagnosis; however, the study was not powered to detect effect
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modification (p=0.13). The size of the effect estimates of the relationship between an SPI history and risk
of death increased with age until 85, and then decreased for both patients with an outpatient and an
inpatient SPI history. For example, CRC patients aged 75-84 years old at diagnosis and with an outpatient
SPI history had a HR of 1.93 (95% CI: 1.47-2.54).
TNM stage at diagnosis modified the relationship between an SPI history and overall survival
(p=0.04). CRC patients with stage IV cancer at diagnosis and an outpatient or inpatient SPI history had a
significantly smaller risk of death compared to patients with no history of a mental illness during the
follow-up period. The estimates for stage I-III disease were all higher than in the main effects model.
Patients with stage II disease at diagnosis and an outpatient SPI history had 82% increased risk of death
compared to patients with stage II cancer and no history of a mental illness. Similarly, patients with stage
II cancer and an inpatient history had 146% increased risk of death, compared to patients with stage II
cancer and no history of a mental illness. Conversely, patients with stage IV and an outpatient history had
a 20% increased risk of death, compared to patients with no history of a mental illness (95% CI: 0.951.53). Patients with stage IV cancer and an inpatient SPI history had a 28% risk of death compared to
patients with no history of a mental illness (95% CI 0.93-1.76).
Table 35 Investigation of effect modification in the relationship between a SPI and overall survival
by age, sex, and TNM stage
Effect Modifier1

Age at diagnosis (years)
<45
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+
Sex
Female
Male
TNM Stage
0/I

No History of
Mental Illness

Adjusted2 HR (95% CI)
Outpatient SPI
History

Inpatient SPI
History

Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref

1.21 (0.57-2.57)
1.52 (1.03-2.25)
1.40 (1.09-1.80)
1.18 (0.87-1.61)
1.93 (1.47-2.54)
1.39 (1.01-1.93)

1.04 (0.39-2.79)
1.21 (0.70-2.09)
1.74 (1.24-2.46)
2.60 (1.93-3.49)
2.02 (1.48-2.74)
2.13 (1.21-3.76)

0.13

Ref
Ref

1.48 (1.24-1.78)
1.47 (1.22-1.79)

2.00 (1.60-2.51)
1.90 (1.51-2.40)

0.95

Ref

1.71 (1.18-2.47)

2.34 (1.43-3.84)

0.04
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pvalue3

Effect Modifier1

II
III
IV
Unknown

No History of
Mental Illness
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref

Adjusted2 HR (95% CI)
Outpatient SPI
History
1.82 (1.33-2.48)
1.48 (1.11-1.98)
1.20 (0.95-1.53)
1.64 (1.20-2.24)

Inpatient SPI
History
2.46 (1.70-3.58)
2.22 (1.58-3.11)
1.28 (0.93-1.76)
2.50 (1.78-3.51)

pvalue3

HR= hazard ratio; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; CI=confidence interval; 1number of events cannot be reported due to small cell
size policies at the ICES; 2Adjusted for age, sex, rurality, year of diagnosis, tumour location; 3P-value calculated using the Wald
statistic

4.5.2 Investigating the association between CRC-specific survival and an SPI history in the
presence of competing risks
Description of Study Sample
Cause of death information was available for a subset of 7,142 deaths occurring on or before
December 31, 2012 in the whole study cohort; 5,972 were cancer-specific, and 1,170 were non-cancer
deaths. One hundred and seven deaths occurred in CRC patients with an inpatient SPI history, 157 in
patients with an outpatient SPI history and 6,878 in patients with no history of a mental illness. The
median amount of follow-up time was 1.9 years in the entire cohort (IQR 0.7-3.6) and 2.5 years in
survivors (IQR 1.2-4.0). The median amount of follow-up time in survivors was similar across levels of
SPI history (2.6 years in survivors with no history of a mental illness, 2.6 in survivors with an outpatient
SPI history, and 2.6 years in survivors with an inpatient history).
Figure 20 provides a breakdown of cause of death, by SPI history category. A slightly larger
proportion of patients with no history of a mental illness died from their cancer (83.8%), compared with
patients with an outpatient SPI history (79.6%) and inpatient SPI history (79.4%) (p=0.19). Deaths related
to the circulatory system were the second most common cause of death for all patients in the cohort.
Deaths from mental disorders or external causes of injury/poisoning accounted for less than 2% of deaths
in all patients.
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Figure 20 Cause of death as classified by the ICD-9 system, stratified by SPI history status
Figure 21 compares the proportion of deaths due to cancer versus other causes within TNM stage
categories across patients with no history of mental illness, an outpatient SPI history, and an inpatient SPI
history. The proportion of deaths attributed to cancer increased with worsening cancer stage at diagnosis.
None of the differences in the proportion of cancer-related vs other cause deaths were significantly
different across SPI history categories. The proportion of cancer deaths ranged from approximately 50%
in stage 0/1 disease to almost 100% in stage IV disease.
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Figure 21 Description of the stage-specific proportion of deaths due to cancer, stratified by SPI
status
Figure 22 and Figure 23 describe the cumulative incidence of cancer-specific and non-cancer
deaths across SPI history categories. The cumulative incidence of cancer-specific death was significantly
higher for patients with an inpatient SPI history, relative to patients with an outpatient SPI history, and
patients with no history of a mental illness (p=0.002). A similar picture was presented for the cumulative
incidence of non-cancer specific death (p=0.003).
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Figure 22 Cumulative incidence of CRC-specific death across SPI history categories

Figure 23 Cumulative incidence of non-cancer death across SPI history categories
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Main Analyses
Table 36 summarizes the bivariate relationships between potential confounders, age, sex, year of
cancer diagnosis, tumour location, stage at diagnosis, and rurality of residence and both cancer-specific
and non-cancer specific cancer. Sex and rurality of residence were associated with risk of cancer-specific
death, but not the risk of non-cancer specific death. Female CRC patients had 1.12 times the HR of
cancer-specific death of males (95% CI: 1.07-1.18). A clear pattern of increasing or decreasing rurality,
and an increasing or decreasing risk of cancer-specific death was not evident (p=0.04).
Age and tumour location were associated with both the risk of cancer-specific and non-cancer
specific death. Increasing age had a larger impact on non-cancer specific death, than cancer-specific
death. Patients aged 85 or older had 3.12 times the risk of death from cancer (95% CI: 2.86-3.41), and
14.24 times the HR of a non-cancer death (95% CI: 11.18-18.13) during the study time period.
Interestingly, patients with a tumour located in the rectum had 0.79 times the HR of cancer-specific death,
and 0.68 times the HR of non-cancer death.
Table 36 also summarizes the bivariate relationships between potential intermediates, physical
comorbidity, community-level marginalization, stage at diagnosis, receipt of surgical resection, and
receipt of adjuvant treatment, and both cancer-specific and non-cancer death. An increasing number of
major ADGs was associated with increasing risks of both cancer and non-cancer death; the effect sizes
were considerably larger for non-cancer specific death. The HR of cancer-specific death was 1.39 (95%
CI 1.03-1.90) for patients with 4-6 major ADGs, and 6.56 (95% CI 4.35-9.89) for non-cancer specific
death. The number of minor ADGs was also associated with both cancer-specific and non-cancer deaths;
however, having one or more minor ADGs had a lower HR of cancer-specific death, than having zero. In
contrast, an increasing number of minor ADGs was associated with an increasing risk of non-cancer
death. Increasing quintiles of community-level dependency, deprivation, and instability were associated
with increasing risks of both cancer and non-cancer death. There was no association between ethnic
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concentration and risk of cancer-specific death, and increasing quintiles of ethnic concentration were
associated with decreasing HR of non-cancer death.
TNM stage at diagnosis was also associated with the risk of cancer-specific and non-cancer
specific death. A worsening TNM stage of cancer at diagnosis was associated with an increasing risk of
cancer-specific death; however, only patients with an unknown stage of cancer at diagnosis had an
increased risk of non-cancer death, relative to stage I patients (HR 2.24; 95% CI: 1.88-2.67). Non-receipt
of surgical resection was associated with a larger HR of cancer-specific death (HR 5.06; 95% CI 4.455.75) than not receiving adjuvant treatment (HR 2.20; 95% CI 1.96-2.47). The opposite pattern was
shown for non-cancer death.
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Table 36 Associations between covariates, cancer-specific and non-cancer related survival using cause-specific survival analyses
Variables

Potential Confounders
Age at diagnosis (per year)
Age at diagnosis (years)
<45
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+
Sex
Male
Female
Tumour Location
Colon
Rectum
Rurality (RIO category)
0-9 (least rural)
10-30
31-45
46-55
56-75
>75 (most rural)
Unknown
Potential Intermediates
Major Physical Comorbidity
0 ADGs
1 ADGs
2 ADGs
3 ADGs
4-6 ADGs

Cancer-Specific Deaths
n events
Crude HR
p-value
(%)
(95% CI)

Non-Cancer Specific Deaths
n events
Crude HR
p-value
(%)
(95% CI)

--

1.03 (1.03-1.03)

<0.001

170 (17.8)
492 (18.1)
1,034 (19.0)
1,445 (21.0)
1,859 (30.4)
972 (40.9)

0.95 (0.81-1.11)
0.96 (0.86-1.07)
Ref
1.14 (1.05-1.23)
1.85 (1.72-2.00)
3.12 (2.86-3.41)

<0.001

6 (0.6)
0.43 (0.19-0.98)
23 (0.8)
0.57 (0.36-0.90)
82 (1.5)
Ref
239 (3.5)
2.37 (1.85-3.05)
480 (7.9)
6.11 (4.84-7.73)
340 (14.3) 14.24 (11.18-18.13)

3,394 (25.6)
2,578 (25.4)

Ref
1.12 (1.07-1.18)

<0.001

460 (4.5)
710 (4.9)

Ref
0.96 (0.85-1.08)

0.47

4,339 (25.7)
1,633 (21.3)

Ref
0.79 (0.74-0.83)

<0.001

882 (5.2)
288 (3.8)

Ref
0.68 (0.60-0.78)

<0.001

3,694 (23.9)
1,131 (25.5)
617 (24.4)
195 (27.5)
193 (26.5)
70 (21.9)
72 (23.1)

Ref
1.09 (1.02-1.16)
1.03 (0.94-1.12)
1.19 (1.03-1.37)
1.15 (1.00-1.33)
0.95 (0.75-1.20)
1.02 (0.81-1.29)

0.04

713 (4.6)
233 (5.2)
123 (4.9)
27 (3.8)
40 (5.5)
15 (4.7)
22 (7.1)

Ref
1.15 (0.99-1.33)
1.07 (0.88-1.29)
0.85 (0.58-1.25)
1.25 (0.91-1.71)
1.05 (0.63-1.75)
1.64 (1.07-2.50)

0.11

3,695 (23.6)
1,600 (24.5)
485 (27.7)
152 (33.3)
40 (30.1)

Ref
1.06 (1.00-1.12)
1.29 (1.17-1.41)
1.71 (1.45-2.01)
1.39 (1.02-1.90)

<0.001

468 (3.0)
427 (6.5)
201 (11.5)
50 (10.9)
24 (18.0)

Ref
2.23 (1.20-2.55)
4.24 (3.59-5.00
4.47 (3.34-5.99)
6.56 (4.35-9.89)

<0.001
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--

1.10 (1.09-1.10)

<0.001
<0.001

Variables

Minor Physical Comorbidity
0 ADGs
1 ADGs
2 ADGs
3 ADGs
4 ADGs
5 ADGs
≥ 6 ADGs
Dependency3
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Deprivation3
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Ethnic Concentration3
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Instability3
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized

Cancer-Specific Deaths
n events
Crude HR
p-value
(%)
(95% CI)
994 (28.5)
Ref
<0.001
1,058 (24.3)
0.82 (0.76-0.90)
1,109 (23.2)
0.77 (0.71-0.84)
923 (22.4)
0.74 (0.68-0.81)
747 (23.6)
0.76 (0.70-0.84)
511 (24.0)
0.80 (0.72-0.89)
630 (25.6)
0.88 (0.79-0.97)

Non-Cancer Specific Deaths
n events
Crude HR
p-value
(%)
(95% CI)
92 (2.6)
Ref
<0.001
135 (3.1)
1.13 (0.87-1.48)
217 (4.5)
1.61 (1.26-2.06)
202 (4.9)
1.73 (1.35-2.22)
180 (5.7)
1.97 (1.53-2.53)
131 (6.2)
2.19 (1.68-2.86)
213 (8.7)
3.18 (2.49-4.07)

751 (21.8)
1,071 (23.0)
1,116 (23.5)
1,227 (25.7)
1,715 (26.3)

Ref
1.04 (0.95-1.14)
1.07 (0.98-1.18)
1.20 (1.10-1.32)
1.24 (1.14-1.35)

<0.001

106 (3.1)
181 (3.9)
198 (4.2)
267 (5.6)
386 (5.9)

Ref
1.24 (0.98-1.58)
1.34 (1.06-1.70)
1.84 (1.47-2.31)
1.97 (1.59-2.45)

<0.001

1,206 (21.6)
1,294 (23.2)
1,292 (24.8)
1,130 (25.6)
958 (28.4)

Ref
1.08 (1.00-1.17)
1.20 (1.11-1.30)
1.23 (1.14-1.34)
1.42 (1.31-1.55)

<0.001

212 (3.8)
245 (4.4)
254 (4.9)
232 (5.3)
195 (5.8)

Ref
1.16 (0.96-1.39)
1.34 (1.12-1.61)
1.44 (1.19-1.73)
1.66 (1.36-2.01)

<0.001

1,105 (25.3)
1,199 (24.3)
1,167 (24.7)
1,084 (24.3)
1,325 (23.3)

Ref
0.94 (0.87-1.02)
0.97 (0.89-1.05)
0.95 (0.87-1.03)
0.89 (0.82-0.97)

0.07

245 (5.6)
253 (5.1)
221 (4.7)
205 (4.6)
214 (3.8)

Ref
0.90 (0.75-1.07)
0.83 (0.69-0.99)
0.81 (0.67-0.97)
0.65 (0.54-0.78)

<0.001

1,129 (21.3)
1,189 (22.7)
1,091 (24.8)
1,234 (26.6)
1,237 (26.9)

Ref
1.10 (1.02-1.20)
1.23 (1.14-1.34)
1.34 (1.23-1.45)
1.39 (1.29-1.51)

<0.001

185 (3.5)
221 (4.2)
199 (4.5)
243 (5.2)
290 (6.3)

Ref
1.25 (1.03-1.52)
1.38 (1.13-1.69)
1.61 (1.33-1.95)
2.00 (1.67-2.41)

<0.001
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Variables

TNM Stage (n=24,507)
0/I
II
III
IV
Unknown
Resection (n= 12,028)
Resection
No Resection
Adjuvant treatment (n=7,296)
Received
Not Received

Cancer-Specific Deaths
n events
Crude HR
p-value
(%)
(95% CI)
269 (5.5)
Ref
<0.001
699 (12.3)
2.35 (2.04-2.70)
1,224 (19.3)
3.87 (3.39-4.42)
2,988 (69.2) 24.05 (21.21-27.27)
792 (24.4)
6.31 (5.49-7.25)

Non-Cancer Specific Deaths
n events
Crude HR
p-value
(%)
(95% CI)
242 (4.9)
Ref
<0.001
312 (5.5)
1.16 (0.98-1.38)
264 (4.2)
0.93 (0.78-1.11)
94 (2.2)
0.81 (0.64-1.03)
258 (8.0)
2.24 (1.88-2.67)

1645 (14.4)
276 (48.0)

Ref
5.06 (4.45-5.75)

<0.001

535 (4.7)
40 (7.0)

Ref
2.20 (1.59-3.03)

<0.001

527 (12.2)
668 (22.6)

Ref
2.20 (1.96-2.47)

<0.001

79 (1.8)
213 (7.2)

Ref
4.58 (3.54-5.93)

<0.001

1

Analyses completed using cause-specific hazards regression methods; 2P-value calculated using the Wald chi square test; 3Community-level marginalization data available for
24,155 people; n= the number studied; HR=hazard ratio; RIO= Rurality Index of Ontario; SPI= severe psychiatric illness
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I investigated the association between an SPI history and CRC-specific death using two
approaches. The first used a cause-specific Cox-Proportional hazards regression model, where two
separate models to estimate the association between an SPI history and each cause of death were run,
while deaths from other causes were censored. The second used the Fine and Gray approach to model the
sub-distribution hazard of cancer-specific death, accounting for both causes of death simultaneously
(Appendix N). An SPI history was significantly associated with the risk of CRC and non-CRC specific
death (Table 37). Relative to patients with no history of a mental illness, an outpatient and inpatient SPI
history were associated with 1.12 (95% CI: 0.93-1.33) and 1.51 (95% CI: 1.22-1.87) times the HR of a
cancer-related death respectively. Control for confounding increased the effect estimate for an outpatient
SPI history by 11% to 1.24 (95% CI: 1.04-1.48) and by 12% for patients with an inpatient SPI history to
1.69 (95% CI: 1.36-2.09). Relative to patients with no history of a mental illness, patients with an
outpatient SPI had 1.47 times the HR of a non-cancer specific death (95% CI: 1.03-2.09) and an inpatient
SPI history was associated with 2.09 times the HR of a non-cancer specific death (95% CI: 1.33-3.10).
Control for confounding increased the risk of non-cancer death significantly by 31% and 45% for an
outpatient and inpatient SPI history respectively. The proportional hazards assessment yielded similar
results to the overall survival analysis (Appendix I).
Table 37 Multivariable competing risks analysis of relative differences in CRC survival by SPI
status using the cause-specific hazards approach
n events
(%)
Cancer-Specific Survival
No history of mental illness 5,762 (24.2)
Outpatient SPI history
125 (25.9)
Inpatient SPI history
85 (32.9)
Non-Cancer Survival
No history of mental illness 1,116 (4.7)
Outpatient SPI history
32 (6.1)
Inpatient SPI history
22 (8.5)

Crude HR1
(95% CI)

p-value2

Adjusted3 HR
(95% CI)

p-value2

Ref
1.12 (0.93-1.33)
1.51 (1.22-1.87)

<0.001

Ref
1.24 (1.04-1.48)
1.69 (1.36-2.09)

<0.001

Ref
1.47 (1.03-2.09)
2.04 (1.33-3.10)

<0.001

Ref
1.93 (1.36-2.74)
2.96 (1.94-4.52)

<0.001

SPI= severe psychiatric illness; CS= cause-specific; HR= hazard ratio; CI=confidence interval; 1 Cause-specific analysis methods
used to estimate HRs; 2p-value calculated using the Wald chi square statistic; 3Adjusted for: age, sex, rurality, tumour location
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Effect Modification
I hypothesized that patient age, sex, and TNM stage at diagnosis could modify the SPI effect on
cancer-specific death. Age was categorized to report heterogeneity; the interaction term is for the
continuous variable. Table 38 presents stratified point estimates from the fully adjusted model for each
potential modifier, and the p-values of the fully adjusted interaction term. Age and sex did not modify the
SPI effect; however, I cannot rule out effect modification given my limited study power. I observed a
pattern of effect heterogeneity across stage groupings for patients with an inpatient SPI history similar to
the overall survival analysis, but non-significant. Similar results were observed when the sub-distribution
analysis methods were used (data not shown).
Table 38 Investigation of effect modification in the relationship between a SPI and cancer-specific
survival by age, sex, and TNM stage
Effect Modifier1

Age at diagnosis
(years)
<45
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+
Sex
Female
Male
TNM Stage
0/I
II
III
IV
Unknown

Adjusted HR2 (95% CI)
No History of Mental
Outpatient SPI
Illness
history

Inpatient SPI
history

Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref

0.91 (0.34-2.46)
1.96 (1.24-3.10)
1.26 (0.91-1.73)
1.36 (0.92-2.00)
1.60 (1.06-2.39)
0.80 (0.46-1.39)

1.27 (0.40-3.97)
1.17 (0.58-2.36)
1.66 (1.09-2.51)
2.23 (1.47-3.40)
1.97 (1.33-2.93)
1.29 (0.48-3.44)

Ref
Ref

1.21 (0.94-1.55)
1.49 (1.16-1.92)

1.78 (1.32-2.41)
1.73 (1.28-2.35)

Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref
Ref

1.24 (0.59-2.63)
1.46 (0.88-2.44)
1.58 (1.08-2.32)
1.21 (0.93-1.57)
1.39 (0.89-2.17)

1.93 (0.72-5.17)
2.43 (1.40-4.20)
2.06 (1.31-3.23)
1.31 (0.92-1.88)
2.17 (1.37-3.42)

pvalue3

0.35

0.39

0.59

SPI= severe psychiatric illness; HR=hazard ratio; CI=confidence interval; 1number of events cannot be reported due to small cell
size policies at ICES; 2Adjusted for: age, sex, rurality, year of diagnosis, tumour location; CI=confidence interval; 3Calculated
using the Wald statistic
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Chapter 5
Discussion
5.1 Summary of Research
The goal of this dissertation was to identify potential inequalities in CRC outcomes for patients in
Ontario with a history of schizophrenia, bipolar disorders, major depression, or other psychotic illnesses
(an SPI). The thesis design was structured on a causal framework, highlighting the complexity of the
relationship between an SPI and worse cancer outcomes. The three studies described in Chapter 4
address significant gaps in understanding of cancer presentation, treatment, and prognosis in this
vulnerable population. Together, they provide foundational information on inequalities across key points
in the cancer continuum and identified areas warranting further investigation or intervention. The age and
sex stratified analyses performed in each of the three studies identified additional difficulties experienced
by young, female CRC patients with an SPI history.
Staging and Diagnosis
In the first objective, I investigated the quality of the cancer diagnosis between patients with an
SPI history and those with no history of mental illness by focusing on missing and inadequate staging
data in the OCR. I found that CRC patients with an inpatient SPI history had 1.45 (95% CI 1.14-1.85)
times the risk of having an unknown stage of cancer at diagnosis as those patients with no history of
mental illness. A similar, although weaker, non-significant relationship was observed for patients with an
outpatient SPI history (RR 1.17; 95% CI 0.95-1.43). A lack of statistical precision rather than a true null
finding is likely the explanation, given the effect estimate was greater than one (RR 1.17) and the lower
confidence interval marginally included one (0.95). I did not identify significant heterogeneity in the
inpatient or outpatient SPI history effects by patient age or sex on an unknown stage cancer at diagnosis;
however, the thesis was not powered to detect an effect modification so I cannot confidently rule it out.
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Cancer Treatment
In the second objective, I investigated inequalities in the provision of guideline recommended
cancer care to CRC patients with an SPI history, relative to those with no history of a mental illness. I
documented evidence of compromised cancer care for individuals with an SPI history, including fewer
consultations with oncologists, and less provision of primary, adjuvant, and non-curative treatment. Stage
II and III CRC patients with an inpatient SPI history were 2.24 times more likely (95% CI 1.11-4.51) to
not receive potentially curative surgical resection. Resected stage II and III CRC patients with an inpatient
SPI history were 2.07 times more likely (95% CI 1.72-2.50) to not receive adjuvant radiation or
chemotherapy. I observed similar, but attenuated risks for patients with an outpatient SPI history. The SPI
history effect on receipt of adjuvant treatment was smaller in older patients and larger in younger patients.
Women with an inpatient SPI history appeared to have a greater risk of not receiving guideline
recommended treatment, although the study was not powered to detect effect modification by sex.
Prognosis
In the third objective, I investigated the effect of an SPI history on prognosis. In every stage
group, CRC patients with an SPI history had a significantly higher risk of death than those with no history
of a mental illness. For overall survival, the HR for CRC patients with an inpatient SPI history was 1.91
times higher (95% CI 1.63-2.25) than those with no history of mental illness. I observed a similar,
although smaller magnitude, association for individuals with an outpatient SPI history (HR 1.40 95% CI
1.22-1.59). The HRs in the inpatient and outpatient SPI groups were smaller for patients presenting with
stage IV disease, which is likely explained by a ceiling effect due to the high underlying risk of death
from metastatic disease. Interestingly, the survival difference was smaller in younger patients, and larger
in older patients, although the study was not powered to evaluate this effect modification. Using a
competing risks approach, I investigated whether worse survival in individuals with an SPI history was
due to higher non-cancer related deaths and found that patients with an SPI history had a significantly
higher risk of both cancer and non-cancer specific deaths.
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5.2 Comparisons to the Literature
Unknown Stage at Diagnosis
The current study documented a significantly increased risk of unknown stage CRC at diagnosis
for patients with an SPI history. No other studies have investigated the relationship between an unknown
CRC stage and an SPI history; two studies have reported or compared missing stage data rates in CRC,
one has investigated the association in lung cancer patients, and another has studied receipt of diagnostic
and staging investigations. Baillergeon et al. (11) concluded patients with a psychotic illness were
significantly more likely to be missing a colon cancer stage at diagnosis compared to patients with no
history of mental illness, while Cunningham et al. (68) reported a similar proportion of patients with
functional psychosis were missing a CRC stage at diagnosis, compared to patients with no history of a
mental illness. However, neither study was interested in unknown stage as a primary objective, nor did
they perform a multivariable analysis or estimate relative risk of this outcome. A study by Lin et al. (82)
reported patients with a psychotic disorder had a similar odds of missing stage (OR 0.75; 95% CI 0.153.87), as patients with no history of psychotic disorder. However, it is unclear how to meaningfully
interpret these findings because Lin et al. (82) used early stage cancer as the reference category rather
than studying whether stage was present or absent and, in contrast to the current study, they included
patients with other mental illnesses in the referent population. Bergamo et al. (67) compared receipt of
diagnostic investigations between lung cancer patients with and without schizophrenia. Lung cancer
patients with schizophrenia had significantly lower odds of undergoing bronchoscopy, a positron
emission test, chest or abdominal computed tomography, mediastinoscopy, or a bone scan and had similar
odds of having a fine needle aspiration biopsy, to those with no history of schizophrenia (67).
Our results may differ from the literature for a number of reasons including sample size, age of
the study populations, and characteristics of the study populations. Both Cunningham et al. (68) and Lin
et al. (82) found no association, but had less than 40 patients in their exposed group, as evidenced by the
wide confidence intervals reported by Lin et al. (82). Baillargeon et al. (11) had almost 4,000 patients in
the psychotic illness group, and did find an effect of SPI on unknown stage. With regard to the role of age
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on the results, the current study found patients aged under forty-five, and those eighty and older had the
largest amount of missing stage data (17.9% and 20%), compared to patients aged fifty-five to sixty-four
(13%). Studies that restricted their sample population to younger cancer patients may be less likely to see
an effect, given that very few cancer patients are less than forty-five years old at diagnosis. Cunningham
et al. (68) and Lin et al. (82) both investigated the relationship between an SPI and unknown stage in a
younger cancer population, and had dissimilar findings to the current study. Baillargeon et al. (11)
restricted their study population to patients aged 65 and older at diagnosis and observed the most
comparable results. Finally, Lin et al. (82) studied the association in a cohort of active military personnel,
who by definition are younger, and healthier than the general population. Therefore, they may not be
capturing the most vulnerable patients.
Our findings of higher rates of missing stage data for CRC patients with an SPI history are
consistent with the hypothesis that vulnerable populations have a greater risk of incomplete diagnosis and
staging, and contradict the idea that missing stage data occur non-differentially as the result of the data
collection processes. Previous studies concluded age, race, ethnicity, income, sex, marital status, complex
health status, and a lack of health insurance are associated with the occurrence of missing stage data in
cancer registries (146, 202, 211). These results implicate pathways involving poor access to healthcare, a
lack of patient-centred care, and medical contraindications to a comprehensive diagnosis and staging of
cancer, resulting in systematically different care for vulnerable patients, rather than quality control issues
(146, 202, 211).
Lack of Guideline Recommended Cancer Treatment
Our findings of lower rates of potentially curative surgical resection for CRC patients with an SPI
history are consistent with other studies across cancer sites (67, 70, 75, 77, 82, 84). Very few studies have
investigated cancer treatment patterns for individuals with a psychiatric disorder, and fewer focused on
CRC. I observed a larger effect size in the current study, than reported elsewhere. The other studies
adjusted for intermediates such as income, comorbidity, or other vulnerability factors which would lessen
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the total effect of an SPI (67, 70, 75, 77, 82, 84). In addition, most studies combined patients with
inpatient and outpatient histories into the same group which would create an averaged effect (70, 75, 77,
82, 84).
Our results highlighting lower rates of adjuvant chemotherapy and radiotherapy in resected CRC
patients with SPI was consistent with the one other study in the literature (11). Baillargeon et al. (11)
reported patients with resected stage III colon cancer and a psychotic disorder had 1.56 the odds of not
receiving adjuvant chemotherapy (95% CI 1.21-2.03), compared to those patients with no history of
psychiatric illness; this effect size was smaller than the one identified in the current study. Baillargeon et
al. (11) included comorbidity and income in their adjusted analysis, and did not differentiate patients with
a psychiatric hospitalization history. My results differed from Bergamo et al. (67), who found no
difference in receipt of adjuvant chemotherapy for stage II and IIIA lung cancer. However, their analysis
included only eleven patients in the schizophrenia group, resulting in study power limitations as evident
by the wide confidence intervals ranging from 0.86 to 1.62 (67). My results also differed from Lin et al.
(82) who reported patients with a psychotic disorder had non-significantly higher odds of receiving
chemotherapy (OR 1.93; 95% CI 0.86-4.33) or radiotherapy (OR 1.25 (0.66-2.35). In both cases, the
sample size was very small and the study not powered to detect an effect. Other studies have also
documented lower odds of receiving chemotherapy or radiation therapy in curative and metastatic
scenarios for patients with an SPI (67, 84).
Overall, the current study findings also support the broader literature that individuals in socially
marginalized or vulnerable groups have a greater risk of not receiving guideline recommended cancer
treatment, even in a universal healthcare system (1, 2).
Worse CRC Prognosis for Patients with an SPI History
Our findings from Objective 3 support previous work concluding patients with an SPI have an
increased risk of dying from any cause following a cancer diagnosis, relative to those without. The
literature reports adjusted HR ranging from 1.07 to 2.16; (11, 67, 74-77, 80) only one investigated CRC
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specifically, and reported an adjusted HR of 1.30 (95% CI 1.24-1.36) (11). I observed a larger inpatient
SPI effect than that reported by Baillargeon et al. (11), (HR inpatient SPI 1.91 95% CI 1.63-2.25) and a
similar HR outpatient SPI effect (1.40 95% CI 1.22-1.59) however, they adjusted for income and stage
and averaged the SPI effect by combining inpatient and outpatient SPI history. Across all cancer sites, the
literature showed a greater HR of death for patients with more severe mental illness, (74-76, 80) and for
patients with early stage disease (79, 84). The studies of lung and pancreatic cancers, both associated with
higher risks of death than other cancers, reported the smallest SPI effects (67, 79, 82).
Through my analyses of cause-specific survival, the current study further supports the hypothesis
that differences in overall survival following a cancer diagnosis are not solely the result of higher rates of
death from other causes, such as suicide, external injury, or other physical comorbidities. Two other
studies estimated the SPI effect on CRC-specific death (11, 68). I observed a cause-specific HR of 1.69
(95% CI 1.39-2.09) for an inpatient SPI and a HR of 1.24 (1.04-1.48) for an outpatient SPI in the current
study. My inpatient SPI effects were higher than reported for colon cancer patients with a psychotic
disorder (HR 1.19; 95% CI 1.11-1.27) (11), while my outpatient SPI effect was similar. Both my inpatient
and outpatient SPI effects were lower than for patients with functional psychosis (HR 2.92; 95% CI 1.754.87) (68). Similar to the design differences highlighted in previous sections, these inconsistencies may
reflect differences in the older and younger age distributions of the two studies respectively. In other
cancer sites, two studies have investigated differences in cancer-specific survival for patients with an SPI
relative to the general cancer population and reported cause-specific HRs across a number of SPIs,
ranging from 0.95 to 2.55 (68, 78). Specifically, my cause-specific HRs were similar to those found in
men with psychiatric admissions for schizophrenia (HR 1.49; 95% CI 1.00-2.23), or depressive disorders
(HR 1.59; 95% CI 1.23-2.06) (78) while I observed a lower cause-specific HR than reported for breast
cancer patients with functional psychosis (HR 2.55; 95% CI 1.49-4.35) (68), and higher than reported for
men with a bipolar hospitalization (HR 0.95; 95% CI 0.43-2.12) (78).
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Sex and Age Effect Modification
Our results suggest that there are age and sex specific differences in the SPI effect on cancer
outcomes; stronger in younger, female patients. However, the current study was not powered to detect
significant effect modification. These age and sex-based differences are plausible; however, it is not clear
from this work whether these interactions stem from biologic differences or increased vulnerability.
Differences in the psychiatric profile, suicide or self-harm risk of men and women with SPIs, and between
older and younger patients are well established (44, 141, 142). Age and sex specific differences have also
been reported in CRC etiology and outcomes (203). Although heterogeneity in the effect of an SPI by age
and sex has never been examined before with respect to cancer outcomes, my findings are supported in
the broader literature. For example, young women with depression and obstructive coronary artery
disease had a significantly increased risk of death, relative to similarly aged men, and older women (245).
These findings highlight the importance of considering age and sex specific effects on how vulnerability
impacts healthcare inequalities, and underscores a need for further research in this area.

5.3 Strengths & Contributions to the Scientific Literature
The current study is one of very few investigating the relationship between an SPI history and
cancer outcomes, and one of only three Canadian studies.
By studying multiple points along the cancer trajectory, the cumulative findings of the
dissertation present a cohesive, comprehensive picture of how individuals with an SPI history experience
the Canadian cancer healthcare system. When studying inequalities in cancer care, the interconnectedness
of the diagnosis, staging, and treatment processes requires investigators take a more holistic approach
rather than focusing on an isolated, single point along the trajectory (1, 2). However, many studies in the
literature used existing datasets to investigate potential disparities and did not have access to the full
complement of cancer staging, treatment, and mortality data to perform this spectrum of investigations. In
addition, studying several points in the continuum provides a more complete picture of the causal
pathways leading to worse cancer prognosis, provides context to the research findings. In this case, I
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identified multiple modifiable targets along the trajectory of care that may improve outcomes for this
vulnerable population, including the diagnostic and staging process, and access to guideline
recommended treatment.
There are several strengths to using provincial administrative healthcare data linked to a
population-based cancer registry to examine the associations in the current study. Ontario is the most
populous province in Canada; CRC incidence in Ontario provided a large enough sample size to
rigorously address these important questions for such a rare exposure, with adequate study power.
Ontario also has a universal healthcare system, which collects data on publically funded cancer and
mental health services. This provided us with necessary cancer stage, treatment, and mortality data to
contribute clinically meaningful and potentially actionable information to oncologists and the mental
healthcare team.
The current study was informed by the Kilbourne et al. health services research framework for
studying healthcare inequalities in vulnerable populations (16). As a result, I was explicit about the causal
pathways involved, going beyond the identification of cancer care disparities to providing preliminary
hypotheses as to why those disparities exist. The existing literature includes many potential intermediates
in statistical models without theoretical justification. My causal framework identified intermediate factors
on each pathway, to quantify the combined total effect of all factors on each avenue from an SPI to poor
cancer outcomes, and ensure I did not control for partial components of the main effect. This approach is
supported in the healthcare disparities literature, which highlights the importance of studying cooccurring vulnerability factors together for a vulnerable population, instead of isolating a single factor, to
estimate the total effect (27). These findings also provide a foundation for future studies investigating
potentially modifiable mediators to improve cancer care for vulnerable populations, as well as a
framework for other investigators in this area interested in elucidating specific etiologic pathways using
rigorous causal mediation methods. My conceptual model adds to the SPI and cancer outcomes literature,
which thus far lacks a causal framework.
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I also added to the existing literature by carefully considering measurement of the SPI and
identifying the optimal referent group. I separately studied the SPI effect for individuals with a psychiatric
hospitalization, and those with outpatient utilization only. I also created a comparison group that had no
history of mental illness. These exposure measure refinements provided a more detailed and specific
estimate of the SPI effect. In addition, multiple sensitivity analyses were performed to evaluate robustness
of the findings, and highlight any conclusions dependent on how an SPI history was measured.
The analyses performed in the current study used both established and less commonly used
advanced statistical modeling to investigate healthcare inequalities. The use of log-binomial regression
and modified Poisson regression with robust error variance for common outcomes (>10%) allowed us to
estimate clinically meaningful relative risks, rather than odds ratios. The study also reported both the
absolute and relative risks of death associated with an SPI history. This approach is recommended when
healthcare disparities are investigated because the complementary findings provide a fuller risk picture
and because additive differences have important public health meaning (16, 26).
In addition to overall survival, the prognostic study also evaluated the risk of cancer-related death
in the presence of competing risks. This has been less commonly evaluated in studies of an SPI history
and cancer outcomes but is of clinical importance given the higher baseline risk of dying from other
causes in this population. Using two established methods of competing risks analysis, the consistent
results of the current study provide strong support to the claim that individuals with an SPI history suffer
a greater burden of cancer mortality than individuals with no history of a mental illness. These findings
implicate causes other than comorbidity or suicide in explaining worse prognosis and call for a better
understanding of why these patients have a greater risk of dying following their cancer diagnosis.

5.4 Methodological Considerations
The thesis was susceptible to a number of limitations, including data completeness, validity of the
exposure measure, and uncontrolled confounding. I made many efforts to address the limitations inherent
to using routinely collected healthcare data. The following section outlines possible threats to internal
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validity and how they were mitigated by study design or analysis, and what caveats exist regarding the
validity of my findings.
Data Completeness
The data sources used to measure an SPI history were physician-centered and did not cover the
wide spectrum of community and non-physician based services available to individuals with a psychiatric
illness in Ontario. This may have biased who was captured by my SPI algorithm. However, the current
study was restricted to individuals with severe mental illness, who are more likely to require psychiatric
care. Steele et al. (246) reported that in Toronto, individuals with more severe mental illnesses, such as
schizophrenia, were more likely to be treated by a psychiatrist than a family physician and Goering et al.
(144) reported that 30-50% of community mental health services clients had been hospitalized in the
previous 90 days. Therefore, I will likely have captured a complete and accurate sample because the
majority of individuals identified by my definition will have had interactions with the available healthcare
system data. However, a positive SPI status could be missing if an individual who truly has an SPI does
not access the mental healthcare services targeted by this variable. This would reduce the likelihood of
detecting an effect if one truly exists or bias the results toward the null. It may differentially affect the
outpatient group, as this information may better differentiate those with more severe illness who receive
community-based treatment who may be at a higher risk for worse cancer outcomes.
The data sources used to measure cancer care captures all treatment delivered in the province.
However, treatment delivered out of province or if the physician billing for the service is funded under an
alternate funding program it may not be included. Out of province treatment data could be missing
differentially by SPI status, although it is more likely associated with geography. Missing physician
billing data are more likely for interactions occurring within a cancer center, where oncologists may be
salaried. If data on treatment were missing more often for individuals with an SPI, this could create a
spurious association between SPI status and non-receipt of treatment. However, given the completeness
of follow-up within OHIP for all patients regardless of SPI status (indicating no migration), the small
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number of patients with an SPI living in rural communities more likely to access services across the
border, and the smaller proportion of patients with an SPI who received treatment in an RCC, I do not
think the observed association is false. As described in Section 3.8.3, data on vital status were not
missing.
Selection Bias
This study took place in a cohort of diagnosed CRC patients and relied on at least some level of
healthcare access (e.g. valid OHIP) and enough encounters with the healthcare system to measure the
study variables. However, it is plausible that individuals with the most severe mental illness within the
SPI group would not receive a diagnosis of their cancer, and die of other causes more often than
individuals in the general population. If this occurred, they would not be captured in the study cohort, and
would also be missing a cancer stage, not receive guideline recommended treatment. This would mean
that my observed associations between missing stage and non-receipt of guideline recommended
treatment are actually larger than they appear. This would also bias my estimates of other cause deaths,
and overestimate my magnitude of effect for cancer-specific death.
Exposure Misclassification
The primary methodological concern of the current study was exposure misclassification because
I did not use a validated administrative data algorithm to assign SPI history. The validation of a
diagnostic algorithm for a rare disease that does not have a single, definitive diagnostic test poses many
methodological and practical challenges. Selection of the appropriate gold standard for comparison is
unclear, as there is significant evidence of biased self-report of mental health services use, (247) as well
as established concerns about inter-rater reliability of psychiatric diagnostic interviews and diagnoses
(248-250). Typically, a chart review would be performed to validate the administrative diagnostic codes,
as is suggested in the Reporting of studies Conducted using Observational Routinely-collected Data
(RECORD) statement (251). A large number of charts would need to be reviewed from a number of
sources in order to accurately estimate the sensitivity and specificity of such a rare exposure and such an
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exercise was deemed to be outside the scope of the current study. A similar algorithm created by Kurdyak
et al. (180) has demonstrated good sensitivity and specificity using specialized psychiatric records (see
Section 3.7.1).
To address the potential limitations of my exposure measure, I created three alternate definitions
targeting specificity and sensitivity of the SPI history algorithm by relying on principles used in the
development of established diagnostic algorithms (252-255) and technical work performed by the ICES
Mental Health program (169). In these, separate sensitivity analyses, in one I restricted the SPI
assignment timeframe from five years to two years, in another increased the minimum number of
outpatient visits for a positive outpatient SPI history from two to four and in the third included family
physician visits to assign an outpatient SPI history. The first two definitions resulted in smaller sample
sizes in the exposed groups which limited my study power. The last definition reduced the magnitude of
outpatient SPI effect across all outcomes. None of these three adjustments qualitatively changed my
conclusions.
The definition of an SPI typically includes a measure of functional status; however, these data are
not available for all Ontarians in the administrative data. To address this limitation, I restricted my SPI
variable to those diagnoses with a higher likelihood of decreased functionality. This choice may miss up
to 50% of those with an SPI (33). One of my sensitivity analyses defined SPI ignoring diagnostic codes
and focusing solely on mental health services use intensity. The effect estimates of the inpatient groups
were similar or larger in magnitude for all sensitivity analyses, suggesting that all individuals who require
hospitalization are similarly vulnerable to worse outcomes, regardless of diagnosis. Effect estimates of the
outpatient groups were all reduced in the sensitivity analyses, suggesting that in the absence of functional
status data, restricting to specific diagnoses may help identify the most at risk outpatient population.
Misclassification of an SPI history could also occur based on the data sources used in the
diagnostic algorithm. The group most vulnerable to misclassification is the outpatient group, where ED
diagnoses contributed to a positive SPI history assignment. ED diagnoses of SPI may be made by non161

psychiatrists and after short observations periods that do not include diagnostic interviews or assessments
(169). Therefore, individuals who do not have an SPI may have been incorrectly classified in this group.
In contrast, diagnoses from psychiatrists as an outpatient or inpatient are more likely to correctly classify
an SPI history. In the current study, any misclassification on ED diagnosis would only have affected the
outpatient group and could have attenuated the outpatient SPI effect. My outpatient SPI effect estimate
confidence intervals often included one, although it was a larger size group than the inpatient SPI
category. The lack of statistical significance should then be considered cautiously given the greater
likelihood of misclassification in this group. Separating the inpatient and outpatient groups provided us
the opportunity to see an SPI effect where it may have been missed. I consistently demonstrated a higher
risk for worse CRC outcomes in the inpatient group, which provides strong evidence for healthcare
disparities based on SPI status, regardless of potential misclassification of the outpatient group.
Our unexposed referent group was also subject to misclassification in several ways. My decision
to exclude individuals with a mental health service history that did not meet the SPI definition may have
been too restrictive, so I included two alternate definitions relaxing the referent group exclusion criteria.
These sensitivity analyses produced results consistent with the main definition. For example, the
proportion of patients with the event (e.g. unknown stage, non-receipt of treatment) in the referent group
remained constant across the main and sensitivity analysis definitions for all investigations.
I may have also misclassified individuals who have not received a formal medical diagnosis or
those who did not interact with the mental healthcare system during my study timeframe into my
unexposed group. Individuals with an SPI who do not receive psychiatric treatment are more likely to
have uncontrolled psychiatric symptoms and experience other vulnerability factors, such as homelessness
(3, 4, 44, 141, 142). This could have biased the results toward no association; the true effects may be
larger than I observed.
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Finally, not all CRC patients had the same length of OHIP eligibility to measure an SPI history.
Therefore, it is possible that individuals with shorter OHIP eligibility prior to the cancer diagnosis were
misclassified as not having a history of mental illness. This could bias my results toward the null.
Outcome Misclassification
The measures of stage, surgical resection, and adjuvant chemotherapy and radiotherapy available
in administrative data are well established and rely on data sources and definitions used to monitor and
understand cancer care nationally and provincially. However, it is still important to highlight potential
cancer stage data collection concerns, inherent weaknesses in the use of TNM stage as an imperfect
marker of cancer severity, and the crude treatment measures employed in the current study.
Stage misclassification may have occurred if differences in stage data collection methods existed
between CRC patients with an SPI and those with no history of mental illness. Stage data were collected
at a population-level by CCO using CS methods and through reports from RCCs when CS data were not
available. A similar proportion of patients in the current study had CS data available across SPI
categories. This provides support that the accuracy of stage data should not be dissimilar across groups.
However, a smaller proportion of CRC patients with an SPI visited an RCC and this may have
contributed to their higher rate of unknown stage. Data capture from hospitals outside RCCs is not
complete. Since 2007, CCO has increased the number of stage reporting hospitals, outside RCCs, moving
toward automated and electronic stage data capture. As of 2010, 65 of Ontario’s 110 acute care hospitals
participated in electronic synoptic pathology reporting to CCO and an additional 23 were being targeted
to bring the pathology data capture to 80% of Ontario hospitals. Staging of the four most common cancers
was being performed by 75 Ontario hospitals and 14 RCCs (9, 168, 191). Therefore, if more SPI patients
were staged and treated in non-RCC settings or at hospitals that did not participate in Ontario Stage
Capture, they may have been staged for clinical purposes but these data were not available to CCO for
surveillance. This may have biased the results away from the null.
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I saw that a similar proportion of patients with an SPI were represented in the TNM stage
groupings I through IV. CRC patients with an SPI may have had more advanced disease within each of
the broad groups that I was unable to study. For example, tumours may have been larger, or the burden of
metastatic disease greater in CRC patients with an SPI, than those with no history of a mental illness. If
that is the case, this may be one explanation for worse survival by stage.
I demonstrated that a smaller proportion of CRC patients with an SPI received the guideline
recommended treatment modality, according to nationally accepted quality measures. However, my
measure of guideline adherence addressed access not quality. For instance, SPI patients may also be less
likely to receive adequate lymphadenectomy, negative surgical resection margins, the appropriate
regimen of chemotherapy or fractionation of radiotherapy, or complete the full treatment schedule for
adjuvant treatment (256). As a result, I am more likely to be capturing access to guideline recommended
treatment, rather than the quality of guideline recommended treatment received and this provides only a
partial picture. In doing so, I may have overestimated the proportion of patients receiving guideline
recommended treatment; however, my estimate as it relates to access to care would still be valid. This
would bias the effect of receiving high quality guideline recommended treatment toward the null, and so
the SPI effect on not receiving guideline recommended treatment may actually be greater than it appears.
Confounding
The potential for uncontrolled confounding, and/or the incomplete adjustment of the main effect,
may occur through a number of pathways. Retrospective observational studies using administrative data
are particularly at risk for uncontrolled confounding because data are not collected for the purpose of the
research; often data are not collected on all confounding variables and the confounding variables relevant
to the study included in the administrative data may be imperfectly measured.
The current study used directed acyclic graph theory to inform the selection of true confounding
variables for each relationship of interest. Based on my review, most of the unmeasurable factors, or
factors for which there was only ecological data, were causal intermediates and therefore considered part
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of the total effect of an SPI. Age, sex, ethnicity, year of cancer diagnosis, tumour location, cancer stage,
and geography were identified as potential confounders. Age, sex and year of cancer diagnosis were
measured with the highest degree of accuracy (184, 185, 188).
I was unable to measure ethnicity at the individual-level in the administrative data. In the current
study, I reported a larger proportion of patients with an SPI history lived in areas with a high
concentration of visible minorities and recent immigrants as a means of understanding community-level
marginalization. However, this may also indicate that individuals with an SPI have an increased
probability of being a visible minority or a recent immigrant. I do not expect the results of uncontrolled
confounding to be significant enough to reduce my effect estimate to one or reverse the associations I
observed. Adjusting for available confounders had little impact on the risk of unknown stage, and
increased the effect estimates for the other outcomes.
Our main effects may also reflect residual confounding, as the result of suboptimal measurement
of tumour location, cancer stage, and geography and the violation of proportional hazards in the survival
analyses. I combined sub-sites within the colon to measure naturally occurring variation in colon and
rectal cancer outcomes. However, heterogeneity may remain within the colon subsite, based on the
involved segment, and within the rectum based on distance from the anus (105). As described previously,
further TNM staging refinements may reduce heterogeneity within stage groupings; however these data
are unavailable for all patients (114). I could have completed a sensitivity analysis using the available CS
data; however, I was not adequately powered to do so. I measured geographic differences in access to
care and in CRC treatment patterns by RIO score. This rurality measure may not adequately capture intraprovincial geographic variation in CRC outcomes. Residual confounding in the survival analyses may
also remain given the proportional hazards assumption violation; as a result, I was only able to adjust the
main effect for the average effect of age, sex, and tumour location over time. I do not anticipate that
residual confounding would result in null or opposite findings.
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The current study conceptualized the total SPI effect to include other co-occurring vulnerability
factors, such as comorbidity and social marginalization. Other authors may develop different causal
frameworks and argue these factors are confounders based on temporality (comorbidity), SPI etiology
(social marginalization), or an inequity definition that requires adjustment for needs-based differences
(such as comorbidity or stage) (1). For these authors, the adjusted results may still be uncontrolled. The
causal framework used in the current study is based on current knowledge and is therefore, dynamic.
Effect Modification
Studying effect heterogeneity is difficult given the rarity of an SPI. The effect modification
analyses were underpowered in the current study even though I used multiple years of data in Canada’s
most populous province. Precision may increase if multiple cancer sites are combined. While combining
multiple cancers does not provide clinically meaningful results to modify access to or the provision of
care, it could provide an important contribution to etiologic studies understanding causal pathways.
Temporality
The current study used a cross-sectional study design to investigate the relationship between an
SPI and cancer stage. Other studies have asserted a retrospective cohort design and considered all patients
with a diagnosis to also have complete follow-up. However, it is difficult to conceptualize follow-up time
in these studies; stage data capture has no defined start date and spans the peri-diagnostic period until
surgical resection (192). Identifying this design as cross-sectional highlights the potential for reverse
causality; signs and symptoms of a metastatic brain lesion or paraneoplastic syndromes with cognitive
effects may mimic psychiatric disorders. I used a six month lag period from the cancer diagnosis to
measure mental health services use, to establish temporality of the SPI and reduce the possibility of
reverse causality. However, six months may not have been long enough to completely eradicate the
possibility that the cancer caused the mental illness. Given the small risk of brain metastases and
paraneoplastic syndromes in CRC I do not believe this would significantly alter my results.
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Our conclusions that patients with an unknown stage disease are less likely to receive treatment
may actually reflect the reverse, that patients who do not receive surgical resection are less likely to have
complete stage data, given that staging includes information learned from resecting the primary tumour.
The current study reported only 34.7% and 28.0% of unknown stage patients with an outpatient and
inpatient SPI history received a surgical resection, compared to 44.3% of those with no history of mental
illness (p=0.02). In either interpretation, my data suggest inequalities in the provision of cancer care to
individuals with an SPI; however, the conclusions implicate different elements of the cancer care
trajectory. This is important to understand clinically in the future as it may implicate different pathways to
an unknown stage and highlight different areas for intervention.
Causal Mediation
The administrative data limited my ability to concretely assess causality, separately estimate
indirect and direct effects of an SPI through potential mediators, or attribute inequalities in cancer
outcomes to modifiable elements of inappropriate or sub-optimal care. The administrative data were
missing stage for significantly larger portion of patients with SPI, and I did not feel that a complete case
analysis would yield accurate results. The treatment-related data were not precise or accurate enough for
causal inference, resulting in potential heterogeneity within my treated group. There may also be clinical
scenarios where not proving cancer treatment is appropriate, such as in the presence of significant SPI
comorbidity. I considered alternate intermediates, such as comorbidity or marginalization. Comorbidity
measures using administrative data encompass the presence and severity of physical disease, as well as
access to healthcare in one variable, which could result in competing associations with the outcomes. The
administrative data was also limited to ecologic marginalization measures, which are not refined enough
for application in causal mediation methods. Studies using administrative healthcare data are often limited
by their capacity to identify what is happening, but not providing supporting information on why the
events are occurring.
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5.5 Generalizability
The relationship between an SPI history and poor CRC outcomes is generalizable to other
healthcare jurisdictions, with potential external validity in the sociological effect rather than the
magnitude of the association. The results of the current study are consistent with studies from other
countries; however, differences in how cancer care is organized and delivered, as well as variations in
CRC treatment guidelines or best practices across jurisdictions may result in different, context-specific
relationships. The barriers patients with an SPI history face accessing healthcare may also differ across
countries or provinces as the result of differences in healthcare policy, infrastructure and institutional
culture toward providing care to vulnerable populations.
The magnitude of effect and its direction may depend on the underlying cancer diagnosis, which
is why the current study was conducted within a single cancer site. Cancer is a heterogeneous group of
diseases with different risk factors, diagnostic investigations, stage distributions, treatment patterns and
prognosis. For example, two studies in lung cancer outcomes concluded patients with a psychiatric
disorder are less likely to be diagnosed with late stage disease (67, 82). This may reflect the emphasis on
smoking and smoking-related comorbidity for individuals with an SPI. Further work is necessary is to
understand the consistency of the SPI effect on cancer outcomes across multiple cancer sites.
The generalizability of the results to all individuals with an SPI is unclear. Individuals with an
SPI who go on to develop cancer may be different than those who die prematurely of either mental health
or other physical health problems. CRC is typically a slow growing disease, developing over ten to thirty
years and it is the result of cumulative exposure to a number of lifestyle and dietary factors (104, 105). A
large majority of CRC cases are diagnosed in individuals aged 60 or older, (109, 111) while the average
life expectancy of individuals with an SPI diagnosis may be reduced by up to 30 years (45). Therefore, an
individual with an SPI history must survive a host of other high mortality scenarios to live long enough to
develop and be diagnosed with a CRC. Alternatively, patients with an SPI history included in the study of
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cancer outcomes may have a later onset of the psychiatric disorder, possibly even occurring after
carcinogenesis was initiated.
The generalizability of my results to patients with non-severe psychiatric disorders is also
unclear. A substantial proportion of patients with CRC had some history of a mental illness documented
in the mental health services data and were therefore excluded from the current study. I demonstrated that
individuals with a psychiatric hospitalization had similar risks of worse cancer outcomes, regardless of
the specific SPI diagnosis. For individuals who do not require hospitalization, the defining features of
non-SPI disorders, such as anxiety disorders, may result in null or different findings. The underlying roles
of diagnostic overshadowing, stigma, and fragmented healthcare may still be generalizable and delay
diagnoses, and receipt of cancer care. The effect of non-SPI mental health disorders may have larger
public health relevance, as it affects a larger proportion of the population. Further work characterizing the
association between anxiety, dementia, and other disorders and cancer outcomes is necessary.

5.6 Implications
The current study provides important evidence of significant inequalities in cancer staging,
treatment, and prognosis for cancer patients with an SPI history, relative to individuals with no history of
mental illness. There are gaps across the spectrum of care investigated in the current study, suggesting
policymakers should consider how to best integrate psychiatric and oncology care, and improve patientcenteredness of the cancer system. These consistently poor cancer outcomes for a socially vulnerable
population have important implications for the Canadian public healthcare system.
The current demonstrated CRC patients with an SPI had higher rates of unknown stage, lower
rates of guideline recommended treatment in potentially curative patients, and higher rates of not
receiving surgical resection, chemotherapy, or radiotherapy in stage IV and unknown stage patients, than
patients with no history of mental illness. SPI patients are less likely to be able to advocate for themselves
than patients with no history of mental illness and because of the impact of their psychiatric illness (low
motivation, cognitive impairment, active psychosis), arranging their complex cancer regimens is far more
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challenging. Most oncologists will never or rarely have occasion to provide cancer care to patients with
an SPI and it is unclear what resources cancer treatment centres have in place to co-manage SPI when
comorbid with a cancer diagnosis. This limited training, experience, and resources may create difficulties
to providing patient-centered care for oncologists and the cancer care team. In addition, the voice of the
cancer patient with an SPI history is relatively silent in existing discourse. Developing patient-centred
cancer care for individuals with an SPI will require an understanding of the information, supports, and
circumstances that could facilitate treatment from the patient and family’s perspective. Consultation with
patients, their families, oncologists, oncology nurses, social workers, as well as the key care providers in
the mental healthcare system could help inform policymakers on the barriers to ensuring good outcomes
for cancer patients with an SPI, or how guidelines may be best modified to provide optimal care for this
subset of cancer patients.
Our results consistently highlighted that patients with the most severe mental illness, defined by
at least one psychiatric admission, had the worst cancer outcomes. Initiatives targeting supportive,
integrated, patient-centered care are necessary for the CRC patients with the most reduced functionality,
who do not receive the necessary diagnosis and staging investigations, or guideline recommended care.
Individuals with an SPI should not be subject to worse cancer outcomes as a result of the
modifiable risk factors that they are more likely to have than the general population. There is a moral
imperative to address social barriers, such as housing, income, and social support that affect patients with
an SPI much more than those with no history of a mental illness. If we fail to understand why cancer care
disparities exist, we will continue to needlessly harm this vulnerable population. If the psychiatric
disorder interferes with appropriate provision of cancer care, an emphasis on patient-centered care would
dictate that the cancer care team identifies ways to provide adequate support throughout cancer treatment.
If precarious housing and a lack of social support interfere with post-operative recovery or chemotherapy
adherence, then better provisions, such as patient-navigators, are essential. Integrating mental health
professionals within the cancer trajectory for patients with an SPI may help address communication and
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navigation barriers, as well as provide support to individuals with an SPI. More holistic approaches to the
integration of physical and mental healthcare, including cancer care, will be indicated as more light is
shone on the significant disparities in life expectancy faced by individuals with an SPI.
Overall, the results of the current study, in combination with the depth of information in the
literature, document sufficient evidence to warrant healthcare system level intervention on access to- and
receipt of guideline recommended treatment for a number of chronic health conditions. My findings of
cancer care disparities provide further support that ‘siloed’ physical and mental healthcare leads to poor
outcomes for this vulnerable population. I suggest that a study investigating the care interface between
primary care, psychiatry and non-psychiatry specialties could inform broader interventions targeting
changes in healthcare policy and the structure of how healthcare is provided. Existing programs
coordinating cancer care for patients with complex needs may be extended to include this vulnerable
group, with an understanding that the complexity related to an SPI requires special consideration
compared to complexity related to medical comorbidity. The results of the suggested work could have
both clinical and economic impacts for the healthcare system.

5.7 Future Directions
The rare prevalence of SPI and cancer create challenges to prospectively studying more detailed
diagnosis and treatment outcomes, including reasons why patients do not receive guideline recommended
treatment, within a single cancer sites. However, this information is critical to understanding why cancer
care disparities are occurring for individuals with an SPI and create actionable research studies with
policy-relevant outcomes. These challenges could be approached by more broadly studying barriers to
good physical health outcomes for individuals with an SPI. However, this approach may lose the nuanced
details related specifically to cancer diagnosis and treatment, which is much more rarely encountered in
primary care, and requires complex and significantly toxic treatment regimens. Alternatively, patients
with an SPI could be included as part of a larger, prospective studies interested in cancer care for
vulnerable populations. Currently, there is evidence these patients may be excluded from existing studies
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given that features of the SPI makes the most vulnerable population more challenging to engage in
research, including issues with consent and cognitive ability. However, these reasons are why
understanding SPI cancer outcomes is so important. The generalizability of these studies combining
multiple research settings will be affected in each context. I suggest a few additional studies keeping these
limitations in mind.
Our findings of missing stage data, the clinical implications of unknown stage at diagnosis, and
the unresolved question of whether or not an SPI is associated with advanced stage of cancer at diagnosis
highlight the importance of a future study focusing on the diagnostic interval and staging process. One
study has determined psychiatric illness is a predictor of a longer diagnostic interval (83). I suggest a
study targeting patient delay (e.g. inability to recognize symptoms, denial), provider delay (e.g.,
diagnostic overshadowing, misdiagnosis), and system delay (e.g., fragmented healthcare) components of
the diagnostic interval as they provide information on different causal pathways. Describing and
contrasting the healthcare system portion of the interval (up to the time that treatment starts) will provide
insight into the diagnostic and staging process with a wider lens, and provide perspective on primary care,
specialist care, and referral patterns. These data are available from existing provincial routinely collected
data sources and could be performed with large numbers at the population-level.
Prospectively designed, mixed methods studies are also needed to understand why vulnerable
populations, including individuals with an SPI history, do not receive guideline recommended cancer
treatment. The majority of studies investigating the non-receipt of guideline recommended treatment in
cancer have been retrospective, and used either administrative data or chart review methods. Winget et al.
(155) concluded that retrospective chart review studies are not adequate to understand reasons why
patients are not recommended for or receive cancer treatment, because half of records do not have
complete data on why physician recommended treatment was not initiated. Information on patient
consent, lack of social support, frailty, interference of the psychiatric symptoms or missed
appointments/discontinuity of care may not be reflected in the chart. A single study asking resected breast
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cancer patients why they did not initiate adjuvant chemotherapy or hormone therapy excluded patients
with memory deficits and those they felt could not provide consent (257). Persons with an SPI may fit
those criteria and therefore be unrepresented in ongoing research to understand non-receipt of cancer
treatment. A qualitative component is also necessary to understand the patient and clinician perspective.
Sinding et al. (103) conducted interviews of social workers to understand the processes of cancer
diagnosis for individuals with a serious mental illness. They provided evidence for fragmented,
compartmentalized healthcare and discredited patient cancer concerns (103). A survey of the beliefs,
attitudes, knowledge and experiences of oncologists, including physicians, nurses and social workers,
could provide context to the thesis findings. Interviews with patients or their families could also uncover
barriers or challenges from the patient perspective. These studies will have important implications for
how to design interventions targeting improved cancer care for vulnerable populations.
Potential cancer care disparities for vulnerable populations should be investigated at other points
along the cancer continuum, including palliative and survivorship care. I identified patients with stage IV
disease and an SPI history were significantly less likely to receive any cancer-directed treatment,
including consultations with oncologists, compared to those with no history of mental illness. Clinical
management guidelines are less clear for non-curative patients, where the benefit of treatment is less
established and substantially more controversial. This type of study could combine cancer sites to
increase the sample size, given greater clinical management similarities for metastatic cancers. One study
of end-of-life care inequalities has documented disparate clinical management for individuals dying with
schizophrenia, including less provision of pain medication (258). Another study investigating end-of-life
care for veterans with schizophrenia and cancer documented longer hospice stays and more physician
orders for life-sustaining treatment, than veterans with no serious mental illness (259). It is unclear
whether or not the same inequalities in cancer treatment would persist in the palliative care setting for
individuals with an SPI dying of cancer. In patients surviving their cancer diagnosis, it is not clear how
concurrent care for the psychiatric illness increases the complexity of their follow-up care. There is a
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growing interest in how patients with complex healthcare needs may be supported in the cancer system.
There are currently no studies investigating the care provided to individuals with an SPI history at this
phase of the cancer continuum, and a dearth of literature in the palliative setting. A better understanding
of palliative care will be crucial to addressing not just disparities in the quantity of life experienced by
individuals with cancer and an SPI, but also potential disparities in quality of life. Studying survivorship
care and end of life outcomes for individuals with an SPI history is necessary to understand potential
inequalities in long-term cancer outcomes and identify areas where patient-centered care is lacking.
Ensuring continuous care of the SPI throughout the cancer diagnosis and treatment periods is
critical to continued recovery of the psychiatric illness and also in reducing barriers to cancer care. Other
studies have begun to address the impact of necessary interruptions to antipsychotic medications, in areas
such as pregnancy (260). Readily available, provincial, routinely collected data could be used to
understand SPI treatment continuity in the context of physical comorbid illness care. Pre and postresearch designs could be used to investigate patterns of care before and after the cancer diagnosis, to see
where gaps in coverage may occur or changes that may portend negative mental health related outcomes.
In addition, investigating how cancer outcomes are altered by disruptions or discontinuous psychiatric
care would provide important information for coordinating cancer care in this population. This type of
research could better inform how psychiatric and mental healthcare could support patients and identify
where good mental healthcare resulted in good cancer outcomes.
The results of the current study support the hypothesis that differences in cancer stage
distributions and non-receipt of guideline-recommended treatment may contribute to disparities in CRC
survival experienced by individuals with an SPI. Theoretical frameworks informing healthcare disparities
research recommends not only identifying worse outcomes for vulnerable populations, but also
understanding why the associations exist (16). The indirect and direct pathways that make up the total
effect of an SPI history on poor cancer outcomes are not understood and are crucial to understanding
where interventions may have the most benefit in improving outcomes for cancer patients with an SPI
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history. Causal mediation methods represent an option to furthering this research (242). Future research
studying vulnerable populations should consider the multitude of risk factors inherent to socially
marginalized groups and how they interact to cause worse physical health outcomes or inequalities.

5.8 Conclusion
This dissertation has made a number of rigorous contributions to the body of literature
investigating inequalities in cancer outcomes for individuals with an SPI history, and to the wider
community dedicated to improving the physical health of individuals with a psychiatric disorder. These
three studies tell a consistent, cohesive story of cancer outcome inequalities for patients with an SPI
history across the cancer care trajectory. The results from these three studies have advanced my
understanding of potential causal pathways to worse cancer mortality for individuals with an SPI. The
consistently poor outcomes for individuals with an SPI history I documented at three key points of the
cancer continuum underscore the need for better physical healthcare in this population.
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Appendix A
Definitions and Rationale for Alternate SPI Measures
Definition Change to Algorithm
Outpatient and Inpatient: 2 year
1
data collection timeframe

2

Outpatient: minimum 4 outpatient
visits

3

Outpatient: include family
physician billing data

4

Unexposed group:
Include individuals in the
unexposed group if they only had a
single outpatient visit for a nonSPI diagnosis
Unexposed group:
Include individuals in the
unexposed group if their only
mental health contacts are with a
family physician.
Inpatient and outpatient: Include
individuals in the inpatient and
outpatient group if they meet the
criteria based on healthcare
utilization, rather than diagnoses.

5

6

Rationale
Identifying the most appropriate time window from
when a previous diagnosis or healthcare encounter will
impact future encounters is a challenge. Natural
variation in an individual’s usual interaction with the
mental healthcare system will occur.
Typically, a longer time frame for data collection on
an individual improves sensitivity of the measure (37,
252-255, 261). A shorter time frame may also identify
SPI patients with more active disease.
Algorithm accuracy is related to the minimum number
of encounters required to identify the presence of the
disease (37, 252-255, 261).
Increasing the minimum number of encounters
increases the specificity of the measure and reduces
the number of false positives (37, 180, 252-255, 261).
Algorithm accuracy is dependent on the choice and
availability of data sources (inpatient, outpatient and
community-based) (180, 253, 262).
Increasing the number of data sources used to identify
the disease can significantly increase the sensitivity of
the algorithm but also negatively impact specificity
(253, 261, 262).
Other validated ICES algorithms include individuals
with a single outpatient visit in the ‘non-disease’ group
(252-255). I may have misclassified individuals with
a single visit as having a non-SPI mental health
history.
I used additional data from family physicians to refine
my referent group and may have misclassified
individuals as having a mental health disorder.

I did not have access to function status or disability
data. Ruggeri et al. (33) noted that SPI definitions
based on diagnoses may miss up to 50% of patients
with a severely debilitating mental illness. So I created
an algorithm that did not discriminate based on mental
health diagnosis code, but still separating between
inpatient and outpatient effects.
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Appendix B
SPI History Data Processing
Table 39 SPI history data processing
Inclusion criteria
Total # OHIP records affiliated with the cohort
All services provided by psychiatrists or general
practitioners
All services provided at home, long term care, office
on the phone or other (exclude ED and inpatient
services)
All services provided in the 6 months to five years
prior to the cancer diagnosis
All mental health-related encounters
Total # of unique* mental health encounters
Total # of CRC patients with any mental health
history

OHIP

NACRS

OMHRS

256,590
--

CIHIDAD
130,356
--

13,779,542
4,048,370
3,393,928

--

--

--

1,674,509

85,344

22,474

868

105,968
96,432

1,891
1,891

1,504
1,504

-444

15,269

1,064

1,078

264

1,726
--

SPI=severe psychiatric illness; *Definition of unique: one billing record, per physician, per day; OHIP= Ontario
Health Insurance Plan; NACRS= National Ambulatory Reporting System; CIHI-DAD= Canadian Institute of Health
Information Discharge Abstract Database, Ontario Mental Health ReportingSystem; ED= emergency department;
CRC= colorectal cancer
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Appendix C
Confounder Selection Strategy
I reviewed the literature to identify potential confounders of the relationship between an SPI
history and unknown cancer stage. I identified two possible pathways to an unknown TNM stage at
diagnosis based on the literature: 1) TNM stage was truly known, but the information is not successfully
collected from the medical charts and electronic health records by the cancer registry (Figure 24); and 2)
TNM stage was truly unknown because it was not clinically ascertained (Figure 25). I hypothesized that
an SPI has a causal association with a truly unknown TNM stage via the second pathway.
Based on this hypothesis, I used directed acyclic graph theory to identify potential confounders of
this relationship reported a truncated version showing only potentially causal relationships. These are
represented with arrows from an SPI to the intermediate variables to unknown stage Figure 26. The total
effect of an SPI history is considered the sum of all arrows going from an SPI to unknown stage, although
the set is not exhausted. I removed all variables directly on the hypothesized causal pathway (Path 2) and
included the known stage pathway variables (Path 1). What remained were potentially open backdoor
pathways from SPI history to unknown cancer stage, or the potentially confounding relationships that
should be considered (Figure 27).
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Figure 24 Pathway to unknown stage when a TNM stage is known but not successfully abstracted

Figure 25 Pathway to unknown stage where TNM stage is never clinically ascertained
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Figure 26 Pathways from an SPI history to an unknown TNM cancer stage when the stage was not
clinically ascertained
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Figure 27 Potential backdoor pathways from an SPI history to an unknown TNM stage through
both hypothesized mechanisms.
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Appendix D
Ethics Approval
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Appendix E
A description of mental health services use in the final cohort
Table 40 Description of mental health services use in the inpatient and outpatient SPI history
groups

Any mental health-related hospitalization
SPI-related hospitalization
Other mental health hospitalization
Any mental health-related physician visit
Any psychiatry visit (any diagnosis)
SPI-related psychiatry visit
Other mental health psychiatry visit
Any family physician visit (any diagnosis)
SPI-related family physician visit
Other mental health family physician visit
Any mental health-related ED visit
SPI-related ED visit
Other mental health ED visit

Outpatient SPI History
%
16.2
0
16.2
98.6

Inpatient SPI History
%
100
100

94.2
94.0
80.7
32.6

56.2
51.9
82.6
46.5

17.0
12.7

21.7
17.1

91.5

SPI=severe psychiatric illness; ED=emergency department

Table 41 The average number of mental health hospitalizations, psychiatrist visits, and emergency
department visits with a mental health diagnosis, in those who had at least one
Outpatient SPI History
Inpatient SPI History
Median
IQR
Max Median
IQR
Max
Hospitalizations
SPI-related
Other mental health
Psychiatry Visits
SPI-related
Other mental health
Family Physician Visits
SPI-related
Ineligible
ED Visits
SPI-related
Other mental health

7.0
5.0

3.0-16.0
1.0-13.0

200
107

8.5
4.0

3.0-21.0
1.0-14.0

191
122

3.0
4.0

1.0-6.0
2.0-10.0

169
158

4.0
5.0

2.0-9.5
2.0-13.0

95
183

1.0
1.0

1.0-2.0
1.0-2.0

4.0
9.0

1.0
1.0

1.0-2.0
1.0-2.0

70
120

SPI=severe psychiatric illness; IQR= interquartile range; ED= emergency department
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Appendix F
A description of the excluded patients

Figure 28 Categorization of patients excluded from the study for having a mental health history
that did not meet the SPI definition by mental health services utilization patterns (SPI=SPI, n=
number of CRC patients, ED=emergency department)
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Table 42 Characteristics of patients excluded for having a mental health services utilization1 history that did not meet the SPI definition
Cohort Characteristics

Histology
Adenocarcinoma
Non adenocarcinoma
No histology/NOS
Tumour Location
Proximal
Distal
Sigmoid
Rectosigmoid
Rectum
Other/NOS
Age at diagnosis (years)
Median (IQR)
Sex
Female
Major Physical
Comorbidity
0 ADGs
1 ADGs
2 ADGs
3 ADGs
≥ 4 ADGs
Minor Physical
Comorbidity
0 ADGs
1 ADGs
2 ADGs
3 ADGs
4 ADGs

Single Outpatient
Visit
(n= 5,151)

2+ Family
Physician
Visits
(n=6,175)

Family Physician
Visit + ED or
Psychiatry
(n=485 )

2+ ED or
Psychiatry
Visits (n=724)

Inpatient
History
(n=756)

p-value

90.1
4.6
5.4

88.3
4.5
7.2

88.7
3.7
7.6

88.3
6.2
5.5

73.8
3.6
22.6

<0.001

36.7
3.4
20.1
6.3
23.0
10.5

37.3
3.7
17.6
6.6
21.6
13.3

35.3
4.3
20.6
6.4
22.1
11.3

34.1
2.3
17.5
9.0
23.3
13.7

36.2
2.8
16.7
6.0
20.0
18.4

<0.001

70 (60-79)

71 (60-81)

69 (58-81)

63 (55-74)

80 (73-86)

48.5

56.4

55.3

51.9

53.3

<0.001

56.9
30.6
9.5
2.3
0.7

53.6
32.3
10.8
2.5
0.8

48.5
35.3
10.9
3.1
2.3

57.9
27.9
10.1
3.2
1.0

25.9
32.7
22.6
12.4
6.3

<0.001

7.3
12.4
17.7
18.7
16.6

5.4
11.2
15.7
17.3
16.5

5.8
10.9
17.5
15.1
15.1

5.2
12.8
16.0
17.5
15.9

5.0
8.1
8.3
14.2
14.3

<0.001

<0.001
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Cohort Characteristics

5 ADGs
≥ 6 ADGs
Material Deprivation
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized
Missing

Single Outpatient
Visit
(n= 5,151)

Family Physician
Visit + ED or
Psychiatry
(n=485 )
12.4
23.3

2+ ED or
Psychiatry
Visits (n=724)

Inpatient
History
(n=756)

11.6
15.8

2+ Family
Physician
Visits
(n=6,175)
12.5
21.4

11.5
21.0

12.2
38.0

23.4
22.4
20.8
17.4
14.6
1.4

22.8
22.1
19.8
18.3
15.7
1.3

19.2
20.6
19.8
21.6
17.5
1.2

26.1
20.0
21.0
15.5
15.6
1.8

18.5
20.2
22.1
20.2
16.0
2.9

p-value

<0.001

SPI=severe psychiatric illness; 1All utilization reported refers to non-SPI related mental health service utilization; NOS= not otherwise specified; IQR=interquartile range; ADG=
aggregate diagnostic group

Table 43 Outcome distributions across excluded patients (column percentages reported)
Cohort Characteristics

TNM Stage
0/I
II
III
IV
Unknown
Unknown stage
No Resection1
No Adjuvant therapy2
Died

Single Outpatient
Visit
(n=5,151)

2+ Family
Physician Visits
(n=6,175)

Family Physician
Visit + ED or
Psychiatry (n=485)

2+ ED or
Psychiatry
Visits (n=724)

Inpatient
History
(n=756)

21.5
23.4
25.3
15.8
14.0
14.0
5.3
44.0
41.1

21.5
22.9
25.1
15.3
15.1
15.1
5.3
45.4
44.6

23.5
20.8
25.8
15.1
14.8
14.8
4.0
55.2
46.6

22.6
19.3
27.3
16.3
14.4
14.4
2.7
42.2
39.8

15.5
21.3
18.8
16.4
28.0
28.0
16.6
74.8
77.0

SPI= severe psychiatric illness; ED= emergency department; 1estimated in stage II and III patients only; 2 estimated in stage II and III rectal cancer and stage III colon cancer
patients only
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Appendix G
Description of Sensitivity Analysis Definitions and key demographic and cancer characteristics
Table 44 The proportion of patients within each SPI history category re-classified using the alternate sensitivity analysis SPI history
definitions (column percentages reported)

Alternate SPI History Classifications
2 Year Timeframe
No History of Mental Illness
Outpatient
Inpatient
Excluded
≥ 4 Outpatient Visits
No History of Mental Illness
Outpatient
Inpatient
Excluded
Include Family Physician Visits
No History of Mental Illness
Outpatient
Inpatient
Excluded
Ignore Family Physician Visits
No History of Mental Illness
Outpatient
Inpatient
Excluded
Ignore Single ED or Psychiatrist Visits
No History of Mental Illness
Outpatient

Original SPI History Definition1
No History of
Outpatient SPI Inpatient SPI
Mental Illness
History
History
(n=23,767)
(n=482)
(n=258)

Excluded
(n=13,291)

New
Distribution1
(n=37,798)

100
0
0
0

0
53.9
0
46.1

0
15.5
41.5
43.0

0
0
0
100

62.9
0.8
0.3
36.0

100
0
0
0

0
68.3
0
31.7

0
0
100
0

0
0
0
100

62.9
0.9
0.7
35.6

100
0
0
0

0
100
0
0

0
0
100
0

0
6.3
0
93.7

62.9
3.5
0.7
32.9

100
0
0
0

0
100
0
0

0
0
100
0

38.8
0
0
61.2

76.5
1.3
0.7
21.5

100
0

0
100

0
0

88.9
0

94.1
1.3
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Alternate SPI History Classifications
Inpatient
Excluded
All Mental Health Visits Eligible
No History of Mental Illness
Outpatient
Inpatient
Excluded

Original SPI History Definition1
No History of
Outpatient SPI Inpatient SPI
Mental Illness
History
History
(n=23,767)
(n=482)
(n=258)
0
0
100
0
0
0
100
0
0
0

0
83.8
16.2
0

0
0
100
0

Excluded
(n=13,291)

New
Distribution1
(n=37,798)

0
11.1

0.7
3.9

0
5.4
5.7
88.9

62.9
3.0
2.9
31.2

SPI=severe psychiatric illness; 1The new distribution refers to the proportion of the total in each level of the alternate sensitivity analysis definition of an SPI history
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Table 45 A description of included CRC patients by SPI history category, when a positive SPI
history is determined using a two year time frame, rather than five years.
2 Year Timeframe

Histology
Adenocarcinoma
Non adenocarcinoma
No histology/NOS
Tumour Location
Proximal
Distal
Sigmoid
Rectosigmoid
Rectum
Other/NOS
Median Age(IQR)
Sex
Female
Major Physical Comorbidity
0
ADGs
1
ADGs
2
ADGs
3-6 ADGs1
Material Deprivation
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized

No history of
mental illness
(n=23,767)

Outpatient SPI
history
(n=300)

Inpatient
SPI history
(n=107)

p-value

90.6
3.9
5.4

89.0
4.3
6.7

82.2
5.6
12.1

0.02

33.9
3.4
20.4
6.9
24.4
10.9
69 (60-78)

34.3
6.0
17.3
8.0
22.3
12.0
64 (56-74)

40.2
--1
21.5
--1
15.0
13.1
65 (56-76)

0.15

<0.001

41.0

53.3

55.1

<0.001

64.3
26.6
6.9
2.2

48.7
27.0
17.3
7.0

43.9
31.8
12.1
12.2

<0.001

22.8
22.8
21.4
17.9
13.6

22.7
17.3
19.0
18.0
21.7

26.2
15.9
15.0
23.4
16.8

0.002

1

Categories collapsed in accordance with the ICES small cell size reporting policy; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; ADG= Johns
Hopkin’s Aggregate Diagnosis Group; NOS= not otherwise specified
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Table 46 A description of included CRC patients by SPI history category, when a positive SPI
history is determined using a minimum of four or more outpatient visits, rather than two
Minimum Number Visits
No Histology1
Tumour Location
Proximal
Distal
Sigmoid
Rectosigmoid
Rectum
Other/NOS
Median Age (IQR)
Sex
Female
Major Physical Comorbidity
0
ADGs
1
ADGs
2
ADGs
3-6 ADGs1
Material Deprivation
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized

No history of
mental illness
(n=23,767)
5.4

Outpatient SPI
history
(n=300)
7.3

Inpatient
SPI history
(n=107)
12.0

33.9
3.4
20.4
6.9
24.4
10.9
69 (60-78)

35.0
6.1
17.9
7.6
21.3
12.2
64 (57-73)

35.3
--1
22.1
--1
21.3
12.8
65 (56-75)

<0.001

41.0

52.6

53.5

<0.001

64.3
26.6
6.9
2.2

53.2
26.4
13.1
7.3

45.7
31.4
13.6
9.3

<0.001

22.8
22.8
21.4
17.9
13.6

25.5
20.7
19.5
16.7
16.4

18.2
17.4
18.6
22.5
20.9

0.005

1

p-value

<0.001
0.182

Categories collapsed in accordance with the ICES small cell size reporting policy; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; ADG= Johns
Hopkin’s Aggregate Diagnosis Group; NOS= not otherwise specified
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Table 47 A description of included CRC patients by SPI history category, when a positive
outpatient SPI history is determined using family physician visits, in addition to psychiatrist and
ED visits.
Include Family Doctor in
Outpatient SPI history
Histology
Adenocarcinoma
Non adenocarcinoma
No histology/NOS
Tumour Location
Proximal
Distal
Sigmoid
Rectosigmoid
Rectum
Other/NOS
Median Age (IQR)
Sex
Female
Major Physical Comorbidity
0
ADGs
1
ADGs
2
ADGs
3-6 ADGs1
Material Deprivation
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized

No history of
mental illness
(n=23,767)

Outpatient SPI
history
(n=1,321)

Inpatient
SPI history
(n=258)

pvalue

90.6
3.9
5.4

86.6
4.8
8.6

83.3
4.7
12.0

<0.001

33.9
3.4
20.4
6.9
24.4
10.9
69 (60-78)

36.1
4.6
17.3
7.0
22.7
12.2
66 (57-77)

35.3
3.9
22.1
4.7
21.3
12.8
65 (56-75)

0.030

<0.001

41.0

57.6

53.5

<0.001

64.3
26.6
6.9
2.2

51.5
30.2
13.2
5.1

45.7
31.4
13.6
9.3

<0.001

22.8
22.8
21.4
17.9
13.6

24.1
19.7
19.5
18.5
16.7

18.2
17.4
18.6
22.5
20.9

<0.001

1

Categories collapsed in accordance with the ICES small cell size reporting policy; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; ADG= Johns
Hopkin’s Aggregate Diagnosis Group; NOS= not otherwise specified
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Table 48 A description of included CRC patients by SPI history category, when a negative mental
illness history is not determined using family physician visits in addition to hospitalizations,
psychiatry, and emergency department visits.
Ignore Family Doctor as a data
source
Histology
Adenocarcinoma
Non adenocarcinoma
No histology/NOS
Tumour Location
Proximal
Distal
Sigmoid
Rectosigmoid
Rectum
Other/NOS
Median Age(IQR)
Sex
Female
Major Physical Comorbidity
0
ADGs
1
ADGs
2
ADGs
3-6 ADGs1
Material Deprivation
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized

No history of mental
illness
(n=35,578)

Outpatient
SPI history
(n=482)

Inpatient
SPI history
(n=258)

pvalue

90.1
4.1
5.8

87.1
5.2
7.7

83.3
4.7
12.0

<0.001

34.9
3.5
19.8
6.8
23.7
11.3
70 (60-79)

35.1
5.8
17.4
7.5
21.8
12.4
63 (56-74)

35.3
3.9
22.1
4.7
21.3
12.8
65 (56-75)

0.176

<0.001

45.0

50.8

53.5

<0.001

61.2
28.3
8.0
2.6

49.8
28.0
15.4
6.8

45.7
31.4
13.6
9.3

<0.001

22.9
22.8
21.3
17.8
13.8

22.4
21.4
18.9
18.5
17.2

18.2
17.4
18.6
22.5
20.9

0.004

1

Categories collapsed in accordance with the ICES small cell size reporting policy; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; ADG= Johns
Hopkin’s Aggregate Diagnosis Group; NOS= not otherwise specified
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Table 49 A description of included CRC patients by SPI history category, when the definition of a
negative mental illness history includes a single SPI outpatient visit
Ignore Single Outpatient
Visits
Histology
Adenocarcinoma
Non adenocarcinoma
No histology/NOS
Tumour Location
Proximal
Distal
Sigmoid
Rectosigmoid
Rectum
Other/NOS
Median Age(IQR)
Sex
Female
Major Physical
Comorbidity
0
ADGs
1
ADGs
2
ADGs
3-6 ADGs1
Material Deprivation
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized

No history of mental
illness
(n=28,918)

Outpatient SPI
history
(n=482)

Inpatient SPI
history
(n=258)

pvalue

90.5
4.1
5.4

87.1
5.2
7.7

83.3
4.7
12.0

<0.001

34.4
3.4
20.3
6.8
24.2
10.9
69 (60-78)

35.1
5.8
17.4
7.5
21.8
12.4
63 (56-74)

35.3
3.9
22.1
4.7
21.3
12.8
65 (56-75)

0.09

<0.001

42.4

50.8

53.5

<0.001
<0.001

63.0
27.3
27.4
2.3

49.8
28.0
15.4
6.8

45.7
31.4
13.6
9.3

22.8
22.6
21.0
18.0
14.2

22.4
21.4
18.9
18.5
17.2

18.2
17.4
18.6
22.5
20.9

0.01

1

Categories collapsed in accordance with the ICES small cell size reporting policy; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; ADG= Johns
Hopkin’s Aggregate Diagnosis Group; NOS= not otherwise specified
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Table 50 A description of included CRC patients by SPI history category, when a positive SPI
history status is determined using mental healthcare service utilization alone.
No Diagnosis

Histology
Adenocarcinoma
Non adenocarcinoma
No histology/NOS
Tumour Location
Proximal
Distal
Sigmoid
Rectosigmoid
Rectum
Other/NOS
Median Age(IQR)
Sex
Female
Major Physical
Comorbidity
0
ADGs
1
ADGs
2
ADGs
3-6 ADGs1
Material Deprivation
Least Marginalized
2
3
4
Most Marginalized

No history of mental
illness
(n=23,767

Outpatient SPI
history
(n=1,128)

Inpatient SPI
history
(n=1,092)

p-value

90.6
3.9
5.4

88.3
5.8
5.9

76.6
4.0
19.4

<0.001

33.9
3.4
20.4
6.9
24.4
10.9
69 (60-78)

34.2
3.8
17.3
8.7
22.7
13.3
63 (55-74)

36.2
3.0
18.2
5.5
20.5
16.6
77 (66-85)

<0.001

41.0

50.9

53.8

<0.001

64.3
26.6
6.9
2.2

57.1
27.7
11.2
4.1

30.1
32.3
20.8
16.8

22.8
22.8
21.4
17.9
13.6

24.9
20.5
20.5
16.4
16.0

18.6
19.7
20.8
20.8
17.4

<0.001

<0.001

1

<0.001

Categories collapsed in accordance with the ICES small cell size reporting policy; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; ADG= Johns
Hopkin’s Aggregate Diagnosis Group; NOS= not otherwise specified
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Appendix H
Pearson Residuals
Table 51 Pearson Residuals identifying locations of significant differences in the distribution of
characteristics across SPI categories*
Outpatient SPI history
Cell χ2
Pearson
Statistic
Residual
Age at diagnosis (years)
45-54
55-64
Sex
Female
Major Physical Comorbidity
0 ADGs
2 ADGs
3 ADGs
≥ 4 ADGs
Minor Physical Comorbidity
0 ADGs
≥ 6 ADGs
Rurality (RIO categories)
46-55
Dependency**
Ethnic Concentration**
Material Deprivation
Most Marginalized
Instability
Least Marginalized
Most Marginalized
Diagnosis Confirmation
Operation
Best Source of Diagnosis
Information
Hospital/Inpatient Record
Histology
No histology/ Unspecified
Tumour Location**
TNM Stage**

Inpatient SPI history
Cell χ2
Pearson
Statistic
Residual

11.3793
19.4966

3.37332
4.4155

10.4519

3.23294

9.1765

3.02927

14.8582
45.5894
40.2136

-3.85463
6.75199
6.34142

13.2181
14.9427
30.8803
22.3959

-3.63567
3.86557
5.55701
4.73243

23.9479
59.3498

-4.89365
7.70388

10.5493
71.671

-3.24796
8.46587

10.2314

-3.19865

9.97094

3.15768

13.4022
21.2954

-3.6609
4.61469

18.1665

4.26222

18.9328

4.35119

19.5158

4.41767

17.4262

4.17447

*Only cells with a Pearson residual 3 or greater are reported. None of the values from the group with no history of mental illness
were contributed significantly. **None of the cells met the minimum threshold. SPI=severe psychiatric illness;
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Appendix I
Model Diagnostics
Unknown Stage: Log-binomial Regression

Figure 29 Pearson residuals plotted against observation number

Figure 30 Deviance residuals plotted against observation number
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Surgical Resection: Logistic Regression

Figure 31 Influence diagnostics including Pearson residuals, deviance residuals, and leverage points
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Adjuvant Treatment: Modified Poisson Regression with Robust Error Variance

Figure 32 Pearson residuals plotted against observation number

Figure 33 Deviance residuals plotted against observation number
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Overall Survival: Proportional Hazards Assessment

Figure 34 Proportional hazards assessment for SPI history: Inpatient

Figure 35 Proportional hazards assessment SPI history: Outpatient
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Figure 36 Proportional hazards assessment age, sex, tumour location
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Figure 37 Proportional hazards assessment RIO categories (rurality index of Ontario)
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Assessment Additive Hazards Regression Model
Parameter
Estimate (SE)

p-value

One Year
SPI History
No history of mental illness
Ref
Outpatient SPI history
0.057 (0.026)
Inpatient SPI history
0.107 (0.040)
Five Year
SPI History
No history of mental illness
Ref
Outpatient SPI history
0.021 (0.010)
Inpatient SPI history
0.072 (0.017)
Conditional on Surviving One Year
SPI History
No history of mental illness
Ref
Outpatient SPI history
0.008 (0.009)
Inpatient SPI history
0.058 (0.016)

Adjusted Parameter
Estimate1 (SE)

0.030
0.007

Ref
0.079 (0.026)
0.132 (0.039)

0.03
<0.001

0.028
<0.001

Ref
0.033 (0.09)
0.086 (0.16)

<0.001
<0.001

0.35
<0.001

Ref
0.016 (0.009)
0.068 (0.016)

0.06
<0.001

SPI= severe psychiatric illness; SE=robust standard error; 1Adjusted for age, sex, rurality, tumour location
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p-value

Cause-Specific Survival: Proportional Hazards Assessment

Figure 38 Proportional hazards assessment for inpatient SPI history

Figure 39 Proportional hazards assessment outpatient SPI history
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Figure 40 Proportional hazards assessment for age, sex, and tumour location
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Figure 41 Proportional hazards assessment for RIO categories (rurality index of Ontario)
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Appendix J
Sensitivity Analysis
Table 52 Sensitivity analyses using alternate administrative data algorithms to assign SPI status to
study the association between an SPI and unknown stage at diagnosis*
**The study cohort was drawn from a smaller subset of patients with available stage data, as missing
stage data was not updated for patients excluded from the main analysis.
Alternate Definition of an SPI History
n event (%) Adjusted RR (95% CI)
Main Thesis Definition
No history of mental illness
3120 (13.1)
Ref
Outpatient SPI history
76 (15.8)
1.17 (0.95-1.43)
Inpatient SPI history
51 (19.8)
1.45 (1.14-1.85)
Two Year Timeframe
No history of mental illness
4,665 (19.6)
Ref
Outpatient SPI history
60 (20.0)
1.03 (0.73-1.44)
Inpatient SPI history
23 (21.5)
1.19 (0.72-1.97)
↑ Minimum Outpatient Visit Threshold
No history of mental illness
4,665 (19.6)
Ref
Outpatient SPI history
66 (20.1)
1.05 (0.77-1.44)
Inpatient SPI history
68 (26.4)
1.63 (1.23-2.16)
Include Family Doctor Visits in Outpatient SPI
No history of mental illness
4,665 (19.6)
Ref
Outpatient SPI history
281 (21.3)
1.12 (0.96-1.31)
Inpatient SPI history
68 (26.4)
1.63 (1.23-2.16)
Ignore Single ED/Psychiatry Visits
No history of mental illness
5,700 (19.7)
Ref
Outpatient SPI history
110 (22.8)
1.16 (0.91-1.49)
Inpatient SPI history
68 (26.4)
1.61 (1.22-2.13)
Ignore Family Doctor Visit Data (unexposed)
No history of mental illness
7,076 (19.9)
Ref
Outpatient SPI history
110 (22.8)
1.15 (0.90-1.47)
Inpatient SPI history
68 (26.4)
1.59 (1.20-2.10)
Ignore Diagnosis Codes
No history of mental illness
4,665 (19.6)
Ref
Outpatient history
245 (21.7)
1.07 (0.90-1.28)
Inpatient history
343 (31.4)
1.93 (1.71-2.18)
SPI= severe psychiatric illness; *Adjusted for: age, sex, rurality, year of diagnosis, tumour location
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p-value
0.01

0.79

0.008

0.004

0.006

0.008

<0.001

Table 53 Sensitivity analyses using alternate administrative data algorithms to assign SPI status to
study the association between an SPI and receipt of surgery*
*The study cohort was drawn from a smaller subset of patients with available stage data, as missing stage
data was not updated for patients excluded from the main analysis.
n event1
(%)
Main Thesis Definition
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
Two Year Timeframe
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
4+ Minimum Outpatient Visit Threshold
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
Include Family Doctor Visits in Outpatient SPI
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
Ignore Single ED/Psychiatry Visits
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
Ignore Family Doctor Visit Data (unexposed)
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
Ignore Diagnosis Codes
No history of mental illness
Outpatient history
Inpatient history

Adjusted RR
(95% CI)

pvalue

551 (4.7)
Ref
0.02
15 (6.9) 1.61 (0.93-2.77)
9 (7.8) 2.24 (1.11-4.51)
520 (4.8)
Ref
0.15
7 (5.6) 1.24 (0.57-2.72)
-- (3.8) 1.01 (0.24-4.20)
520 (4.8)
Ref
0.03
9 (6.7) 1.60 (0.80-3.20)
9 (8.5) 2.48 (1.23-5.03)
520 (4.8)
Ref
0.04
24 (4.4) 0.91 (0.59-1.40)
9 (8.5) 2.46 (1.22-4.98)
643 (4.9)
Ref
0.05
12 (6.0) 1.34 (0.73-2.44)
9 (8.5) 2.46 (1.22-4.97)
791 (4.9)
Ref
0.04
12 (6.0) 1.34 (0.74-2.48)
9 (8.5) 2.50 (1.24-5.05)
<0.001
520 (4.8)
Ref
14 (3.0) 0.67 (0.41-1.16)
63 (15.0) 2.86 (2.25-3.65)

SPI= severe psychiatric illness;1Not receiving surgical resection was considered an event; *Adjusted for: age, sex, rurality, year
of diagnosis, tumour location
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Table 54 Sensitivity analyses using alternate administrative data algorithms to assign SPI status to
study the association between an SPI and receipt of adjuvant treatment*
*The study cohort was drawn from a smaller number of patients with available stage data, as I could not
update the 2012 missing stage data for patients excluded from the main analysis.
n event1 (%)
Main Thesis Definition
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
Two Year Timeframe
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
4+ Minimum Outpatient Visit Threshold
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
Include Family Doctor Visits in Outpatient SPI
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
Ignore Single ED/Psychiatry Visits
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
Ignore Family Doctor Visit Data (unexposed)
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
Ignore Diagnosis Codes
No history of mental illness
Outpatient history
Inpatient history

Adjusted RR
(95% CI)

p-value

2,862 (40.3)
56 (44.1)
42 (66.7)

Ref
<0.001
1.22 (1.00-1.49)
2.07 (1.72-2.50)

2,613 (40.2)
40 (51.3)
19 (70.4)

Ref
<0.001
1.41 (1.14-1.74)
2.17 (1.72-2.52)
<0.001
Ref
1.19 (0.92-1.54)
2.08 (1.72-2.52)
<0.001
Ref
1.18 (1.05-1.33)
2.07 (1.71-2.51)
<0.001
Ref
1.22 (0.98-1.50)
2.05 (1.70-2.49)
<0.001
Ref
1.20 (0.97-1.48)
2.02 (1.67-2.45)
<0.001
Ref
1.24 (1.09-1.41)
1.49 (1.35-1.64)

2,613 (40.2)
32 (42.7)
39 (68.4)
2,613 (40.2)
150 (44.4)
39 (68.4)
3,214 (40.8)
51 (42.5)
39 (68.4)
4,033 (41.8)
51 (42.5)
39 (68.4)
3,214 (40.8)
133 (42.5)
138 (70.8)

SPI= severe psychiatric illness; 1Not receiving adjuvant treatment was considered an event; *Adjusted for: age, sex, rurality, year
of diagnosis, tumour location
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Table 55 Sensitivity analysis using alternate administrative data algorithms to assign SPI status to
study the association between an SPI and death from any cause
n events (%) Adjusted HR (95% CI) p-value
Main Thesis Definition
No history of mental illness
9,827 (41.3)
Outpatient SPI history
227 (47.1)
Inpatient SPI history
150 (58.1)
Two Year Timeframe
No history of mental illness
9,827 (41.3)
Outpatient SPI history
146 (48.7)
Inpatient SPI history
60 (56.1)
4+ Minimum Outpatient Visit Threshold
No history of mental illness
9,827 (41.3)
Outpatient SPI history
142 (43.2)
Inpatient SPI history
150 (58.1)
Include Family Doctor Visits in Outpatient SPI
No history of mental illness
9,827 (41.3)
Outpatient SPI history
623 (47.2)
Inpatient SPI history
150 (58.1)
Ignore Single ED/Psychiatry Visits
No history of mental illness
11,946 (41.3)
Outpatient SPI history
227 (47.1)
Inpatient SPI history
150 (58.1)
Ignore Family Doctor Visit Data (unexposed)
No history of mental illness
14,927 (42.0)
Outpatient SPI history
227 (47.1)
Inpatient SPI history
150 (58.1)
Ignore Diagnosis Codes
No history of mental illness
9,827 (41.3)
Outpatient history
462 (40.0)
Inpatient history
785 (71.9)
SPI= severe psychiatric illness; *Adjusted for: age, sex, rurality, tumour location
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Ref
1.40 (1.22-1.59)
1.91 (1.63-2.25)

<0.001

Ref
1.50 (1.28-1.77)
1.67 (1.29-2.15)

<0.001

Ref
1.21 (1.03-1.43)
1.92 (1.63-2.25)

<0.001

Ref
1.32 (1.22-1.44)
1.92 (1.63-2.25)

<0.001

Ref
1.41 (1.24-1.61)
1.93 (1.65-2.27)

<0.001

Ref
1.39 (1.22-1.59)
1.91 (1.63-2.24)

<0.001

Ref
1.17 (1.07-1.29)
2.13 (1.98-2.29)

<0.001

Appendix K
Stage-specific CRC treatment patterns for stage I-III patients
Stage 0/I
Table 56 describes consultations with oncologists and treatment in patients with stage 0/I disease. Patients
primarily received a surgical resection or endoscopic excision of their primary tumour and very few
patients received chemotherapy or radiotherapy. A comparison of treatment patterns is presented across
categories of SPI history. A similar proportion of patients saw a surgeon and radiation oncologist. A small
proportion of patients with an inpatient SPI history did not consult with a medical oncologist (absolute
difference 11.4%); however, this was not statistically significant (p=0.12). Similarly, a smaller proportion
of patients with an inpatient SPI history underwent endoscopic removal of their primary tumour,
compared to patients with no history of a mental illness (absolute difference 12.2%; p=0.17).
Table 56 Treatment patterns in patients with stage O/I CRC

Consultations (%)
Surgical
Medical Oncology
Radiation Oncology
Treatment (%)
Endoscopic Excision of
Tumour1
Surgical Resection
Chemotherapy
Radiotherapy

No History of Mental
Illness (n=4,755)

Outpatient SPI
History (n=107)

Inpatient SPI
History (n=47)

p-value

94.7
36.9
14.1

94.4
30.8
15.9

91.5
25.5
12.8

0.63
0.12
0.84

67.5

70.1

55.3

0.17

77.9
5.8
5.1

81.3
---

76.6
---

0.68

1

Including polypectomy and local excision; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; n= number -- small sample size policies at ICES
preclude reporting of these cells; numbers too small to reliably perform statistical tests

Stage II
Table 57 describes treatment patterns in patients with stage II CRC across SPI categories. Almost all
patients saw a surgeon in the year following diagnosis, regardless of SPI history. A smaller proportion of
patients with an inpatient SPI history saw a medical oncologist (-5%) or a radiation oncologist (-8.9%)
compared to patients with no history of a mental illness, however these differences were not statistically
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significant. There were trends toward patients with an SPI history receiving less chemotherapy or
radiotherapy.
Table 57 Treatment patterns in patients with stage II CRC

Consultations (%)
Surgical
Medical Oncology
Radiation Oncology
Treatment (%)
Endoscopic Excision of
Tumour1
Surgical Resection
Chemotherapy
Radiotherapy

No History of Mental
Illness (n=5,504)

Outpatient SPI
History (n=111)

Inpatient SPI
History (n=54)

p-value

99.2
70.3
25.6

98.2
64.9
24.3

98.1
64.8
16.7

0.57
0.32
0.31

38.3

29.7

37.0

0.18

95.5
24.7
15.6

92.8
21.6
15.3

92.6
13.0
--

0.26
0.11
0.13

1

Including polypectomy and local excision; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; n= number; -- Numbers withheld based on ICES
small cell size policy

Stage III
Table 58 describes treatment patterns for patients with stage III CRC across SPI categories. Nearly 100%
of patients saw a surgeon within a year of diagnosis, regardless of SPI history and a similar proportion of
patients received surgery. Compared to stage III CRC patients with no history of a mental illness, fewer
patients with an inpatient SPI history saw a medical oncologist (absolute difference 16%; p<0.001), or
received chemotherapy (absolute difference 23%; p<0.001). Similarly, smaller proportion of patients with
an inpatient SPI history saw a radiation oncologist (absolute difference 14%; p=0.004) or received
radiotherapy (absolute difference 9%; p=0.02).
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Table 58 Treatment patterns in patients with stage III CRC

Consultations (%)
Surgical
Medical Oncology
Radiation Oncology
Treatment (%)
Endoscopic Excision of
Tumour1
Surgical Resection
Chemotherapy
Radiotherapy

No History of Mental
Illness (n=6,191)

Outpatient SPI
History (n=107)

Inpatient SPI
History (n=61)

p-value

99.0
89.8
36.8

99.1
86.9
25.2

100.0
73.8
23.0

0.74
<0.001
0.004

37.0

33.6

41.0

0.63

95.1
66.4
24.8

93.5
64.5
15.0

91.8
42.6
16.4

0.36
<0.001
0.02

1

Including polypectomy and local excision; SPI= severe psychiatric illness; n= number

Non-Curative Treatment Patterns for Stage IV CRC Patients
Table 59 describes the proportion of patients with stage IV cancer at diagnosis who consulted with an
oncologist and received cancer-directed treatment across SPI categories. A significantly smaller
proportion of patients with an inpatient SPI consulted with a surgeon or medical oncologist, or received
surgery or chemotherapy, compared to patients with no history of a mental illness. Absolute differences in
the proportion treated ranged from a 9% difference in surgical resection rates, to a 25% difference in the
proportion administered chemotherapy.
Table 59 Treatment patterns in patients with stage IV CRC

Consultations (%)
Surgical
Medical Oncology
Radiation Oncology
Treatment (%)
Surgical Resection
Resection of Metastases1
Chemotherapy
Radiotherapy

No History of Mental
Illness (n=4,189)

Outpatient SPI
History (n=81)

Inpatient SPI
History (n=45)

p-value

91.0
80.4
27.3

90.1
74.1
27.2

80.0
60.0
24.4

0.04
0.001
0.92

51.2
9.9
58.2
14.4

53.1
16.0
56.8
7.4

42.2
-33.3
--

0.46
0.14
0.003
0.17

SPI= severe psychiatric illness; 1=lung or liver; -- Numbers withheld based on ICES small cell size policy

Treatment Patterns in Unknown Stage CRC Patients
Table 60 describes the proportion of patients with unknown stage cancer at diagnosis who consulted with
an oncologist and received cancer-directed treatment across SPI categories. A smaller proportion of
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patients with an inpatient SPI history saw a surgeon, while a smaller proportion of patients with an
outpatient SPI history saw a radiation oncologist. Trends toward less treatment for patients with an SPI
history existed across all categories.
Table 60 Treatment patterns in patients with an unknown stage of CRC (column percentages
reported)

Consultations (%)
Surgical
Medical Oncology
Radiation Oncology
Treatment (%)
Surgical Resection
Chemotherapy
Radiotherapy

No History of Mental
Illness (n=3,112)

Outpatient SPI
History (n=75)

Inpatient SPI
History (n=50)

p-value

83.5
41.5
16.9

81.3
36.0
--

74.0
36.0
14.0

0.18
0.47
0.004

44.3
22.5
9.7

34.7
13.3
--

28.0
20.0
--

0.02
0.16

-- Numbers withheld based on ICES small cell size policy; SPI= severe psychiatric illness
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Appendix L
Stage-stratified overall survival probabilities
Table 61 Stage-specific Kaplan-Meier overall survival probabilities stratified by SPI history status
# Deaths (%)
Stage 0/I
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
Stage II
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
Stage III
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
Stage IV
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history
Stage Unknown
No history of mental illness
Outpatient SPI history
Inpatient SPI history

869 (18.2)
29 (27.1)
16 (34.0)
1,551 (28.2)
41 (36.9)
28 (51.9)
2,302 (37.2)
47 (44.0)
34 (55.7)
3,721 (88.8)
69 (85.2)
38 (84.4)
1,384 (44.4)
41 (54.0)
34 (66.7)

Overall Survival
p-value1
1- year (95% CI) 5-year (95% CI)
<0.001
0.95 (0.94-0.95)
0.84 (0.83-0.85)
0.93 (0.86-0.96)
0.74 (0.63-0.81)
0.94 (0.82-0.98)
0.66 (0.50-0.78)
<0.001
0.91 (0.91-0.92)
0.74 (0.73-0.76)
0.87 (0.80-0.92)
0.68 (0.58-0.76)
0.85 (0.73-0.92)
0.57 (0.42-0.70)
<0.001
0.90 (0.89-0.91
0.65 (0.64-0.66)
0.84 (0.76-0.90)
0.60 (0.50-0.69)
0.84 (0.72-0.91)
0.45 (0.32-0.58)
0.37
0.51 (0.0.50-0.53)
0.11 (0.10-0.12)
0.48 (0.37-0.58)
0.15 (0.08-0.25)
0.44 (0.30-0.58)
0.14 (0.06-0.26)
<0.001
0.73 (0.72-0.75)
0.56 (0.54-0.58)
0.67 (0.55-0.76)
0.46 (0.34-0.58)
0.63 (0.48-0.74)
0.37 (0.23-0.50)

1

Calculated using the Wilcoxon test for homogeneity of strata; SPI=severe psychiatric illness
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Appendix M
Plots of time varying SPI effects using semi-parametric additive hazards
regression

Figure 42 Time varying effects of an outpatient SPI history on the absolute number of deaths
during the five years following diagnosis
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Figure 43 Time varying effects of an inpatient SPI history on the absolute number of deaths during
the five years following diagnosis
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Appendix N: Sub-Distribution Hazards
The second analysis using the Cox-Proportional hazards sub-distribution regression had similar results to
the cause-specific hazards regression (Table 62). As anticipated, because an inpatient and outpatient SPI
history were both associated with an increased risk of cancer-specific and non-cancer death, the HRSD
were in the same direction, but demonstrated attenuated effects.
Table 62 Multivariable competing risks analysis of relative differences in CRC survival by SPI
status using the sub-distribution hazards approach
n events
(%)

Crude HRSD1
(95% CI)

pvalue

Adjusted2 HRSD
(95% CI)

pvalue3

Cancer-Specific Survival
No history of mental
5,762 (24.2)
Ref
0.002
Ref
<0.001
illness
125 (25.9)
1.10 (0.92-1.31)
1.19 (0.99-1.42)
Outpatient SPI history
85 (32.9)
1.48 (1.18-1.84)
1.62 (1.29-2.04)
Inpatient SPI history
Non-Cancer Survival
No history of mental
1,116 (4.7)
Ref
0.003
Ref
<0.001
illness
32 (6.1)
1.43 (1.01-2.04)
1.94 (1.37-2.76)
Outpatient SPI history
22 (8.5)
1.83 (1.21-2.79)
2.52 (1.67-3.82)
Inpatient SPI history
SPI= severe psychiatric illness; SD= sub-distribution; HR=hazard ratio; CI=confidence interval;
1
Adjusted for: age, sex, rurality, tumour location; 2Calculated using the Fine & Gray modified Wald
statistic
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